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Abstract 

This study examined children’s views and experiences of learning Irish in English-medium primary 

schools in Ireland.  To date, children’s voices have largely been absent from these discussions, and this 

study set out to address this gap in the research by documenting primary school children’s experiences, 

in first class (7-year-olds) and fifth class (11-year-olds).  The implementation of the communicative 

approach, where language use is both the aim and the means of language learning, was also explored.  

The conceptual framework, informed by Biesta’s domains of education, was used to provide coherence 

to second language learning theories.  This was complemented by the work of Friedrich Fröebel, adding 

a child-centred, social constructivist perspective.   

The participants were first-class (7-year-olds) and fifth-class (11-year-olds) children in three English-

medium primary schools in Ireland.  Informed by the conceptual framework, a child-centred 

methodology was employed to support children in sharing their experiences.  Data from draw-and-talk, 

circle time and a post-it survey were analysed qualitatively, using a thematic approach guided by the 

conceptual framework.  

The study highlighted that older children were more negative towards the language.  In addition, limited 

opportunities for authentic communication in Irish were reported by the children.  Findings also 

indicated that children viewed their role in Irish lessons as passive, with much learning confined to the 

accumulation of language units through imitation and repetition.  Strategic development of language 

skills, language awareness, cultural awareness and language learner autonomy were largely absent from 

their descriptions.   

This study suggests a need for additional supports in developing pre-service and in-service teachers’ 

knowledge and application of a communicative approach in Irish lessons in English-medium primary 

schools.  In addition, giving children ownership of their learning by incorporating a ch ild-centred 

approach would provide a more holistic experience.  This could support children learning Irish and also 

when learning additional languages in the future. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Introduction  

The focus of this study was on children’s experiences of learning the Irish language in English-

medium primary schools in Ireland, where Irish is taught as a subject.  The aim was to 

investigate children’s views in advance of the full implementation of the new Primary 

Language Curriculum (Department of Education and Skills, DES, 2019a) that was in 

development at the time.  Children in first class (7-year-olds) and in fifth class (11-year-olds) 

in three English-medium primary schools participated in the study.   

In this chapter, the background to the study is presented, beginning with data on language use 

and adult attitudes to Irish and an overview of policy developments in the last twenty years.  

The Irish language in English-medium primary schools in Ireland is then discussed, including 

curriculum developments and perspectives on teaching and learning.  My personal interest in 

the topic is explored, acknowledging the impact of my professional experiences on my 

approach to this research.  The research questions and an overview of the structure of the thesis 

are then outlined.   

Background to the study 

Much of the research on attitudes towards and use of Irish is dated, with the most recent census 

data published in 2017 and most other surveys of adults conducted in advance of that.  

Similarly, most developments in policy have been in place for over a decade.  However, to 

provide a context for this study, they are discussed here, and as findings seem to be consistent, 

they may echo the situation in Ireland currently.   

Irish language use 

The majority of people in Ireland identify English as their first language.  The most recent 

census data note that 1.76 million people over the age of three, 39.8% of the population, can 

speak Irish (Central Statistics Office, CSO, 2017).  The yes/no question is ‘blunt’ and does not 

give much insight into proficiency (Flynn, 2020, p7).  There are also few daily users of the 
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language, with only 73,803 people (1.7%) who speak Irish daily outside of the educational 

system (CSO, 2017).  In addition, there has been a slow but consistent decline in the use of 

Irish in Gaeltacht areas (Flynn, 2020).  Predominantly situated in the west of Ireland, Gaeltacht 

regions are areas where Irish is, or was until recently, spoken by the majority of the community.  

It is broadly accepted that the population of these areas are balanced bilinguals with equal 

ability in Irish and English (Flynn, 2013; Ó Laoire, 2007a); therefore, a discrete Irish speaker 

community no longer exists.   

When asked if Ireland would lose its identity as a distinct culture without the Irish language, 

64% agreed or strongly agreed (Darmody and Daly, 2015).  However, on the MORI I reland 

study (2004), while 89% of adult respondents agreed that promoting the Irish language is 

important to the country as a whole, only 39% believed that actually speaking Irish is central 

to being Irish (cited in Watson, 2008).  It may be that people view Irish as a symbol of identity 

(Nic Eoin, 2011) and that when they respond to the census question that they want to represent 

this link to the language.  Increased use seems to positively influence competence, whereas the 

evidence does not support the idea that improved competence increases use (Mac Gréil and 

Rhatigan, 2009).   

Attitudes of adults in Ireland to Irish  

This view of the symbolic importance of Irish (Nic Eoin, 2011) is also reflected in the attitudes 

of Irish adults towards the language.  Over half of the adult population have reported a positive 

attitude to Irish across various surveys from the late 1980s; however, this again is not evidenced 

in language use (Darmody and Daly, 2015; Mac Gréil and Rhatigan, 2009).  On a national 

survey in 2007/08, only 7% favoured discarding the language; (Mac Gréil and Rhatigan, 2009).  

Darmody and Daly (2015) found that only 1% of adults were in favour of disregarding Irish, 

with 43% favouring maintaining a bilingual state with English as the primary language.  In a 

survey of adults in 2019, 64% of respondents agreed that Irish should remain a core subject on 

the curriculum (Conradh na Gaeilge, 2019).  Third-level students also echoed this, with 67% 

of respondents agreeing that Irish should be compulsory (Union of Students in Ireland, USI, 

2021).  Interestingly, more adults reported they were in favour of learning Irish as adults 

(56.7%) when compared with their reflections on how they felt during their time at school 

(42.6%) (Mac Gréil and Rhatigan, 2009). 
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It appears that there are positive attitudes towards Irish in the population and a belief that Irish 

is central both as part of the identity and as an element of Irish education.  However, people 

seem to look to others to execute the revitalisation (McCubbin, 2010).  Overall, while Irish is 

‘a vehicle of cultural expression’, the complicated history of the language is reflected in this 

lack of clarity and active commitment (Ó Ceallaigh and Ní Dhonnabháin, 2015, p180).  Almost 

40% of the population can speak Irish, and attitudes remain consistently positive, but this has 

not translated into more language use.   

Relevant governmental policies and actions 

Historically, there has been an overreliance on the education system in Ireland rather than 

taking a multifactor approach to language revitalisation (Coolahan, 1981; Harris, 2007).  It is 

interesting that, rather than merely focusing on education, policies have taken a broader view 

in the last twenty years.  Since the enactment of the Official Languages Act (GoI, 2003) almost 

two decades ago, the general visibility and audibility of Irish have increased.  It introduced a 

requirement that public bodies provide all signage, stationery, and oral announcements in Irish 

or bilingually.  Therefore, all signposts and announcements of stops on public transport are 

now bilingual.   

The Twenty-Year Strategy for the Irish Language 2010-2030 (GoI, 2010) also aimed to address 

the overdependence of Irish language revival efforts on the education system noted above 

(Harris, 2007).  While education was included in the Strategy, it was one of nine areas for 

action.  Provision of broad statements, without concrete and practical steps towards effective 

implementation (Ó Ceallaigh and Ní Dhonnabháin, 2015), has been evident across state policy.  

This was the case with this Strategy; for example, a commitment was given to teaching other 

subjects through Irish in English-medium schools and the provision of resources for teachers 

to support this.  While the sentiment was good and highlighted best practice, it lacked concrete 

steps.  In 2018, a four-year action plan based on the Twenty-Year Strategy (GoI, 2010) was 

published with specific measures giving responsibility to various groups across the sector and 

annual reporting mechanisms (GoI, 2018).  The steps for English-medium primary schools 

included specifics, for example, moving from the original commitment to teaching other 

subjects through Irish in English-medium schools in the Strategy (GoI, 2010) to the 

implementation of a pilot project.  The development of Continuous Professional Development 

(CPD) focusing on methodologies for enhancing communicative approaches was also noted as 
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an action, as was the development of a language programme to support the implementation of 

the PLC (DES, 2019a).  The specific actions may lead to more successful outcomes as the 

Strategy is implemented; however, it is as yet too early to evaluate this.   

One final piece of relevant Governmental policy is the Literacy and Numeracy Strategy for 

Learning and Life (DES, 2011).  This Strategy noted the benefit of access to Irish and English 

in Ireland in giving ‘us an added advantage in understanding ourselves and in contributing to 

the enrichment of our culture’ (DES, 2011, p9).  However, with regards to English-medium 

primary schools, the Strategy was clear that the focus was English only when discussing 

literacy.  The Twenty-Year Strategy (GoI, 2010) was noted as the source for a discussion of 

Irish.  While the Twenty-Year Strategy (GoI, 2010) focused on education as one area for action, 

it would appear to be a missed opportunity not to explore Irish further in the Literacy and 

Numeracy Strategy (DES, 2011).  As is noted later in this chapter and in Chapter Two, there 

has been ongoing concern regarding the teaching and learning of Irish in English-medium 

primary schools; thus, it may have been better to address this in a strategy focused on literacy 

in Irish primary schools.  Extensive research evidence supports the view that literacy-related  

skills and knowledge can be transferred across languages (Ó Duibhir and Cummins, 2012).  

Unfortunately, this transfer of skills was not highlighted in the Strategy.   

The Irish language in schools 

Primary schools in Ireland can be English-medium or Irish-medium.  At the time of this study, 

92% of Irish primary schools were English-medium (DES, 2019b), where Irish is taught as a 

second or additional language.  As noted above, the retention of Irish as a subject is generally 

supported by the adult population (Conradh na Gaeilge, 2019, USI, 2021).  In English-medium 

primary schools, all subjects, including Irish, are taught by the class teacher.  Most teachers 

identify Irish as their second or additional language (Flynn, 2020).  In terms of ability in the 

Irish language, a study of student teachers (Dunne, 2019) found that 61% said that they had 

either native speaker levels or the ability to partake in most conversations.  This would seem 

to indicate that teachers have an above-average ability in Irish, compared with data from 

surveys of the general population (CSO, 2017; Darmody and Daly, 2015).  As part of their 

teacher education programme (primary), all student teachers spend two-fortnight placements 

in the Gaeltacht.  In addition to developing student-teacher competence, these placements also 

aim to provide an insight into the life and culture of the Gaeltacht (Teaching Council, 2012).  
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In a study of final year, primary level student teachers (Dunne, 2019), only 37.4% identified 

Irish as one of the most important subjects.  However, 96.7% felt that the teacher has a very 

important/important role in the revitalisation of the language.   

Irish is taught daily in English-medium schools and is nominally allocated 3.5 hours of 

instruction per week from first class (7-year-olds) and 2.5 hours in infant classes due to the 

shorter school day.  It is unclear whether this time allocation is being adhered to as this issue 

has not been addressed in the most recent Inspectorate/DES reports (2013; 2018).  A previous 

report recommended that Newly Qualified Teachers (NQTs) spend the appropriate time 

teaching Irish daily (Inspectorate/DES, 2005).  However, another report noted that the correct 

amount of time was spent teaching Irish in most classes (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).   

Irish language curriculum developments 

The fieldwork for this study took place between October and December 2018, at a time of 

language curriculum change in Irish primary schools.  In the Primary School Curriculum (PSC, 

DES, 1999), all subjects were reviewed.  This revised curriculum was introduced on a phased 

basis, with the Irish language introduced fully in 2003/04 (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  In 2015, 

a new Primary Language Curriculum (PLC, DES, 2015) for English and Irish in junior infants 

to second class (5-8-year-olds) was published.  Oral language was the initial focus, introduced 

from September 2016, with reading and writing the following year.  An updated curriculum 

document was published in 2019 for all classes in Irish primary schools (PLC, 2019a).  Circular 

0045/2019 (DES, 2019c) acknowledged that following feedback from teachers on the PLC 

(DES, 2015), significant changes were made to the curriculum’s content, layout, and 

presentation.   

The Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR,  Council of Europe, CoE, 2001) was 

designed to provide an international standard for describing language ability by defining levels 

of proficiency, from basic to proficient user.  It provides an objective standard for planning and 

implementing integrated language curricula (National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 

NCCA, 2015).  This framework has been used to develop the curriculum for Irish and modern 

foreign languages at junior cycle (13-16-year-olds) in secondary schools.  However, it is not 

referenced in the PLC (DES, 2019a), which is unfortunate as it could have supported continuity 

in learning Irish on the transition to secondary school.   
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Since September 2019, the PLC (DES, 2019a) has replaced both the PLC (DES, 2015) and the 

PSC (DES, 1999a).  At the time of the fieldwork for this study, the PLC (DES, 2015) was being 

used in junior classes (5-8-year-olds) and the previous PSC: Gaeilge (DES, 1999a) was still in 

use in senior classes (9-12-year-olds).  For clarity, where the PLC (DES, 2015, 2019a) is being 

discussed throughout this dissertation, the most recent version will be referenced, indicating 

that the same detail is contained in both.  Where the content is specific to one curriculum, this 

will be noted in the discussion.   

The communicative approach for teaching additional languages is based on the premise that 

language use is both the aim and the means for language learning (Newby, 2006a).  This 

approach was introduced in the PSC (1999a) in response to criticism of the vague, unrealistic 

aims and lack of emphasis on oral language in the 1971 curriculum (Ó Laoire, 2007a).  This 

continues to be the approach advocated in the PLC (DES, 2019a).  The theories underpinning 

the communicative approach to language teaching are discussed in Chapter Two; however, 

some of the key goals outlined in the curriculum are summarised here.  The overarching aim 

of the Irish language curriculum (DES, 1999a; 2019a) is to enable children to use the language 

to achieve communicative objectives and that Irish be used regularly throughout the day.  In 

Ireland, the class teacher teaches Irish, rather than a specialist teacher, providing opportunities 

for the use of Irish throughout the school day and in other subjects (Harris and Ó Duibhir, 

2011).  As noted earlier, this is reflected in the Twenty-Year Strategy (GoI, 2010), where 

teaching other subjects through Irish is proposed.   

Child-centred practice, introduced in the 1971 curriculum (GoI, 1971), continued to be 

emphasised across all curriculum subjects (DES, 1999b).  In the Irish language curriculum, this 

was evidenced in the recommendation to use children’s needs and interests to inform planning 

in Irish lessons.  The teacher was responsible for creating real-life contexts with opportunities 

for language use in authentic communication (DES, 1999a).  The emphasis on children’s 

language needs and interests led to a shift from school Irish to everyday Irish (Ó Laoire, 2007a).  

The potential positive impact of that is explored further in Chapter Two, in the context of 

encouraging children to speak as themselves in the language.  However, as noted earlier in this 

chapter, despite governmental efforts, Irish language use in the community is restricted to a 

small number of people (CSO, 2017).  Therefore, children’s opportunities for socialisation and 

to engage with Irish outside of school are limited (Ó Murchú, 2016).  Ó Duibhir (2018) notes 

that this limited interaction with the language may not sustain children’s efforts to learn the 
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language in Irish-medium schools.  This could be even more relevant in English-medium 

primary schools, where contact with the language is likely to be confined to a daily lesson.   

While there is flexibility in how the curriculum is implemented (DES, 1999a, 2019a), the 

central aim is to provide opportunities for children to communicate in the language as early 

and as often as possible.  The emphasis in the curriculum in the junior classes (5-8-year-olds) 

is on listening and speaking, with reading and writing introduced formally from second class 

(DES, 1999a).  The integration of these skills is also a central tenet of the curriculum, as is 

teaching through the target language.  These components of the curriculum are further 

developed in Chapter Two.   

Reports on the teaching and learning of Irish 

Several reports published by the Inspectorate of the Department of Education and Skills 

(Inspectorate/DES, 2005; 2007; 2013; 2018) have examined the teaching and learning of Irish; 

however, similar to research and policy outlined earlier, much of this was not conducted 

recently.  While dated, Irish in the Primary School (Inspectorate/DES, 2007) is perhaps the 

most relevant for this study as the primary focus was on the teaching of Irish, and this is the 

only such report published since the implementation of the PSC (DES, 1999a) and the shift to 

the communicative approach.  Based upon inspector reports from 2004/05, this publication 

indicated that the teaching of Irish was fair or poor in half of the forty English-medium 

classrooms, with excellent teaching only observed in 6% of lessons.  In addition, 32% of 

lessons were not taught through the medium of Irish.  Where teaching was poor, there was an 

emphasis on the textbook, and teacher talk was predominant with limited evidence of pupil 

enjoyment or engagement.  Unsurprisingly, as teaching was poor in half the classes, pupils had 

difficulty communicating or continuing a conversation in Irish in 44% of classes.  While these 

findings are disappointing considering the curriculum change, implementation of the Irish 

curriculum (PSC, DES, 1999a) was expected in 2003/04, a year before the inspector visits took 

place.  Therefore, it may have been too early for the new approach to have become embedded 

in practice.   

A comprehensive study of this nature, specifically on teaching Irish, has not been replicated, 

and Irish has only been addressed generally within broader Inspectorate/DES reports and 

within the NCCA curriculum review (2008).  In Beginning to Teach (Inspectorate/DES, 2005), 
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newly qualified teachers’ (NQTs’) perspectives on their readiness to teach across the 

curriculum were evaluated.  Regarding the teaching of Irish, NQTs reported feeling prepared, 

but this was not always reflected in the inspector’s observations.  Teacher accuracy in Irish was 

raised as an issue, as was the importance of using pupils’ interests to adapt the focus of learning.   

Less-positive findings regarding the teaching of Irish have been reported compared with 

English and maths in other publications from the Inspectorate/DES (2013; 2018).  It is worth 

noting that these findings relate to English-medium and Irish-medium primary schools, and the 

data are not subdivided within the reports.  The quality of pupils’ learning was considered 

problematic in 24% of lessons during incidental visits (Inspectorate/DES, 2013), which 

increased to 26% in 2018.  In both reports, the lack of opportunities to learn the language 

through talk and discussion was noted.  While the findings in these reports (Inspectorate/DES, 

2005; 2007; 2013; 2018) indicate concerns regarding Irish teaching, some interesting views 

were highlighted in the NCCA (2008) curriculum review.  Teachers reported that the PSC 

(1999a) positively influenced children’s Irish language learning through the increased use of 

oral language, enjoyment of the active methodologies and a growing sense of pride (NCCA, 

2008).  The challenge of teaching reading and writing in Irish was highlighted when self-

reporting on their teaching.   

Children’s perspectives on Irish in primary school 

Similar to the reports on the teaching of Irish, there have been no recent studies on pupil 

achievement in Irish or their perspectives on learning Irish.  Despite being published after the 

launch of the PSC (DES, 1999a), the data for the most recent study of achievement (Harris et 

al., 2006) were collected in 2002; in advance of the implementation of the Irish language 

curriculum, as the curriculum was introduced on a phased basis.  Therefore, the revisions to 

the curriculum could have had an impact that has not been measured more recently.  While 

dated, it is worth noting that there had been a significant decline in pupil achievement across 

almost all Irish listening and speaking objectives, compared with data from 1985 (Harris et al. 

2006).  Recently, when third-level students who attended English-medium schools reflected on 

their ability in Irish at the end of primary, 19% reported ‘no fluency’, with 59% noting they 

could ‘string a couple of sentences together’ (USI, 2021, p7).  This is interesting, as the 

respondents’ age profile (85% aged 15-25) would indicate that the majority attended primary 
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school following the introduction of the communicative approach in the curriculum (DES, 

1999a).   

Again, a comprehensive body of research on pupils’ attitudes towards Irish in English-medium 

primary schools has not been conducted since the implementation of the PSC (DES, 1999a).  

Prior to the curriculum implementation, the Twenty-Class Study (Harris and Murtagh, 1999) 

was conducted, and at that time, fifteen per cent of sixth-grade pupils expressed a ‘dislike of 

the boring, old fashioned and repetitious nature of the course and materials’ (Harris and 

Murtagh, 1999, p107).  To improve Irish lessons, pupils indicated that they would like it to be 

more modern, fun, realistic, non-sexist, with more conversation, drama, games, poems, songs 

and new materials (Harris and Murtagh, 1999, p111).   

Despite some dissatisfaction with Irish lessons, over half of the pupils were positively disposed 

to the language (Harris & Murtagh, 1999).  Echoing the census data from the general population 

(CSO, 2017) presented earlier in this chapter, this positive attitude did not translate into daily 

use or to a commitment to using the language (Harris & Murtagh, 1999).  Following the 

implementation of the PSC (DES, 1999a), focus group data from children indicated that they 

were generally positive about learning Irish, particularly oral language and activities based on 

pair and group work (NCCA, 2008).  Using a question on the Growing Up in Ireland (GUI) 

survey, 9-year-old children were more likely to be negative towards Irish than reading or math 

(Mc Coy et al., 2012).  However, similarly to the findings of Harris and Murtagh (1999), over 

half of the children surveyed were positive about the Irish language (Devitt et al., 2018).  This 

was three times more likely to be the case in Irish-medium contexts, which will have influenced 

the overall findings (Devitt et al., 2018).  These findings are based upon data from Wave 1 of 

the GUI survey, collected between 2007 and 2008.  

Overall, pupil attitudes appear to have remained consistent from the 1980s to the early 2000s, 

which is surprising as the approach to teaching Irish in the curriculum has changed.  The 

Inspectorate/DES highlighted ongoing weaknesses in the teaching of Irish and the 

implementation of these curriculum changes.  The GUI data on Irish is based on one question 

on Irish.  While variables across the GUI dataset were analysed to identify patterns, specifics 

on aspects of learning Irish were not included.  Thus, study carried out for this dissertation 

aimed to fill the gaps identified in our knowledge of children’s experiences of learning Irish in 

English-medium primary schools.  It aimed to provide a detailed description of children’s 
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views and experiences of learning Irish in three English-medium primary schools by speaking 

with first-class (7-year-old) and fifth-class (11-year-old) children, to gain further insights into 

the perspectives of these age groups.  

My personal and professional interest in the subject 

My interest in the Irish language stems from a decision made by my parents to raise my brother 

and me through Irish.  They believed in the importance of bilingualism and also valued Irish 

as part of their identity that they wished to share.  When I completed my teacher education 

course, I began my career as a teacher in an English-medium school rather than an Irish-

medium context.  I believed that I could have a greater impact on children’s experiences of 

learning Irish in a second language (L2) setting.  Reflecting on this belief now, I can see a naïve 

enthusiasm that I see echoed in some of the opinions expressed by the participants in this study.  

Working as a lecturer in Irish Methodologies in the Fröebel Department, Maynooth University, 

I again saw myself as positioned to influence classroom practice.  The Fröebelian philosophy 

that underpins our work in the Fröebel Department was central to the development of my 

research questions, as I was guided by his message to begin with the child.  Again, informed 

by the Fröebelian philosophy, child-centred research methods were employed to gain insights 

that would inform my own practice as a teacher educator and thus continue to promote excellent 

practice in Irish primary schools.  In doing this, I argue that I am acknowledging a social 

constructivist ontological and epistemological position reflected in my belief that children’s 

voices are central to their education.  This is explored further in the next chapters to 

contextualise language learning theories, the conceptual framework and methodological 

approaches and decisions.  

The rationale for the study 

This study was conducted to generate data on children’s experiences of learning Irish in 

English-medium primary schools.  The studies outlined earlier examined adult perspectives on 

the Irish language (Darmody and Daly, 2015; Mac Gréil and Rhatigan, 2009) and adult views 

on Irish in primary schools (Inspectorate/DES, 2007, 2013, 2018; NCCA, 2008).  Harris and 

Murtagh (1999) produced a comprehensive body of research into children’s attitudes to Irish; 

however, there have been changes to curriculum and to resources available in the intervening 

twenty years.  Other studies that have examined children’s attitudes to the Irish language in 
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schools have approached the research quantitatively (Devitt et al., 2018; Harris et al., 2006) or 

have had a broader focus on curriculum implementation (NCCA, 2008).  This research provides 

an original contribution in offering first-class (7-year-olds) and fifth-class (11-year-olds) 

children an opportunity to have their voices heard on this issue.  This research is distinctive 

through my invitation to children to express their opinions using child-centred research 

methods outlined in Chapter Four.   

This study aimed to improve my own professional practice as a teacher educator by researching 

children’s views and experiences of learning Irish.  Engaging in this research provided insights 

that were not available, as a study of this nature had not been conducted previously.  Therefore, 

an additional aim was to enlighten policy and practice at a time of curriculum change, as 

children’s voices have been missing from discussions on the teaching of Irish in primary 

school.   

Research questions 

The limited number of recent studies on children’s perspectives on learning Irish in English-

medium primary schools highlighted a gap in the research.  It seemed important to gain an 

insight into children’s experiences of learning Irish by speaking with children directly.  Thus, 

the following research questions emerged:  

• How do primary school children describe their experiences of learning Irish?  

• How do these views differ between junior classes and senior classes in primary 

school? 

• How do children’s experiences reflect the implementation of the Irish language 

curriculum in practice? 

The methodology employed in the study is detailed in Chapter Four.  A child -centred approach 

was employed that invited children to engage in whole-class circle time, draw and talk, a 

Diamond-9 ranking activity and a Post-it survey conducted over three data-generation visits to 

each class.  The research questions were addressed qualitatively, providing detailed 

descriptions of the experiences reported by the children.   
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Structure of the thesis 

This chapter provided the introduction to the thesis and an overview of the context and 

background of the study.  In Chapter Two, the pertinent literature is reviewed, and in Chapter 

Three, the conceptual framework that underpins this research, informed by the domains of 

educational purpose (Biesta, 2015), is explored.  The research methodology employed in the 

study is presented in Chapter Four, along with details of the fieldwork and ethical 

considerations involved in research with children.  Chapter Five provides integrated analysis 

and discussion of the themes emerging from the research, presented using the domains of 

educational purpose (Biesta, 2015) as a framework.  Conclusions and recommendations are 

considered in Chapter Six, with reflections on the limitations and on the professional 

implications of the study.   
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

Introduction 

The focus of this study was on children’s experiences of learning Irish in English-medium 

primary schools.  This chapter begins with a brief overview of perspectives on learning, 

acknowledging the philosophical positions that inform those views.  This is followed by a 

discussion of the developments in theories of language learning and how they inform current 

pedagogical approaches.  An overview of communicative language teaching is provided , and 

its application to the Irish context is discussed.  Additional areas of language learning research 

that could complement this method are then presented, referring to literature and reports on 

curriculum implementation in Ireland.  The complexities of language learning and the 

challenges posed by the theory and pedagogical approaches in developing a coherent model 

for the teaching of Irish in English-medium primary schools are noted.  The chapter concludes 

with a section on children’s perspectives on Second Language Learning (SLL) internationally.   

Theories of learning: a shift from teacher to learner 

Traditionally, education focused on teaching rather than learning, based upon a belief that 

knowledge was fixed and could be transmitted from the teacher to the learners (McCormick 

and Paechter, 1999).  Children were seen as empty vessels, and the teacher’s role was to deposit 

knowledge (Dennick, 2008) where learning was concerned with memorising and regularly 

demonstrating what was remembered (Little and Kirwan, 2019).  One approach within this 

viewpoint was behaviourism.  From this perspective, learning was seen as changing behaviour.  

While informative in teaching simple tasks such as listing or recalling facts, behaviourism does 

not explain how more complex activities are completed (Gredler, 2008).  These traditional 

transmission models of education were questioned, where the teacher made ‘deposits’ that the 

children memorised and repeated, restricting the development of critical consciousness (Freire, 

1970, p45).  The change to a model where children would be empowered was grounded in the 

developmental theories about children’s cognitive growth, moving to a learner-centred view of 

education.  The focus shifted from the teacher depositing knowledge to learning through 

engagement with authentic activity in the social world (Brooks and Brooks, 1999).   
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One proponent of active, child-centred education was the German philosopher and 

educationalist Fredrich Fröebel (1782-1852).  A summary of his philosophy is presented here, 

while the theoretical contribution of his work to this study is discussed further in Chapter Three.  

Fröebel proposed a change from this narrow image of children that had existed, emphasising 

the development of the whole child physically, emotionally, socially, and spiritually (Fröebel, 

1887).  He viewed the child as ‘a necessary essential member of humanity’ (Fröebel, 1898, 

p16).  Fröebel (1898) suggested that learning should not be reduced to the acquisition of 

miscellaneous external facts.  Instead, the adult should furnish the child with the means to 

discover the answer.  By observing the child at play, the adult could identify the child ’s stage 

of learning and plan from that, thus starting from what is known to the child rather than what 

is unknown (Bruce, 2015).  Fröebel (1898) was not suggesting that this learning took place in 

isolation but rather with other children, amid favourable surroundings with the companionship 

of persons who could guide and help their development.  

While Fröebel is not explicitly linked to social constructivism, the tenets of this paradigm echo 

his educational philosophy, where social interchange is emphasised (Pritchard and Wollard, 

2013) rather than the individualistic perspective inherent in traditional views.  Reflecting the 

Fröebelian emphasis on an inner connection when developing knowledge, learning is seen in 

the context of socially constructing personally meaningful artefacts (Connolly and Begg, 

2006).  Within a social constructivist paradigm, knowledge is viewed as subjective, with 

learning taking place through the reciprocal interactions of persons, behaviour, and the 

environment (Schunk, 2012).  It is accepted that the knowledge and skills that the learner brings 

will influence the meaning they construct during a learning experience.  In contrast, the 

behaviourist focuses on what is transmitted from the teacher, while in constructivism, the 

emphasis is on how learners arrive at meaning and understanding.  As noted above, Fröebel 

(1898) also highlighted this in his philosophy of education.  He also argued that information 

becomes knowledge when we have thoroughly mastered its meaning, noting that interest is one 

of the most powerful factors in attention (Bowen, 1892).   

Learners in the social constructivist classroom should be actors rather than spectators (Dennick, 

2008), and they should always be actively involved in their learning.  Through interaction with 

the environment, both the learner and the environment are changed, creating a shared history 

of development (Bredo, 1999).  Fröebel (1897) also highlighted self-activity, however, not 
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where a child is alone but where their whole self is actively engaged with others (Fröebel, 

1898).  

Therefore, reflective of a Fröebelian and social constructivist view of learning, this study 

acknowledges that in learning, the child should be actively involved in a transactional 

relationship with the teacher, other learners, and the environment.  This understanding 

recognises that in addition to content knowledge, there is a need to have a balanced approach 

where cultural knowledge and assisted learning (Sivan, 1986) are part of the learning process.  

While Bonfeld and Horgan (2016) discuss a classroom from a constructivist perspective, the 

features that they identify are more in line with a social constructivist paradigm as outlined 

above.  The learners’ interests form the primary emphasis in a social constructivist environment 

while also acknowledging that the curriculum is indispensable.  Learning is seen as a dialogic 

process between learner, teacher, and others, building on children’s prior knowledge, using 

group work and pair work.  Through this interactive process, insights and ways of thinking are 

shared in an attempt to co-construct knowledge.  In a social constructivist classroom, learners 

‘have agency and are viewed as active social agents…creating knowledge and learning skills 

in active engagement with their physical and social environment’ (Bonfeld and Horgan, 2016, 

p104).   

The role of the teacher is important within the learning environment, as knowledge is co-

constructed with others within a specific social community (Jha, 2012).  Within the social 

community of the classroom, learners and teachers are engaged in the process of knowledge 

co-construction.  In Chapter One, the limited opportunity to encounter the language outside the 

school was noted, and therefore the teacher has a significant role in the context of Irish language 

learning.   

Theories of language learning  

Assumptions about learning, as outlined above, combined with views of the nature of language 

influence the approach to language teaching and learning adopted in the classroom (Richards 

and Rodgers, 2001).  This underpinning approach then informs the method, or set of 

procedures, that details how to teach a language (Celce-Murcia, 2001).  Second Language 

Learning (SLL) is the term used in this study as it is reflective of much literature and is the 

term used in the Irish language curriculum; however, this also encompasses Additional 
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Language Learning.  Before the late 1960s, language learning was seen as an accessory to 

language teaching pedagogy (Myles, 2010) rather than a discrete area for investigation.  Since 

then, there has been a process of gradual development marked by a small number of significant  

upheavals (Thornbury, 2011).  Cook and Seidlhofer (1995, p4) note that views of language are 

complex and diverse.  They list twelve various perspectives, including genetic inheritance, a 

mathematical system, a social fact, an expression of cultural identity, a collection of memorised  

chunks and a rule-based discrete combinatory system.  Therefore, it is difficult to impose unity 

across the various definitions of language or find one agreed viewpoint (Cook and Seidlhofer, 

1995).  To provide a context for this study, two of these perspectives are discussed: language 

as a rule-governed system and language as a social fact.  These viewpoints on language have 

led to considerable shifts in language learning since the late 1960s (Larsen-Freeman, 2011); 

and were also influential in Irish language curriculum development over the last 50 years.  By 

presenting two theories of language, it is not my intention to suggest that the area of language 

theory is straightforward.  For illustrative purposes, it is helpful to trace the developments in 

these major viewpoints and their implications for classroom practice.   

Language as a rule-governed system 

From a structural perspective, language is seen as a rule-governed system of related elements 

for coding messages (Richards and Rodgers, 2001).  These discrete segments comply with a 

system of rules and can be combined to form words, phrases and sentences (Larsen-Freeman, 

2011).  In this view, language is internalised as formal operations and rules (Thornbury, 2011), 

basing the teaching syllabus around these rules, organised and taught in order of linguistic 

complexity.  Linguistic items are presented and practised individually and in isolation 

(Lightbown and Spada, 2006).  This structuralist approach is associated with a traditional view 

of the teacher as the transmitter of knowledge noted earlier in this chapter.  The student’s role 

is seen as a passive receptor of this information (Larsen-Freeman, 2011).  This approach 

viewed language acquisition as cognitive and individual, with a conception of learners as non-

native speakers and an assumption that they were trying to reach native speaker-like fluency 

(Firth and Wagner, 1997).  Another belief underpinning this perspective is that education could 

bring students from a condition of ignorance to one of knowing (Gergen, 1999).   

For Firth and Wagner (1997), these traditional approaches promoted input and references to 

learner errors rather than learners using language to communicate effectively.  The structuralist  
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view of language was informed by behaviourist theories.  Teaching was based on stimulus-

response-reinforcement, which was reflected in various teaching methods for second languages 

(Celce-Murcia, 2001).  In the grammar-translation method, the emphasis was on written texts 

and in the classroom, rules were presented, and sentences translated (Thornbury, 2011), 

teaching the target language through the first language.  A realisation of the need to develop 

spoken language led to the audiolingual method.  A bank of language structures was learned 

through mimicry, and the role of understanding that had been central to grammar-translation 

was reduced (Ellis, 2002).  Through imitation, repetition and practice, the audiolingual method 

aimed to help the learner develop habits in language use and to memorise dialogue (Yu, 2015).  

A third method associated with behaviourist theory was total physical response, combining 

language and movement (Díaz-Rico, 2004) by adding actions to language items.   

Common to all these methods was the emphasis on controlled production, including multiple -

choice, fill the gap and grammatical judgement activities (Norris and Ortega, 2000).  

Observations demonstrated that these methods did not develop sophisticated and fluent 

language users (Ortega, 2011).  In various studies of L2 development in 11- to 16-year-olds by 

Lightbown (2000), an almost exclusive emphasis on accuracy and practice of grammar did not 

lead to fluency.  In addition, learners could not use the grammatical forms correctly outside the 

drill and practice settings.  

Language as a social fact 

Influenced by the change in theories of learning, there was a shift in perspective to seeing 

language as a social fact.  In this view, language is seen as an instrument to express functional 

meaning (Richards and Rodgers, 2001).  In response to observations that there was a lack of 

transfer from the drill and practice of more traditional methods to spontaneous speech 

(Savignon, 2001), the focus moved to semantics (meaning) and communication.  Where 

structural views present language as measurable units sequenced by difficulty, functionalists 

explain language structure in terms of meaning-making (Mitchell et al, 2019).  Hymes (1972) 

proposed that communicative competence is integral to the effective learning of language (cited 

in Hiep, 2007).  From this viewpoint, communicative ability is more important than the 

linguistic competence central to structural perspectives on language.  Moving from the 

grammatical, lexical and phonological rules evidenced in earlier approaches, the emphasis 

shifted to language use in communicative activities (Newby, 2006a).  Communication of 
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meaning occurs in both student-teacher interactions and between students in pairs and groups 

(Lightbown and Spada, 2006).   

The communicative approach saw a shift from teacher-centred to learner-centred practices, 

echoing the social constructivist perspective outlined above.  The communicative approach 

also reflects the premise that a second language is learned in a similar way to a first, ‘through 

interacting with other people in their environment to satisfy a communicative need ’ (Ó Duibhir 

and Cummins, 2012, p29).  Fluency is prioritised in this view, with a move from controlled 

production, evidenced in more traditional approaches, to providing opportunities for free 

production (Thornbury, 2011).  Free production involves the learner constructing a response in 

a communicative task (Norris and Ortega, 2000), which leads to deeper language processing 

(Ellis, 2005; Swain, 2000).  These activities often include an information gap, where the 

learners share and exchange information to achieve a communicative goal (Loumbourdi, 2018), 

using the language they have at their disposal (Richards and Rodgers, 2001).   

While there is no single text or authority on the communicative approach, it is widely accepted; 

possibly because it is so broad that practitioners from different traditions can identify with it 

(Richards and Rodgers, 2001).  Early authors identified this wide-ranging nature, with Yalden 

(1983) outlining a continuum of six typologies, ranging from communicative activities grafted 

onto a structural syllabus to a learner-generated view of syllabus design (cited in Richards and 

Rodgers, 2001).  Echoing this, Howatt (1984) made a distinction between ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ 

forms of the communicative approach, where strong reflects practices where the language is 

learned through communication and use, while in the weak version, opportunities to learn the 

language through usage are included within a wider language programme.  As the 

interpretations of the communicative approach vary, it is clear why empirical research on its 

effectiveness is complex.  Also, it is difficult to find groups of learners that are identical, with 

the exception of the type of language instruction they receive, making comparative studies 

challenging (Lightbown and Spada, 2006).  Therefore, much research is descriptive, providing 

an account of practice that can inform pedagogy in other contexts (Nind and Lewthwaite, 

2018).   

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is the method associated with the communicative 

approach reflecting the perspective of language as a social fact.  In classroom practice, language 

is seen as ‘inseparable from individual identity and social behaviour’ (Savignon, 2018, p5), 
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again echoing a social constructivist perspective.  Within CLT, the learner is seen as a language 

user and language use is both the aim and the means of language learning (Newby, 2006a).  

Communication is not designed to be confined to face-to-face oral language activities but 

should also include authentic reading and writing activities (Savignon, 2001).  However, this 

is sometimes misinterpreted, with teachers emphasising the oral and aural components of the 

language (Newby, 2006a).   

Communicative Language Teaching in practice 

As noted in Chapter One, the communicative approach has been adopted in the Irish language 

curriculum in primary schools since 1999.  The emphasis is ‘on enjoyable, interactive and 

purposeful communication, with the target language used as early and as often as possible in 

the language lesson’ (DES, 2019a, p38).  While not explicitly stated, this seems to lean towards 

a ‘strong’ version of CLT described in the previous section (Howatt, 1984), where the children 

are using Irish to learn the language.  As noted above, a variety of perspectives on the 

application of CLT exist (Richards and Rodgers, 2001).  The next section reflects the version 

advocated in the Irish language curriculum (DES, 1999a; 2019a), approaching language 

learning from both a ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ perspective (Newby, 2006a).  

Approaching language learning from the bottom-up 

In CLT, the emphasis shifted from the traditional approaches where the sentence was central.  

Instead, the focus moved to language chunks to fulfil language functions.  The seven language 

functions identified by Halliday (1975) in children’s use of L1 were applied to the L2 context 

(Richards and Rodgers, 2001).  One example of a language function identified by Halliday 

(1975, p11) is ‘the instrumental function’, where the language is used to get things.  By 

focusing on a particular situation where language is being used to fulfil a specific 

communicative need the broad function becomes more targeted.  For example, ‘to get 

something’ can be further refined to ‘express a wish or desire’ (DES, 2019a, p67).  A sentence 

such as ‘I would like a drink’ can fulfil this learner’s communicative need, where the learner 

is expressing a wish.  This could be initially learned as a formulaic expression or an unanalysed 

chunk with a view to examining the linguistic features at a later stage (Ó Duibhir and Cummins, 

2012).  The learner can later adapt a phrase to express their personal meaning or desire, 
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affording them an important opportunity for free production, which, as noted above, lends itself 

to deeper language processing (Ellis, 2005).   

One concern around the functional approach to language teaching was the replacement of lists 

of grammatical items or language structures evident in the structural methods discussed earlier 

with a list of functions (Richards and Rodgers, 2001).  However, in implementation, the 

functions are not necessarily presented hierarchically, as was the case with grammar and 

structure lists.  This raises an additional consideration, as even when taking a functional 

approach, the sequencing of units ‘in a logical and pedagogically sound manner is not a 

straightforward matter’ (Larsen-Freeman, 2011, p158).  As CLT is focused on the learners’ 

communicative needs (Richards and Rodgers, 2001), a predefined list of sequential language 

would not align with this.   

The Irish language curriculum (DES, 1999a, 2019a) includes categories of language functions 

(Table 2.1) informed by the work of Halliday (1975) but adapted for the Irish context.  In the 

PSC (DES, 1999a), the language functions are accompanied by a list of sample phrases and 

sentences across primary school classes.  The language functions are viewed as ‘central’ and 

are listed in an appendix of the PLC (DES, 2019a, p40), demonstrating a continued emphasis 

on the functional aspect of CLT.  A list of sample phrases is not included, possibly as this 

curriculum is based on learning outcomes.  As noted in the previous paragraph, a predefined 

list of phrases does not align with CLT and language lessons should build upon the learners’ 

prior knowledge and learning.   

Table 2.1 Language Functions in the Primary Language Curriculum 

Seek clarification in conversation  

Structure a conversation 

Give and seek information 

Describe and seek an opinion 

Influence others 

Initiate and maintain a social interaction 

       Source PLC (DES, 2019a, p67) 
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There is limited evidence regarding the extent to which language functions are influencing 

planning and implementation of the curriculum in Irish schools.  During the review of the 

implementation of the PSC (DES, 1999a), teachers were provided with a list of the language 

functions and asked about their usefulness when planning (NCCA, 2008).  Communicating 

with others (83%), give and seek information (73%) and structure a conversation (70%) were 

noted as helpful/very helpful (NCCA, 2008).  Convincing other people was deemed the least 

useful (NCCA, 2008), possibly due to the more complex language required to persuade.  

Therefore, while language functions are a key element of CLT and are included in the 

curriculum, the extent of their use in Irish lessons has not been thoroughly examined.  Teachers’ 

self-reports indicate that some functions are helpful.  However, there is only one reference to 

language functions across the Inspectorate/DES reports, which seems to indicate a lack of 

reporting on their use for planning.  In this single observation in one school, whole-school 

planning emphasised language functions, but this did not appear in individual planning, which 

focused on activities for the daily lesson (Inspectorate/DES, 2007, p26).   

Approaching language learning from the top-down   

‘Top-down’ refers to the teaching of the language skills listening, speaking, reading and 

writing, and the methodologies used to develop learners’ knowledge of these, reflecting 

language use in real-life situations.  These are approached from ‘top-down’ within the 

communicative approach, which indicates that while they are, and should be, linked there is 

also a need for explicit skill development.  Cameron (2001) notes that young children often 

only encounter the spoken language initially and that this artificial breaking-up of what 

organically happens in a child’s mind, may not be appropriate.  As an alternative, Cameron 

(2001, p18) suggests that learning the second language is better subdivided into ‘learning oral 

skills’ and ‘learning the written language’.  Within oral skills, Cameron (2001) notes learning 

vocabulary and discourse, where discourse is represented in conversation and extended talk.  

Learning conversational language only, does not necessarily lead to an ability to engage in 

extended talk (Grenfell, 2000), demonstrating the value of this more holistic view of discourse.  

Replication of language use in real-life contexts is not sufficient either, as learners may only 

develop a repertoire of communicative behaviours with no resources to use when pragmatic 

strategies fail (Widdowson, 1998a).  Thus, while language use is both the aim and the means 

of language learning (Newby, 2006a), language skills also need some explicit attention in the 

language classroom.   
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Another way to structure the skills is as part of their role in language input and output.  

Listening and reading provide opportunities for language input, with learners producing output 

through speaking and writing.  Opportunities for extensive input are important in developing 

the knowledge necessary to become an effective communicator in the L2 (Ellis, 2005).  In 

English-medium primary schools in Ireland, language input is of particular importance due to 

the limited opportunities for input outside the school (Baker, 2003).  Ellis (2005) notes that if 

the input is confined to a limited number of lessons based on a coursebook, this is unlikely to 

be enough to develop high levels of L2 proficiency.  Where a language is taught as a subject in 

this way, Lightbown and Spada (2020) note that success is often measured by the ability to 

engage in simple social interactions, performance on grammar tests or understanding of a news 

report.  These observations could explain the limited effect of the curriculum on language use 

outside of school, as discussed in Chapter One.  In addition to extensive language input, 

opportunities for sustained output encourage deeper processing of the language (Swain, 2000).  

Controlled practice, where output is limited in length and complexity is insufficient (Ó Duibhir 

and Cummins, 2012).  Where learners engage in language production, they can become more 

aware of the features of the language, and they ‘can stretch their interlanguage to meet 

communicative goals’ (Swain, 2000, p99).  Through the use of communicative activities, 

learners can be provided with meaningful, interactive tasks that encourage both input and 

output (Ellis, 2005).   

Listening, speaking, reading and writing are the four strands in the PSC (DES, 1999a), and 

these language skills are viewed as inseparable.  It is possibly more accurate to describe them 

as interdependent, as they influence each other but can be separated for explicit targeting.  For 

example, reading or listening to a text provides additional exposure to language, which could 

further develop knowledge for future spoken or written outputs (Ó Duibhir and Cummins, 

2011).  In the PLC (DES, 2019a), reading and writing are included while listening and speaking 

are integrated under oral language.  As noted above, there are limited opportunities for 

exposure to the language outside of the school and this lack of visibility of listening as a strand 

and specific language skill in the PLC (DES, 2019a) is unfortunate.  In the PSC (DES, 1999), 

each subject had both a curriculum document and supporting teacher guidelines.  The PLC 

(DES, 2019a) is more condensed, with suggestions for practice provided in an online suite of 

support materials.  The curriculum elements highlight the integrated nature of the learning 

across strands, for both English and Irish.  Learning outcomes for Irish and English are 

presented separately, but the importance of learning across languages and the transfer of skills 
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are noted throughout.  The PSC (DES, 1999a) provided much more detail on each strand.  

Interestingly, in the companion volume to the CEFR (CoE, 2020), there has been a shift from 

language skills to four modes of communication: reception, production, interaction, and 

mediation.  The inadequacy of the four skills in ‘capturing the complex reality of 

communication’ (CoE, 2020, p33) is noted, where the modes of communication reflect the way 

language is used in reality.  While not stated explicitly, it seems that viewing language in the 

modes could embed both the functional ‘top down’ approach and the interdependent skills in 

the ‘bottom-up’ approach.  As the Irish language curriculum (DES, 1999a; 2019a) continues to 

use the language skills as distinct strands, this is used to structure this section.   

With regards to listening, the PSC (DES, 1999a) notes the importance of this skill in L2 

learning.  Children should have opportunities to listen informally to Irish and also to engage in 

formal listening activities in lessons where they would demonstrate understanding.  Speaking 

should be enjoyable, based on children’s interests so children can express themselves and ask 

for support if they need it.  Reading is described as a valuable source for learners, where they 

can read to gain knowledge and also for pleasure.  Formal reading is introduced in second class 

(8-year-olds) in the PSC (DES, 1999a) with the development of reading skills, including 

predicting and using context to guess unknown words (DES, 1999a).  Writing should be taught 

using the writing process, where children would prewrite, draft, revise and edit texts based on 

their interests.  In addition to this, objectives are presented under each strand for each class 

level.  While the specific context of L2 learning is addressed somewhat in the PLC (DES, 

2019a), additional support materials that explore the specifics of teaching each strand would 

support teachers in their practice.  For example, Hickey and Stenson (2016) call for the explicit 

teaching of Irish orthography at an appropriate level rather than relying on the whole word 

reading approach.  While this is acknowledged in the learning outcomes of the PLC (DES, 

2019a), a significant change to practice will require comprehensive professional development 

and resourcing.   

Despite extensive detail on the teaching of the strands in the PSC (DES, 1999a), the 

Inspectorate/DES reports indicated poor effects of implementation.  As noted in Chapter One, 

there is limited recent research that explores the teaching of Irish specifically.  While dated, 

the most detailed report on Irish teaching is Irish in the Primary School (Inspectorate/DES, 

2007).  The teaching of listening was ‘weak’ or ‘fair’ in 52% of lessons evaluated with very 

few examples of listening activities with a specific purpose (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  The 
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importance of poetry, song and story in developing pronunciation skills was noted, and while 

this practice was observed particularly in junior classes, there was a limited range of content 

taught (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  In the review of curriculum implementation (NCCA, 2008), 

many teachers (66%) noted that teaching listening in Irish was a challenge reporting language 

barriers and maintaining children’s attention as difficulties.   

The importance of opportunities for real communication was highlighted by the 

Inspectorate/DES (2007), rather than practices where teacher talk was predominant, and 

children’s participation was limited to responding to question.  A large number of teachers 

(94%) planned for drama in Irish (Inspectorate/DES, 2007), while in the curriculum review 

only 38% selected drama as a useful strategy, with 58% choosing games/tasks (NCCA, 2008).  

Cameron (2001) notes the importance of ensuring that language games have a clear learning 

element as at times tasks can be intellectually undemanding.  This appeared in the 

Inspectorate/DES evaluation, where games and activities did not always have a specific 

learning or language objective (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).   

Pupils were found to learn little during reading lessons based on the textbook 

(Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  The poor standard of the reading material used, the need for more 

challenging texts, and the necessity to provide a wider variety of texts to fulfil the expected 

standards outlined in the curriculum were also documented (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  In 

language education internationally, there is a concern that course content is determined by the 

textbook (Akbari, 2008), which are unregulated.  Most Irish writing, activities were textbook-

based, emphasising preformed language use, including cloze exercises, where learners fill a 

gap in a sentence.  This contrasts with the PSC (DES, 1999a), where opportunities for children 

to create sentences and to write in various genre are highlighted, offering those critical 

opportunities for free production (Ellis, 2005).  When self-reporting on their teaching, the 

challenge of teaching reading and writing was highlighted by teachers (NCCA, 2008).  

Teachers identified ‘reading aloud’ as the strategy they used to develop a reading culture 

(NCCA, 2008); however, it would appear this practice was mainly observed in junior classes 

(Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  The most common example of writing was writing their news and, 

similarly to research on teaching English, 60% seldom or never used the writing process 

(NCCA, 2008).   
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While the curriculum reflects CLT and emphasises the development of communicative 

competence using language functions and the four language skills, the evidence does not 

demonstrate the implementation of this in the classroom.  While the 2007 report is dated, the 

ongoing dissatisfaction with the teaching of Irish was again highlighted in subsequent 

evaluations (Inspectorate/DES, 2013; 2018), indicating ongoing difficulties in practice.  

Another area for consideration is in the transition to an integrated language curriculum, the 

teaching of Irish will also require more explicit attention as the detail in the curriculum does 

not address the specific methodologies to support learners in achieving the learning outcomes.  

Moving to a post-communicative era 

Initially, CLT was based upon arguments that language learning occurs through language use; 

however, as a deeper understanding of theories developed, concerns were raised about a need 

to build a broader conception of language learning (Firth and Wagner, 1997; 2007; Newby, 

2006a).  The shift to CLT led to language being viewed in terms of communication only, and 

the concept of language as the means through which we think and conceptualise was missing 

(Widdowson, 1998a).  The role of language as a medium through which we organise and reflect 

upon experience was also not considered (Barnes, 2008).  The emphasis on mimicking 

communication rather than genuinely communicating was highlighted by Grenfell (2000), 

noting that learners became equipped with a repertoire of stock phrases rather than with the 

means for personal expression in the language.   

As noted earlier in this chapter, the various interpretations of the broad principles of the 

communicative approach led to a lack of consistency in classroom application (Newby, 2006a).  

In addition to this, the role of grammar in L2 learning could be misinterpreted within CLT 

(Newby, 2006a).  In some cases, the emphasis on communication only meant that grammar 

was completely removed from curriculum and practice (Ellis, 2006).  Also, as noted in the 

previous section, CLT includes reading and writing, not just listening and speaking.  However, 

this was often misinterpreted (Savignon, 2001), and speaking and listening were often 

privileged.  Through developing this understanding further, Newby (2006a) suggests that 

language teaching has moved to a post-communicative era.  In addition to reviewing the 

position of grammar, they also advocate the inclusion of authenticity, cultural awareness and 

learner autonomy.  By explicitly including these aspects, the argument for language as a social 
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fact is acknowledged while also valuing the learner and their prior experience, reflecting the 

social constructivist underpinnings of this research.   

Authenticity 

As discussed in the overview of CLT, there is an emphasis on real-life contexts of language 

learning and use in CLT, which can be contrasted with the artificial world of the traditional 

approach (Newby, 2000).  Authenticity can be viewed in terms of authentic interaction and 

authentic materials (Shomoossi and Ketabi, 2007).  Authentic interaction links to the learners’ 

here-and-now, their interests and their sense of themselves (Little et al., 2017).  This links to 

the concepts of ‘school knowledge’ and ‘action knowledge’ (Barnes, 2008, p14).  ‘School 

knowledge’ is the content presented by teachers in school, with an emphasis on transmission, 

where the information remains external to the learner (Barnes, 2008).  ‘Action knowledge’ 

refers to the knowledge the learners bring with them to the classroom from their life experience.  

Where learners integrate the ‘school knowledge’ with their ‘action knowledge’, they link the 

new knowledge to their own identity (Olivares and Lemberger, 2002) and use prior experiences 

to communicate meaningfully in the language.  This echoes the shift to everyday Irish (Ó 

Laoire, 2007a) that the communicative approach brought through the PSC (DES, 1999a).   

Richards (2006, p70) highlights the importance of awakening ‘transportable identities’ through 

interactions in the language classroom where the learners and the teachers are given 

opportunities to speak as themselves in the L2, therefore also linking language to ‘action 

knowledge’ (Barnes, 2008, p14).  While transportable identities and action knowledge are 

important across the curriculum, they have particular relevance as language is a tool for self -

expression (Little et al., 2017).  Engaging the personally valued identities of learners blurs the 

boundary between the classroom and life outside, where pupils could draw on their love of 

music, for example.  As noted in Chapter One, opportunities for contact with the Irish language 

outside school are limited, and this has implications for the success of language learning.  

Through personal, authentic learning activities and engaging pupils’ action knowledge and 

transportable identities, children can become more involved and interested in language 

learning.  By providing these authentic opportunities where the language is related to their 

lives, learners are more likely to engage in free production that is relevant, increasing their 

language use.   
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Authentic materials can be defined as a text ‘created to fulfil some social purpose in the 

language community in which it was produced’ (Little et al., 1989, p5) and may include 

newspapers, magazines, poems, television programmes and film (Ó Laoire, 2003).  This 

suggestion that materials or samples of language are genuine implies that reality is external to 

the classroom and can be imported into the class (Tatsuki, 2006).  This may undervalue the 

validity of the community and reality within the class.  Authentic materials may be written or 

oral and are often contrasted with simplified texts created specifically with the language learner 

in mind (Crossley et al., 2007).  Proponents of the use of authentic texts argue that they provide 

more natural language, whereas simplified language, like that in textbooks, exposes students 

to unnatural and atypical language structures (Kennedy and Bolitho, 1984; Willis, 1998).  Texts 

created for the teaching of language can be uninteresting as they often lack conflict and leave 

little to the learner’s imagination (Fenner, 2000a).   

Learners become more motivated when authentic materials are used, as they feel they are 

learning the real language (Guariento and Morely, 2001).  In addition to this, they can also 

provide information about the target culture (Richards, 2001).  However, in a study of reading 

speed and comprehension of 15- to 24-year-old English learners, authentic texts were read 

more slowly, and comprehension was lower (Crossley et al., 2014).  In addition, Crossley et al. 

(2014) noted that the use of authentic texts seemed to benefit advanced L2 learners more than 

beginners; however, the authors acknowledged that the learners’ limited background 

knowledge could also have impacted both speed and comprehension.  The use of both authentic 

and created materials may help overcome these challenges.  In the Irish context, where, as 

noted in Chapter One, there are few daily speakers, authentic materials may provide cultural 

information.  It also could provide children with a sense of an Irish language community.  

However, accessing a wide range of authentic materials at an appropriate level of difficulty, 

particularly for beginner learners, may be challenging.   

Widdowson (1998b) argues that the seductive catchphrase of ‘authenticity’ led to its 

acceptance, but that language used in the classroom cannot actually be authentic as learners are 

not members of the community from which the texts came.  He goes on to examine how 

generated texts in L2 often state the obvious, which he argues is problematic.  To counteract 

this, activating contexts of language use and moving beyond the oversimplification of meaning 

can be employed (Widdowson, 1998b).  By formally recognising the language learners' lived 
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experiences (Norton, 2000), we can strive for authentic interaction rather than emphasising 

authentic materials only.   

Authenticity in the curriculum 

The provision of authentic opportunities for language use is also noted in both curriculum 

documents (DES, 1999a; 2019a), as is the importance of the children’s interests, reflecting the 

learners’ here and now (Little et al., 2017).  A thematic approach to the teaching of L2 is 

advocated, based on themes related to the children’s lives (DES, 2019a).  The choice of theme 

is at the teacher’s discretion in the PLC (DES, 2019a), whereas ten themes were listed in the 

PSC (DES, 1999a), including myself, school, television.  The curriculum (DES, 1999a) 

suggests that the teacher select topics from within or beyond these ten themes to reflect the 

learners’ interests.  The use of authentic materials is also noted in the PSC (DES, 1999a), noting 

reading at an appropriate level in 3rd to 6th classes (9–12-year-olds).  Samples in the Teacher 

Guidelines (DES, 1999c) include the use of signposts and connecting them with history and 

geography and using Irish versions of forms to create integrated reading and writing lessons.  

The use of materials from the media to develop independent listening and language awareness 

is also noted.  The use of authentic materials is not discussed within the PLC (DES, 2019a).  

This is not necessarily a shift in practice and is more likely due to the condensed nature of the 

document discussed in the section on CLT above. While the curriculum broadly reflects 

authenticity, it is important to consider ways that learners can be provided with opportunities 

to engage with authentic materials and in authentic interactions.  Practical supports for teachers 

could include highlighting the suitable resources that already exist in this regard.  

Cultural Awareness 

Cultural awareness is seen as a central aim of foreign language education (Fenner, 2001), where 

learners become aware of a shared way of life, not simply knowledgeable about the literature 

and history of the language (Byram et al., 2002).  In a traditional language classroom, cultural 

awareness was seen as a process of depositing knowledge of the culture associated with the 

target language; however, through a communicative approach and through engaging the 

learners’ ‘action knowledge’ (Barnes, 2008, p14), the approach to this has developed.  Rather 

than the learner viewing the culture of another group objectively, the teacher should aim to 
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encourage learners to engage in a dialogic process, where their own identity and culture are 

also included.   

Cultural awareness then becomes intercultural awareness by linking learners’ own culture 

within the process.  This is not envisaged to be reductionist (Byram and Wagner, 2018) nor a 

list of stereotypical characteristics, but instead an awareness of multiple perspectives and 

constructions of culture influenced by the person or object communicating that aspect of 

culture.  The foreign culture provides ‘an outside to our inside’ (Fenner, 2000b, p149).  

Through the creation of authentic opportunities for interactions and the use of texts that reflect 

culture, the learners develop their identity and their understanding of cultures as dynamic rather 

than static entities (Fenner, 2000b).  Developing intercultural competence prepares learners for 

interaction with people of other cultures and helps them view these encounters as valuable 

(Byram et al., 2002).  Links should be made explicitly for the learners, drawing their attention 

to cultural similarities and differences (Fenner, 2006a).  As it is difficult to define the concept 

of cultural awareness (Kramsch, 2013), linking this to language learning goals is an area that 

has received relatively little attention to date (Flynn, 2013).   

The literature above suggests that we should move beyond the artefacts of the Irish language, 

i.e., songs, poems, and traditional games, to support learners in constructing a sense of their 

own cultural identities by reflecting on the dynamic Irish culture from their perspective.  As 

noted in Chapter One, the Irish language is not always visible to learners outside the school 

context (Ó Laoire, 2007a).  Over 50% of adult respondents felt that an ability to speak Irish is 

not needed to understand Irish culture (Ó Riagáin, 2007).  A discrete Irish language speech 

community with specific cultural characteristics appears to no longer exist (Flynn, 2020), 

evidenced in the small number of daily users of the language.  In addition, most L1 speakers 

of Irish are balanced bilinguals, with equal access to English communication skills (Flynn, 

2013), which muddies the concept of Irish culture further.  In a study of children’s construction 

of national identity (Waldron and Pike, 2006), the overwhelming focus in the children’s 

responses was cultural, rather than an emphasis on Ireland as a place of birth.  Children included 

material aspects, such as food, in their conceptualisation of Irish culture, with 40% noting the 

Irish language as an identifying feature of Irishness.  The authors expressed concern at the 

stereotypes of Irishness proposed by the children and suggest that children need to be 

encouraged to explore and challenge existing conceptions of national identity (Waldron and 

Pike, 2006).  There are possibilities for discussion of historical and stereotypical 
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representations of the Irish culture as part of this process of problematising the national 

narrative.  In addition, examining names, surnames, and local placenames can awaken cultural 

awareness (Mac Mathúna, 1996) while demonstrating the influence of our history on the 

language.  This could engage learners further and assist them in understanding the position of 

Irish as a language within the historical and current context.   

Cultural awareness in the curriculum 

The introduction to the PSC recognises the role that knowledge and experience of Irish have in 

enabling the child to begin ‘to define and express his or her sense of national and cultural 

identity’ (DES, 1999b, p27).  In the Irish language curriculum (DES, 1999a), the language is 

referred to as the most distinctive aspect of Irish culture.  With regards to cultural awareness, 

the curriculum notes the importance of children’s understanding of Irish culture, including 

music, songs, and the oral and written traditions.  In addition to these specific elements, the 

curriculum also advocates the inclusion of the culture of the country beyond language, 

children’s own culture and the culture of other European countries.  The PLC continues to 

emphasise cultural awareness as part of language learning and identity formation (DES, 

2019a).  The role of Irish language use is also acknowledged in promoting ‘our cultural 

identity’ (DES, 2019a, p12) and allowing children to share in a unique and rich strand of the 

heritage of Irish society.  It is stated that by developing cultural awareness, the children’s 

interest in the Irish language will be intensified, as will their broader appreciation of languages 

(DES, 2019a).  In contrast to the PSC (DES, 1999a), specific examples such as traditional songs 

and traditions are not listed in the PLC (DES, 2019a), again due to the nature of the document.  

Both curriculum documents refer to other cultures and languages, and the PLC (DES, 2019a), 

in particular, recommends an appreciation of linguistic diversity, acknowledging the culture 

and heritage of all children.  However, the reference is to cultural rather than intercultural 

awareness, and the criticality and problematising of cultural stereotypes are missing from the 

discussion, perhaps indicating a romantic view of Irish culture.   

With regards to cultural awareness in practice, there was no evidence of Irish songs and dance 

being taught with a very small number of schools including Irish dancing in their plan for 

physical education (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  Gaelic games were emphasised in most schools 

as were activities for Seachtain na Gaeilge/Irish Week, an annual national event in March to 

celebrate the Irish language (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  In the development of cultural 
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awareness, during the review of curriculum implementation, teachers reported a limited range 

of experiences, with an emphasis on songs and classroom games (NCCA, 2008).  As 

acknowledged in Chapter One, cultural awareness is challenging in the Irish context, as the 

culture is difficult to define, and most Irish speakers are also equally proficient in English 

(Flynn, 2020).  While other jurisdictions, e.g., Hawaii and Alaska, set cultural standards to be 

taught (Dunne, 2020), the Irish curriculum allows for flexibility.  The teacher can approach this 

in a manner suited to the children in their class, exploring a holistic view of culture and 

intercultural questions.   

Language Awareness 

Language awareness can be defined as ‘explicit knowledge about language and conscious 

perception and sensitivity in language learning, language teaching and language use’ (Garrett 

and James, 2000, p330).  It would appear that language awareness can also be addressed by 

engaging in the development of learners’ cultural awareness.  For example, aspects of the 

language could be studied through the study of the origins of local place names.  As noted in 

the discussion of CLT above, learning language through communication alone does not furnish 

the learner with strategies when they move beyond phrases they know (Widdowson, 1998a).  

Language awareness is one way in which the structure of the language can be addressed and 

that learners can become aware of transferable skills and similarities and differences between 

languages.  Fairclough (2014) suggests that this can be further developed to Critical Language 

Awareness (CLA), where the power relationships and ideologies that underpin languages and 

choices around languages are explored.  Through a problematising approach to cultural 

awareness, noted above, CLA skills could also be developed.   

In a traditional, structural approach, language awareness would be approached through the 

presentation of vocabulary items with their translation and grammar rules (Fenner and Newby, 

2000).  In the post-communicative approach, where prior knowledge and experiences are 

valued, the learners’ successful acquisition of L1 is used as a foundation (Fenner and Newby, 

2000).  In this sense, learners’ curiosity about languages is awakened (Penz, 2000) using 

activities that ‘challenge pupils to ask questions about language, which so many take for 

granted’ (Hawkins, 1984, p4, cited in Hawkins, 1999, p128).  In doing this, learners are 

developing explicit knowledge that compliments the implicit knowledge developed through 

communicative tasks (Ellis, 2005).   
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Language awareness can be viewed as a form of consciousness-raising (Ó Laoire, 2007b) 

where activities stimulate learners to notice elements and features within and across languages.  

In minority language contexts, the development of language awareness may be considered 

equally as important as the development of communicative skills (Ó Laoire, 2007b).  By using 

language awareness activities, children are encouraged to integrate skills across languages and 

to showcase their growing sense of selves as bilingual and biliterate (Ó Duibhir and Cummins, 

2012).  This, in turn, can help children’s awareness of skills and strategies that they use in 

language learning, which is a component of developing language learner autonomy, discussed 

later in this chapter.   

Grammar 

One of the areas included in language awareness is grammar.  As noted above, in traditional 

approaches, grammar was taught by presenting a rule followed by opportunities for learner 

practice (Newby, 2006b).  This often took the form of controlled practice, where learners 

completed exercises where, for example, they changed the tense of verbs based upon the rule 

that had been presented.  These examples of direct teaching and textbook exercises reflect a 

deductive approach to teaching grammar, where rules are presented and practised with the hope 

that this will then transfer to free production (Rama and Agulló, 2012).  When presented in this 

decontextualised way, grammar can be reduced to a linguistic mathematics rather than being 

embedded in authentic use (Newby, 2006b), where learners know the nametags for the 

grammar but may not know what to do with them (Dufva and Alanen, 2004).  

With the introduction of the communicative approach and an emphasis on learners ’ 

communicative competence, there was a tendency to move away from teaching grammar (Ellis, 

2006).  Ellis (2005) notes the importance of placing a focus on form, in addition to meaning.  

This should occur when the learners have developed basic communicative competence (Ó 

Duibhir and Cummins, 2012).  In an inductive approach, language is presented, and learners 

are active, interacting with and through the language to become aware of rules.  Teachers can 

draw learners’ attention to a language feature, while the emphasis remains on meaning and 

communication.  An inductive approach to Irish grammar has been successful in a number of 

studies with children (Ní Aogáin, 2019; Ní Dhiorbháin and Ó Duibhir, 2017).  However, these 

investigations took place in Irish-medium contexts, where children’s communicative 

competence develops much earlier due to exposure to and use of the language.  How this could 
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be incorporated into the English-medium classroom requires some research to develop 

appropriate guides for teachers.   

Language awareness in the curriculum 

In the PSC (DES, 1999a), language awareness is considered, and within this, there is an 

emphasis on encouraging children to compare features of Irish and English and other 

languages.  Knowledge of grammar is also included within language awareness in the 

curriculum (DES, 1999a), emphasising learning through specific games; however, an 

appropriate methodology to replace the traditional methods is not presented.  As noted above, 

this is an area that has been explored empirically in Irish-medium rather than English-medium 

primary schools.  The curriculum also encourages the examination of place names as part of 

the development of language awareness.  In the PLC (DES, 2019a, p44), language awareness 

is included in the section on L2 learning and is explicitly linked with cultural awareness, noting 

that awareness of languages gives children ‘an appreciation of cultures and customs different 

to their own’.  In addition to this, language awareness is intertwined with the curriculum 

elements, particularly understanding the content and structure of language and exploring and 

using language.  Learning outcomes include playful use of language, development of 

phonological awareness and using their knowledge of letter patterns in their writing.   

While language awareness is highlighted as a key component of language learning in the 

literature and in particular in minority language contexts (Ó Laoire, 2007b), there is limited 

emphasis on the strategic development of this in the curriculum (DES, 1999a).  The PLC (DES, 

2019a) has more of an emphasis across the elements and learning outcomes; however, support 

for teachers in embedding this in their practice will be required.  Teachers reported that they 

were teaching language awareness by drawing attention to patterns in language, similarities 

between Irish and English and letter sounds (NCCA, 2008).  The reporting on language 

awareness was from both English-medium and Irish-medium primary schools, and therefore 

this data may not be fully representative of English-medium contexts.  

Language learner autonomy  

The final area to be presented here in terms of additions to basic CLT is the area of language 

learner autonomy.  While there is an extensive literature in education more broadly on the role 
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of learner autonomy, the focus here will be on developments in language learner autonomy, 

acknowledging that broader educational theories informed these.  Language learner autonomy 

is a willing, proactive and reflective involvement in one’s own language learning (Little, 2007).  

The concept of learner autonomy in foreign language teaching was introduced by Henri Holec 

(1981), who defined autonomy as the learner’s ability to take charge of their learning (cited in 

Little et al., 2017).  This view of autonomy emerged from a constructivist paradigm (Ushioda, 

2011), rooted in an individualistic view of language learning (Fenner, 2006b).  More recently, 

the understanding of autonomy has been further developed, proposing that learner autonomy 

does not mean learners doing things on their own, but instead doing things for themselves 

(Little, 2007).  In contrast to Holec’s theory that suggested that language learner autonomy was 

developed in school, Dam (1995) argued that children demonstrate autonomy from a young 

age by expressing their will, and as such, they arrive in school with a capacity for autonomy.  

Thus, in the language classroom, the aim should be to encourage learners to direct their 

autonomy towards the goal of language learning (Little et al., 2017).   

Autonomous language learners are involved in collaborative interactions, determined by 

learner choices as part of a recursive cycle of reflection, planning, monitoring and evaluation 

(Little and Kirwan, 2019).  Learner autonomy is therefore seen as ‘the product of interactive, 

collaborative processes’ and is dependent on the teacher’s expertise to shape the learning 

experiences (Little, 2003, p37).  The development of an individual’s autonomy depends on and 

also supports the development of the autonomy of other learners (Little, 2011) and can also 

enrich the learning of the entire class group (Little et al., 2017).  Reflecting the view of child-

centred education presented earlier in this chapter, the teacher is responsible for ensuring that 

learning takes place and that the curriculum goals are achieved while looking for opportunities 

to hand control to the learners (Little et al., 2017).   

Little (2007) notes the social constructivist underpinnings of learner autonomy as the product 

of an interactive process comprised of learner involvement, learner reflection and target 

language use.  Learner involvement is facilitated by the teacher, where learners make decisions 

around the lessons’ content and methodologies (Little, 2007) and make choices to support their 

learning needs.  Learners need to learn how to become involved in their learning, particularly 

if they have already been exposed to educational approaches that place them in a passive role 

(Cotterall, 2017).  Providing opportunities for leaner choice encourages them to feel 

responsible in their learning (Dam, 2011).  Learner reflection is a central component of learner 
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autonomy, where learners are encouraged to reflect explicitly on the process and content of 

learning (Little, 2007).  As part of this, learners are supported to develop language learning 

strategies and reflect on their efficacy in various situations (Kirsch, 2012).  Strategies may be 

deep or superficial, where deeper processing involves analysing or reworking new material or 

making links with prior knowledge (Schmitt and Schmitt, 1993).  Shallow learning is easily 

forgotten, whereas deeper learning is more likely to become embedded (Schmitt and Schmitt, 

1993).   

O’Malley and Chamot (1990) categorise learner strategies as metacognitive, cognitive and 

social/affective.  Metacognitive strategies involve planning and self-evaluation (O’Malley and 

Chamot, 1990) and link to language learner autonomy where the learner is taking responsibility 

and reflecting on learning.  Cognitive strategies involve some interaction with the content, 

including notetaking and repetition (O’Malley and Chamot, 1990).  Seeking clarification and 

working with others are categorised as social/affective strategies (O’Malley and Chamot, 

1990).  Ó Laoire (2007b) found that students in an English-medium secondary school relied on 

cognitive and social strategies when learning Irish.  The most frequently cited examples of 

cognitive strategies were oral and written repetition, note-taking and listening.  Social strategies 

were used when they did not understand, with the majority relying on asking the teacher.   

Learner autonomy in the curriculum 

Among a range of principles, the PSC (DES, 1999b, p8) states that the child ‘is an active agent’ 

in their learning.  The importance of preparing the child for lifelong learning is also 

acknowledged in the introduction to the curriculum (DES, 1999b).  In the Irish language 

curriculum (DES, 1999a), autonomy is not directly referenced, and the emphasis is on the 

development of communicative competence through enjoyable activities (see Chapter One).  

Language awareness is noted, but the emphasis is not on children experimenting with language 

(Little et al., 2017); instead, the curriculum identifies the role of the teacher in exposing the 

child to this knowledge.  Learning outcomes outline the content of the PLC (DES, 2019a), and 

in cases where these are shared with learners, they can become aware of their progress, which 

it could be argued could support the development of autonomy.  One of the SLL principles 

listed in the curriculum is that children become autonomous and motivated language learners 

through opportunities for enjoyable interaction (DES, 2019a).  Despite the emphasis on 

language learner autonomy in the literature, this is not a central component of the Irish language 
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curriculum.  One of the seven competencies in the Draft Curriculum Framework (NCCA, 

2020, p10) is ‘learning to learn’, and while autonomy is not mentioned, there is an emphasis 

on ‘playing, learning and working with others’.  It will be interesting to see how this develops 

and how this competency links with the ‘communicating and using language’ competency 

(NCCA, 2020, p9).   

Having presented a brief overview of theories of learning, the approaches to learning languages 

were then presented, acknowledging the beliefs about the nature of language that underpin 

them.  The discussion then shifted to CLT before highlighting a number of elements of 

language learning.  These elements, individually and collectively, add to the breadth of 

language learning, to ensure that the rule-based competence inherent in structural approaches 

is not merely replaced by a stock of phrases (Larsen-Freeman, 2011) in a communicative 

approach.  The limitations of communicative activities mimicking real-life contexts have been 

noted, in particular, the context-bound nature of that language, where learners’ ‘action 

knowledge’ (Barnes, 2008, p14) has not been engaged.  A unified view of how second 

languages are learned has not been reached (Mitchell et al., 2019); however, a strong argument 

can be made for the inclusion of authentic materials and interaction, cultural awareness, 

language awareness and learner autonomy in language classrooms.  In Chapter Three, I propose 

that Biesta’s domains of educational purpose (Biesta, 2015) provide a useful framework to 

organise these components of language learning when viewed through a Fröebelian, social 

constructivist lens.   

The perspectives of young people on language learning 

As noted in Chapter One, there has been limited research in recent decades on children’s 

experiences of learning Irish in English-medium primary schools.  The Irish context is not 

unusual in this regard, and investigations into children’s perceptions of foreign language 

learning are not in abundance, with much of the recent research examining the success of  a 

particular intervention (Millonig et al., 2019) rather than gathering broader experiences.  A 

further complication is that many studies in minority language contexts are written in that 

language, making them difficult to access.  A number of studies that examine young people’s 

perspectives on language learning are now reviewed.  In selecting these studies, the focus was 

on children and young people learning a minority or foreign language, as these are most 

reflective of the Irish context.  Initially, research on pupil attitudes to minority languages is 
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presented, where a pattern of increased negativity by age is evident.  Following this, research 

on children’s views on their role in language learning is discussed.  

Several studies have reported on attitudes towards languages across various school types in 

other minority language contexts.  When comparing 11-14-year-old pupils learning Welsh, 

Baker (1992) found that those attending English-medium primary schools, where they learned 

Welsh as a subject, were more negative towards the language than those in Welsh-medium.  

Attitudes towards Welsh also disimproved by age; however, data did not identify a specific 

stage where this change took place (Baker, 1992).  In research with 8-11-year-olds from both 

Welsh-medium and English-medium schools, children acknowledge that Welsh is of public 

importance, but they see English as the language of the ‘self’ (Scourfield et al., 2006).   

Research in Catalonia and the Basque Country echoes the findings in Wales, where negative 

attitudes to the minority language exist.  In Catalonia, a region of Spain, Catalan is a minority 

language taught in schools.  Immigrant secondary-school students were more positive about 

and motivated to learn Spanish and English than Catalan (Bernaus et al., 2004).  In a Catalan-

medium school, a survey of 12-17-year-olds indicated decreased motivation and attitude 

towards Catalan as students got older (Bernaus et al., 2007).  In the Basque country, schools 

where Spanish is the primary language of instruction, and Basque and English are taught as 

subjects are categorised as Model A.  Research with 13-14-year-olds examined local and 

immigrant students’ attitudes towards the languages (Ibarraran et al., 2008).  Similar to 

Catalonia, students reported a negative attitude to the minority language regardless of their 

home language.  Only three participants of the 125 reported negative attitudes to the majority 

language, Spanish.  The authors note that this is a recurrent theme across research projects, 

where students in Model A schools hold negative attitudes towards Basque and very positive 

attitudes towards Spanish.  Their attitudes towards English are also more favourable than 

Basque, but not as positive as Spanish.   

This negativity is noteworthy, as attitude to the language can influence behaviour (Chung and 

Huang, 2010).  Data from the GUI study (Smyth and Darmody, 2016, p14) reflects similar 

patterns in Ireland, where 13-year-olds were more likely to describe Irish as ‘not interesting’ 

and ‘difficult’ compared to English and maths.  Children in English-medium primary schools 

were more negative towards Irish than their counterparts in Irish-medium schools.  The theme 

of increasing negativity towards the language throughout their schooling is not confined to 
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minority language contexts.  While children have been found to become less optimistic about 

their education generally as they grow older (Eccles, 1999), it appears that this is more likely 

to be the case about additional languages (Heining-Boynton and Haitema, 2007), and this is 

discussed further now.   

In a quantitative study of children in Californian public schools, elementary students were more 

positive about learning Asian languages than high school children (Sung and Padilla, 1998).  

Similarly, in North Carolina, where children were learning French or Spanish as a foreign 

language, disenchantment increased over the years in elementary school (Heining-Boynton and 

Haitema, 2007).  Ten years later, in a follow-up interview, one participant observed that they 

did not go beyond numbers and random words, which may explain the negativity.  In another 

study of children learning English as an additional language, Aro (2009, 2015a) found that 

younger children were more positive towards language learning, indicating a ‘youthful 

enthusiasm’ (Aro, 2009, p71).  In that study, Aro (2009, 2015a) also noted that in their initial 

months of learning English, 9-10-year-olds viewed learning in terms of countable units, 

including vocabulary and pages in the textbook.  The children reported that they were in a 

passive role, and again two years later noted that the ‘teacher teaches’ them the language (Aro, 

2009, p104).  The children saw themselves as pupils rather than language learners.  

Interestingly, the children indicated that they were more active when using English outside 

school, making a clear distinction between English in both contexts.  It also appeared that the 

children accepted the model of learning English presented by the school as ‘the’ model for 

learning a language.   

In a study of 8-9-year-old children in their third year of learning English, Kolb (2007) noted 

that two views of language and language learning were represented in the children’s 

descriptions.  Echoing Aro (2009, 2015a), some children viewed language as a fixed system of 

rules and vocabulary, where language learning took place through imitation and repetition to 

aid in ‘collecting words’ (Kolb, 2007, p233).  In this study, the learner is positioned in a passive 

role, reproducing units of language presented by the teacher.  The second view articulated by 

the children was of language as a means of communication.  Underpinning this perspective are 

beliefs in the importance of acting in and through the language, learning through speaking, and 

understanding messages.  Two perspectives were also noted in a study with 7-8-year-old  

children learning English as a foreign language in two different classrooms in Austria (Millonig 

et al., 2019).  The children drew pictures, and in one class, these reflected teacher-centred, 
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behaviourist approaches.  The other group represented learner-centred practices, where playing 

with the language was encouraged.  The researchers noted that their classroom observations 

confirmed what was shown in the children’s drawings.  

Children in their first six years of school in Finland reported language learning as ‘increasing 

one’s possessions’ (Dufva and Alanen, 2004, p110).  The children also discussed vocabulary 

as written rather than spoken, perhaps reflecting the emphasis on early literacy in Finnish 

schools.  Similarly to Aro (2009, 2015a), the children appeared to make a distinction between 

English inside and outside school (Dufva and Alanen, 2004).  Despite the visibility of English 

in Finland, the children did not reference this in their discussions.  Responses may have been 

restricted to the school context due to the research being conducted in that setting (Dufva and 

Alanen, 2004).  

These various reports on children’s language learning experiences seem to demonstrate that 

some practices in classrooms reflect the communicative approach but that others continue to 

reflect traditional, structural methods.  As noted earlier, the notion of language as accumulative 

is not helpful as communicative language learning is not a linear process (Larsen-Freeman, 

2011).  There is a need for a dialogical approach where children are encouraged to actively 

construct understandings about the language as co-participants (Dufva and Alanen, 2004).  

Explicitly addressing children’s understanding of language learning can help avoid mismatches 

between the teacher’s approaches and the learners’ engagement (Kolb, 2007).  Children often 

view language learning as passive, again reflective of a traditional approach.  In addition, there 

appears to be increased negativity by age, which is interesting in the context of this study.   

Conclusion 

In this chapter, theories of SLL were discussed and positioned within a social constructivist 

perspective.  Building on a communicative approach, authentic materials and interaction, 

cultural awareness, language awareness and learner autonomy were discussed, in the context 

of communicative language teaching.  The challenge of presenting a unified view was noted.  

Young people’s perspectives on language learning internationally were then presented.  In the 

next chapter, the conceptual framework, based on Biesta’s domains of educational purpose 

(2015), is presented, where I argue that viewing these domains through a Fröebelian social 

constructivist lens can help provide unity to the post-communicative approach.    
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Chapter 3 Conceptual Framework 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I present the conceptual framework that underpins this study.  The chapter 

begins with an overview of the domains of educational purpose (Biesta, 2015).  While Biesta 

(2015) uses his framework as a perspective on education generally, I will demonstrate that 

these domains can be used to bring structure and coherence to the theories and practices of SLL 

discussed in Chapter Two.  Finally, I propose a Fröebelian, social constructivist lens can 

complement the domains to provide a comprehensive framework that further encompasses the 

central tenets of SLL.   

Domains of Educational Purpose 

Gert Biesta is a contemporary educational philosopher who discusses the theory of education 

and questions of curriculum, teaching and teacher education in his work.  For several decades, 

he has written widely about the purpose of education.  He notes that there is an emphasis on 

making education ‘strong, secure, predictable, and risk-free’ (Biesta, 2013a, p2), leaning 

towards a traditional view, as outlined in Chapter Two.  In this, Biesta posits that education 

focussed on input and output with clearly measurable outcomes is ‘missing the point’ (Biesta, 

2013a, p2).  However, Biesta (2013a) also cautions against an extreme form of child-centred 

education where only the child’s desires are emphasised.  Instead, Biesta calls for a balanced 

approach that shifts from what is desired to what is desirable through a dialogical process, 

which he now terms world-centred education (Biesta, 2020).   

To achieve this, Biesta (2015) argues that the multidimensional purposes of education can be 

represented by three interconnected domains: qualification, socialisation and subjectification 

(see Figure 3.1).  Qualification refers to the knowledge, skills and dispositions that a learner 

acquires through education.  Therefore, included in qualification is the content of school 

subjects, as part of what ‘qualifies people to do things’ (Biesta, 2013a, p128).  This function, 

where knowledge and skills are made available, provides a strong justification for education, 

with some arguing that this is all that schools should do (Biesta, 2020).  However, particular 
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values are presented through exposure to knowledge and skills, which leads us to Biesta’s 

second domain, socialisation.   

Figure 3.1 The three domains of educational purpose 

 

(Source: Biesta, 2015, p78) 

This second domain is concerned with the initiation of children into traditions and ways of 

being, including cultural, political and religious.  Through socialisation, children become part 

of existing orders and thus begin to understand ‘ways of doing and being’ (Biesta, 2009, p40).  

Where socialisation occurs, learners form an identity by developing an understanding of 

traditions and their position in relation to those.  Socialisation can refer to elements explicit in 

curriculum or school policy that reflect specific values and norms, for example, faith-based 

education (Carter, 2019).  These values and norms can often be implicit where the messages 

are communicated unintentionally by individual teachers or school environments through the 

hidden curriculum (Biesta, 2020).   

The third domain is subjectification, which is concerned with how the learners come ‘to exist 

as subjects of initiative and responsibility rather than objects of the actions of others’ (Biesta, 

2015, p77).  Here it is not a sense of identity but a focus on creating situations where the child 

can become accountable for their responsibility to learn (Biesta, 2013a).  It has to do with 

freedom and choice and the responsibility that comes with them.  It is qualified freedom as it 

is ‘integrally connected to our existence’ in and with the world (Biesta, 2020, p95).  While 

there is a focus on the individual here, Biesta (2020) acknowledges that our uniqueness is 
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developed through interaction with others within a physical environment .  In the 

subjectification domain, the learner is given the freedom to decide what they will do with what 

they have learned.  This includes capacities and competencies and also blind spots and 

inabilities (Biesta, 2020).   

The domains are not mutually exclusive, even in cases where the teacher, school or curriculum 

are claiming to focus on one domain (Biesta, 2015, 2020).  For example, in a school where the 

emphasis is on imparting knowledge (qualification), the learners are also being impacted upon 

as persons, as having knowledge will potentially empower them (subjectification).  This, in 

turn, represents particular traditions (socialisation) by communicating that particular 

knowledge is more valuable (Biesta, 2015).  Where the emphasis is predominantly on one 

domain, this may impact negatively.  For example, by emphasising standardised scores 

(qualification), socialisation and subjectification are also implicated, perhaps causing severe  

stress.  Biesta (2013b) also cautions against taking an overly child-centred approach to 

education, where the main emphasis is on the subjectification domain.  Through a balanced 

approach across the domains, ‘we always need to engage with content, tradition and the person 

(Biesta, 2015, p78).  He also notes that the word ‘domain’ is used to acknowledge that these 

are not simply functions but that within each domain, there are other concrete decisions to be 

made (Biesta, 2020).   

Biesta (2015) represented the interrelated domains as a Venn diagram (see Figure 3.1).  

Recently, while Biesta (2020) suggested that concentric circles may be a more accurate 

presentation of the domains, a revised diagram was not included in the 2020 publication.  The 

interdependence of the domains continues to be a central element of Biesta’s framework 

(Biesta, 2020); however, it is clear that more recently, he is striving to develop this idea further 

(Biesta, 2020).  Later in the chapter, I will revisit the intersections of the domains, which I view 

as a strength of his framework when applied to the multifaceted theories of language learning, 

which would be missing in a concentrical representation.  Biesta (2020, p92) notes that many 

have found the domains ‘helpful, and in a sense rather intuitive’.  That the domains are 

‘intuitive’ may explain why there has been little critique of Biesta’s theory.  In addition, there 

are few studies where the domains have been operationalised, perhaps as his work does not 

give specifics regarding the practical implementation of his position on current educational 

discourse (Mahon and O’Brien, 2018).  To respond to this, I suggest in the final section of this 
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chapter that viewing the domains through a Fröebelian, social constructivist lens can support 

best practice in SLL.   

Language Learning and the Domains of Educational Purpose 

As noted in Chapter Two, the broadening of our understanding of language learning led to what 

Newby (2006a) referred to as the post-communicative era.  The importance of authenticity, 

cultural awareness, language awareness and learner autonomy, in addition to communicative 

competence, was highlighted.  However, a unified view of SLL has not yet been reached 

(Mitchell et al., 2019), and the theories remain messy and incomplete.  In search of a framework 

to provide coherence to SLL theories, I was drawn to the domains of educational purpose 

(Biesta, 2015).  I could see how the components of a post-communicative approach mapped 

onto the three domains (Figure 3.2), and this is outlined in the next section.   

Figure 3.2 Second language learning and the domains of educational purpose 

 

Source: Adapted from Biesta, 2015, p78 using Canva.com 

As noted earlier in this chapter, qualification refers to knowledge, skills and dispositions 

(Biesta, 2015).  In terms of SLL, the overarching aim is to ‘qualify’ learners to communicate 

fluently in the target language.  This shift of focus to communicative competence means that 

knowledge of the language is based upon language use (Newby, 2006a) in meaningful tasks.  

The function for which the language is being used is central, and vocabulary, grammar and 
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pronunciation are developed through communicative activities.  The skills that fall under 

qualification are listening, speaking, reading and writing, always reflecting language use in 

real-life contexts.  Initially, language knowledge can be developed implicitly through these 

meaningful activities, with the addition of explicit knowledge as children are developmentally 

ready.  Dispositions are also included within the qualification domain, and as noted in Chapter 

Two, children’s attitudes to language learning can influence behaviour (Chung and Huang, 

2010).   

Socialisation (Biesta, 2015) is concerned with the existing orders and traditions, including 

values and cultural messages, and how we identify with these.  In SLL theories, this includes 

language awareness, cultural awareness and authenticity (DES, 1999a; 2019a).  Being 

conscious of the language in the environment is one element of language awareness; however, 

the Irish language is not always visible to learners outside the school context (Ó Murchú 2016).  

Awareness of features of the language and the development of grammatical competence falls 

within the socialisation domain too.  Other languages known to the children will also link to 

their developing language awareness and support the transfer of skills embodied in the PLC 

(DES, 2019a).  Cultural awareness is also contained within this domain, where learners develop 

their understanding of themselves through intercultural awareness.  Societal messages about 

the language could form part of the hidden curriculum.  For example, the status of the language 

as a compulsory subject in primary and post-primary schools gives a message about the 

political position of the language.   

The third dimension, subjectification (Biesta, 2015), is where the child becomes accountable 

for their responsibility to learn, reflecting language learner autonomy.  As noted above, 

subjectification can be viewed as individual; however, Biesta (2020) emphasised the role of 

others within this domain.  Similarly, as discussed in Chapter Two, language learner autonomy 

initially implied an individualistic concept, but more recently, it is viewed as ‘social-interactive 

as well as individual-cognitive’ (Little, 2011, p189).  The development of an individual’s 

autonomy depends on and supports the growth of other learners’ autonomy (Little, 2011).  In 

addition, in the subjectification domain, the learner is given the qualified freedom to decide 

what they will do with what they have learned, including competencies and inabilities (Biesta, 

2020).  Through this, ownership of choices around their learning is shared with children, 

allowing for active engagement and a continued reflection on their learning processes.   
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The intersections of the domains 

While I have mapped the post-communicative approach to language learning onto the domains 

of educational purpose in Figure 3.2, I would argue that this is an oversimplification.  It is here 

that I think the intersections of the domains are a strength when conceptualising SLL theories.  

While Biesta (2020) suggests a move to a concentric representation of the domains of 

educational purpose, I argue that in the intersection of the domains, the cross-sectional aspects 

of language learning become apparent, as learning can traverse the domains.  For example, 

language awareness activities (socialisation) will also influence children’s knowledge of the 

language (qualification).  Language learner autonomy (subjectification) could also be 

awakened if the activity or, indeed, the learners took that focus.  Learning grammar could fall 

under qualification or socialisation, depending on the view of learning informing practice.  A 

deductive, traditional approach would be categorised within the qualification domain, where 

the teacher would transmit the grammatical rule and children would be in a passive role.  An 

inductive, learner-led approach would sit in the intersection between socialisation and 

subjectification, where children would engage actively in activities to identify the rules and 

patterns in the language.   

Complementing the Domains with a Fröebelian Social Constructivist Perspective 

As outlined in the previous section, the domains of educational purpose provide a helpful 

structure for the SLL theories, acknowledging the linkages within the intersections.  However, 

a limitation of Biesta’s work, identified earlier in this chapter, is that the practical application 

of the domains is not clarified (Mahon and O’Brien, 2018), as he has taken a macro-perspective 

on education generally.  In this sense, the learners are missing from the model.  To rectify this, 

I am arguing that a Fröebelian, social constructivist perspective can complement the domains 

and provide a more complete framework, which I outline below.  

Biesta is concerned about the discourse around education and particularly what he terms the 

‘learnification’ of education, where the role of the teacher is completely diminished (Biesta, 

2020, p91).  The emphasis is on ‘learning from’ rather than being ‘taught by’, and this language 

is ‘of crucial importance’ as these are very different experiences (Biesta, 2013b, p456).  As 

noted in Chapter Two, a Fröebelian, social constructivist view of learning acknowledges the 

role of the teacher within the learning environment, where knowledge is co-constructed with 
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others within a specific social community (Jha, 2012).  The teacher’s role is critical in the 

context of Irish language learning, where children may have limited opportunity to encounter 

Irish outside school (Ó Murchú, 2016).  In reimagining the domains (Figure 3.3), I position the 

children and teacher in a central role, learning with and from each other through dialogical, 

social constructivist experiences.  Placing the children and teacher at the centre also 

acknowledges their prior knowledge and experience, one of the key tenets of social 

constructivism (Bonfeld and Horgan, 2016, see Chapter Two).  Taking a child-centred 

perspective situates the children’s interests at the intersection of the three domains.  Together 

with the teacher, they would co-construct an Irish language learning experience truly embedded 

in post-communicative practices.   

Interconnectedness was a key feature of Fröebel’s philosophy.  Throughout his life, he 

considered the links between knowing yourself through relationships and interactions ‘with 

and through others, the wider world and the universe’ (Bruce, 2021, p20).  As early as 1811, 

Fröebel wrote about this concept of interconnectedness, noting that through the exploration of 

opposites, the inner becomes outer and the outer inner (Friedman, 2018).  Interestingly, Biesta 

(2020) continues to reflect on this interconnectedness across the domains and with the wider 

world by proposing a world-centred approach to education.  Fröebel considered this 

relationship between the inner and outer to be ruled by the spherical law, reaching from the 

centre in all different directions (Friedman, 2018).   

It is interesting that spheres, and other three-dimensional shapes, featured throughout Fröebel’s 

writings and in the Fröebel gifts, a set of materials he designed to support children in exploring 

the interconnectedness between opposites.  The spheres in the Fröebel gifts represented 

mobility, and I use this in reimagining the domains to represent the fluidity within and across 

SLL.  As noted earlier in this chapter, Biesta notes that ‘domain’ is used to acknowledge that 

these are not simply functions, and within each domain, there are other concrete decisions to 

be made (Biesta, 2020).  Representing the domains spherically visually represents this depth in 

a way a two-dimensional model cannot.  

As noted above, Biesta (2020) has recently acknowledged that his original Venn diagram did 

not represent the complexity of the interconnections across the domains.  Instead, he suggests 

concentric circles, with subjectification as the ‘core’, or alternatively, as the outer ring 

encompassing the other domains (Biesta, 2020, p102).  As outlined above, I am arguing that 
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for SLL, a child-centred, spherical model is more useful (Figure 3.3), indicating the importance 

of children and the teacher in the process and the fluidity across the domains.  The outer circle 

I have included in the reimagined domains (Figure 3.3), aims to illustrate the social 

constructivist learning environment.  The larger circles represent the curriculum, 

acknowledging its role in guiding the learning content and the cross-curricular nature of 

learning.  The outer circles are not solid, noting that the learning environment is not finite but 

is positioned within a wider, dynamic world of being and learning.   

Figure 3.3 Reimagining the domains through a social constructivist lens 

 

Source: Adapted from Biesta, 2015, p78 using Canva.com 

On paper, the diagram (Figure 3.3) seems fixed; in reality, there is the flexibility to respond to 

the children’s needs and interests and the curriculum requirements.  While this is a strength of 

the domains of educational purpose (Biesta, 2015) as a framework, I have used spherical 

representations of the domains to reflect the complexity of the language learning process.  

Biesta (2015) challenges educators to attend to all three domains, and I would argue that in 

SLL, this does not always have to be equal.  This fluidity could be across the years in primary 

school, where the emphasis might initially be on developing knowledge through 

communicative competence.  Then as the children develop their autonomy, this section would 

become more dominant.  It could also be reflected across the primary school year.  For example, 

during Seachtain na Gaeilge [Irish Week], where Irish culture is celebrated nationally, the 
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socialisation domain might be the primary focus.  Within individual lessons and schemes of 

work, this fluidity would also be evident, perhaps starting with language learner autonomy 

(subjectification), where children could be involved in decisions about their learning.  The 

development of oral language skills (qualification) could follow, and later in the lesson or unit, 

language awareness (socialisation) could come to the fore.   

Conclusion 

In this chapter, the conceptual framework was presented.  The domains of educational purpose 

(Biesta, 2015) were complemented by a Fröebelian, social constructivist position to develop a 

fluid, dynamic representation of SLL theories.  In the next chapter, the methodology employed 

in this study is outlined, linking to the conceptual framework and its impact on the research 

approach and design.   
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Chapter 4 Research Methodology 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I outline the research approach adopted in this study.  As noted in Chapter One, 

the purpose of this study was to explore primary school children’s experiences of learning the 

Irish language in English-medium primary schools.  The methodological design is described 

reflecting on the influence of the child-centred, social constructivist perspective underpinning 

this study.  Sampling, data collection instruments and the process of conducting the research 

are outlined.  The validation of findings and the approach to data analysis are then discussed.  

Finally, ethical considerations when undertaking research with children are considered.  

Methodological Design 

As noted in earlier chapters, this research was conducted from a Fröebelian social constructivist 

perspective.  This was used to complement Biesta’s domains of educational purpose (2015), 

and this conceptual framework informed the research methodology.  The purpose of the study 

was guided by this child-centred position, focusing on giving children an opportunity to share 

their experiences of learning Irish in English-medium primary schools.  As noted in Chapter 

Two, there is limited research on children’s SLL, and with regards to the Irish language in 

English-medium primary schools, their voices have been absent from discussions in recent 

decades.  The social constructivist ontology, or view of the nature of reality (Bryman, 2001), 

that underpinned this research is based on a relativist position where realities can be constructed 

and co-constructed (Guba and Lincoln, 2005).  Through the use of child-centred methods, the 

dynamic nature of reality is acknowledged, and the children were given an opportunity to share 

their perspectives with each other and with the researcher.  The diversity of qualitative 

instruments was appropriate to facilitate data generation reflective of the complexity of 

children’s experiences (Darbyshire et al., 2005).   

The researcher’s view of children and childhood can also influence the research design (Punch, 

2002).  The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC, 1989, p5) informed 

this view of childhood, where children are seen as capable of forming their own 

understandings, having a right to express them and that these ‘views be given due weight’ 
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(Article 12(1)).  Reflecting my Fröebelian, social constructivist position, the research is 

positioned within a child-centred framework.  I view children as social actors who actively 

contribute to their world (Barker and Weller, 2003) and who are ‘experts on their own 

experiences’ (Dockett and Perry, 2005, p508).  A broad approach to research questions and 

design (Punch, 2009) was adopted.  Where quantitative research strives for generalisable 

findings and rules, qualitative research is idiographic, emphasising specific, context-bound 

detail (Cohen et al., 2011).  Therefore, the research aimed to document children's experiences 

in seven classes, leading to context-bound findings rather than generalisable data.   

While planning the research, the model of space, voice, audience and influence (Lundy, 2007) 

provided a guide.  By inviting the pupils to join the research, they were afforded ‘space’ 

(Lundy, 2007, p931) and the use of several methods aimed to facilitate the expression of ‘voice’ 

(Lundy, 2007, p931).  A challenge in conducting the research is to provide the participants with 

a sense of ‘audience’ and ‘influence’ (Lundy, 2007, p931).  Children must not be given false 

expectations with regards to the research.  I explained to the children that the data generated 

would be shared with student teachers and with other interested people at conferences to inform 

teachers’ practice when teaching Irish.  Regarding influence, I returned to each school with 

resources, informed by the preferences the pupils expressed during the data generat ion.  In 

addition, through the study, I gained insights into children’s perspectives that will inform my 

practice as a teacher educator, thus influencing my planning and teaching.   

The following research questions were developed, reflective of the social constructivist 

paradigm and Fröebelian philosophy: 

• How do primary school children describe their experiences of learning Irish?  

• How do these views differ between junior classes and senior classes in primary 

school? 

• How do children’s experiences reflect the implementation of the Irish language 

curriculum in practice? 

The questions emerged from my interest in hearing children’s views and experiences learning 

Irish, and as noted in Chapter One, these voices have largely been absent in recent decades.  In 

addition, the literature presented in Chapter Two informed the research approach employed 

here, highlighting the key areas of SLL that would be investigated .  By speaking with first-
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class and fifth-class children, the viewpoints at these two stages in primary school were 

captured.   

Research Design 

Study Sample 

The study sample was comprised of first-class (7-year-old) and fifth-class (11-year-old) 

children in three English-medium primary schools.  The rationale for selecting these particular 

class levels was to gain an insight into the experiences of younger and older learners within the 

primary school system.  In the first classes, the children had been learning Irish for over two 

years, meaning they had experiences and a concept of the subject to inform their opinions.  This 

would provide perspectives that could be different to those of fifth-class pupils, who were in 

their seventh year of learning Irish.  As noted in Chapter One, the PSC (DES, 1999a) advocates 

the introduction of formal literacy in the L2 in second class.  Therefore, the emphasis in the 

first classes was on oral language skills, with the fifth classes having had over three years of 

instruction in reading and writing while continuing to develop their listening and speaking 

skills.  

Three schools were identified using purposive sampling (Denscombe, 2003), where the 

researcher was aware of a diversity of language profile and practices within the schools.  In 

two of these cases, access was granted, and following a number of contacts with other schools, 

a third school agreed to participate.  Two of the schools were girls’ schools, which was an 

obvious limitation, however as gender differences were not a focus of the study, the research 

proceeded in these three contexts.  Initial access was negotiated with the principal, and schools, 

where the researcher had personal friends, were not used.  A detailed overview of this process 

of gaining access is outlined under ethical considerations below.  The schools were all English-

medium primary schools in the Dublin/Kildare area.  Two schools had a large proportion of 

children learning English as an additional language (EAL), and one school had a small minority 

of pupils with a language other than English at home.  The schools were given pseudonyms: 

Riverside, Parkview and Bridgeport.  In Riverside, the junior class were a joint first and second 

class, which was only revealed to the researcher at the initial meeting with teachers and 

principal.  In Parkview, both of the first classes participated in the research.  Therefore, seven 

classes participated in the study, and the details of the classes involved and the participation 
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rate, are summarised in Table 4.1.  In each class, the majority of parents/guardians and children 

completed the initial consent forms.  There was fluidity in the number of participants during 

and across the visits, as children could leave the activity at any stage.  This is reflected upon 

below, where ethics in practice are considered.  

Table 4-1 Number of children in each class and number of participants 

Class Pseudonym Number of children Number of 

participants* 

School 1: 1st and 2nd class Riverside_1st 27 26 

School 1: 5th class Riverside_5th 29 28 

School 2: 1st class A Parkview_1stA 24 23 

School 2: 1st class B Parkview_1stB 24 23 

School 2: 5th class Parkview_5th 19 18 

School 3: 1st class Bridgeport_1st 30 23 

School 3: 5th class Bridgeport_5th 26 26 

*Participant indicates that a consent form from parents/guardians and the child was received.  

Methods of data collection 

As noted earlier, this study is a qualitative exploration of children’s experiences of learning 

Irish in English-medium primary schools, reflecting the research paradigm and the research 

questions posed.  In this section, the data collection methods and their suitability in the context 

of this study are highlighted, ensuring they reflect the research questions (Greene and Hill, 

2005).  A range of instruments was employed to encourage the involvement of all children in 

research rather than in an attempt to generate one consistent finding (Dockett et al., 2009).  In 

addition, these instruments were used across three visits to each class, capturing a more 

comprehensive overview of children’s views and experiences than one method would have 

(Darbyshire et al., 2005).  Child-centred methods can also help reduce the power imbalance 

between the children and the adult researcher (Veale, 2005) and create a flexible environment 

to allow children to explain their responses (O’Kane, 2000).  While a number of research 

methods were initially identified, critical reflection led to the addition of a Post-It survey during 
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the final visit to allow for individual responses.  This flexibility was an essential part of building 

a research rapport with children (Darbyshire et al., 2005) and part of the reflexive approach 

taken to this fieldwork. 

These data collection instruments that were employed are now described: Circle Time, 

Diamond Nine, Draw and talk and Post-it survey.  

Circle Time 

Circle time is a social constructivist group facilitation technique where pupils and the teacher 

sit in a circle to discuss and interact with one another (Collins and Kavanagh, 2015).  In tracing 

the evolution of circle time, Lang (2010) identifies Fröebel as having influenced the 

development of circle time in Northern Europe.  In Fröebelian circle games, the wishes and 

demands of other children were also taken into consideration (Liebschner, 1992).  While circle 

time has been developed as a methodology to support self-esteem (Mosley, 1996), Mosley’s 

structured approach was not used here.  Instead, two ‘rules’ were used, where everyone who 

wished to could contribute, and each person who spoke would be listened to (Lang, 2010).  As 

only the person in possession of the speaking object could speak, the researcher and children 

were positioned as equal.  While circle time is a pedagogical tool, for the reasons outlined , it 

was deemed suitable for this study.  Children were invited to generate a whole group narrative, 

where they ‘build upon, or even contradict, statements made by others’ (Dockett and Perry, 

2005, p509).   

A schedule of questions was prepared for the circle time during the first and third visits 

(Appendix 4.1 and 4.4).  The questions were informed by a research instrument developed by 

Aro (2009) in investigating children’s beliefs about language learning.  These questions were 

amended to suit this research and were mapped onto the domains of educational purpose 

(Biesta, 2015; see Chapter Three) as a framework.  As the questions had been used previously, 

the schedule was not formally piloted with a group of children.  Two colleagues reviewed the 

questions, and their feedback, particularly with regards to language and wording of prompts, 

was used to revise the original schedule.   
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Diamond Nine 

A Diamond-nine activity provides a structure where people rank objects based on a criterion 

and place them on a template of a diamond.  Usually completed in pairs, the images or pre-

written statements are sorted, positioned and annotated to document the decision-making 

process (Clark, 2012).  Using images can overcome literacy challenges (O Kane, 2000), making 

the activity suitable for younger children.  As a research tool, it can be helpful to gain an insight  

into children’s beliefs as it can be motivating (Hall and Wall, 2019), and, as it is participant-

led, assumptions are not made by the researcher (Clark, 2012).  While diamond ranking is a 

recognised research tool, there are limited studies where it has been applied in classrooms 

(Niemi et al., 2015).  Where it has been used as a research instrument, it is usually 

complemented with other instruments to introduce a dynamic element (Clark, 2012).  While 

more often used with children aged eleven and upwards in small groups (Hopkins, 2010; Clark, 

2012), Thomas and O’Kane (1998) used the technique with 8-12-year-olds.   

In this study, the pupils were invited to organise the curriculum subjects across the continuum 

from their favourite to their least favourite (Figure 4.1).  Ten cards, each with the name of a 

curriculum subject plus a supporting image, were used (Appendix 4.2), and children worked in 

pairs.  A photograph of the completed diamond was taken with the pupils’ permission.  The 

children were not asked to share their reasons for placing the subjects in a particular order, 

partly as the activity was being used to generate a snapshot.  However, it was also due to the 

limited time for the visit, where speaking to each pair would have eroded the time for circle 

time.   

Figure 4.1 Sample of completed Diamond Nine 
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Draw and talk 

Through image-making, children have an opportunity to represent their experience through a 

process that can also act as a stimulus to their narrative (Leitch, 2008).  As images can be 

interpreted in multiple ways, participants’ descriptions can supplement the data (Thomson, 

2008).  This approach was used by Kalaja et al. (2008) with adults who were learning English 

as a foreign language.  In that study, the participants were also invited to write a description of 

their picture.  Thomson (2008) advises transparency regarding editing and interpretation of 

images.  In this research, the focus was on the content of the images as described by the child 

(Merriman and Guerin, 2006), and I did not apply an interpretation to the images.  Where 

images are used in Chapter Five, the entire image is used, with one exception where the image 

was cropped.  This is noted in the text, and the complete image is included in the appendices.  

The only edit of the images was the removal of names to protect anonymity.  Oral descriptions 

were used here, where I sat with each group and invited them to detail what was in their image.  

Following this, a brief semi-structured focus group discussion was facilitated, using prompt 

questions (Appendix 4.3).  Focus groups are a shared discussion between participants (Hall and 

Wall, 2019) and provided an opportunity for children to discuss their learning of  Irish with a 

small group of peers rather than with the whole class.   

Post-it survey 

Having reflected on the first two visits to the classrooms, it seemed necessary to add an 

additional data collection instrument.  As all of the data were being co-constructed and shared 

by all children, using a Post-it survey served to give children an opportunity to share opinions 

that they may not have shared with the group.  The children were asked to respond to three 

statements on individual Post-its: ‘In Irish lessons, I do….’; ‘In Irish lessons, I don’t….’ and 

‘In Irish lessons, I feel…’ In two classes, the Post-it survey was not used due to a lack of time, 

as my visit happened in the 45 minutes before lunch break.  In one of these cases, Riverside_5th, 

the circle time discussion was extended as the children had more to say during that visit, 

possibly as they were aware that it was my final visit.  The children were adamant that they 

wanted to continue the circle time rather than do another activity.  In Parkview_1stB, it was an 

issue of time management.  This visit took place in December, and the children at the beginning 

of the session wanted to tell me about the ‘elf on the shelf’ who had arrived in the classroom 

earlier that week.   
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Through this range of instruments, children were given opportunities to share in whole class, 

group, pair and individual forums, using oral descriptions, drawings and written responses.  

The data collection instruments were designed to be child -centred and active, where the 

children’s voices were valued, reflective of the social constructivist paradigm underpinning the 

study.   

Conducting the research 

The research involved four visits to each class, one informal visit to meet the children and three 

45-minute data generation visits.  The visits took place in October, November and December 

2018.  During the informal visit, the class teacher in each case organised that the children were 

engaged in an activity.  I sat with each group, introducing myself and asking them questions 

about their pastimes.  The research was not mentioned during this visit .  In each case, the class 

teacher later explained the research and circulated and collected the correspondence for 

parents/guardians and children, discussed further in the ethics section below.  When the 

majority of correspondence had been returned, I visited each class once a week for three weeks, 

at a time agreed with the teachers.  In each classroom, the teacher had organised an alternative 

activity for those children who did not participate.  An overview of the methods employed 

during each visit is provided in Table 4.2. 

Table 4-2 Summary of the visits and instruments employed 
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During the first visit, the study was explained to the children and their ongoing right to 

withdraw was highlighted, as discussed under ethics later in this chapter.  Circle time was used 

as a whole-class activity during this visit.  The children and I sat in a circle at the same level, 

and only the person with the speaking object could speak at that time.  The children were 

familiar with this methodology and seemed to clearly understand the choice around 

participation as there were children who chose not to speak in each class.  In addition to the 

circle time, the Diamond-9 ranking activity was completed in pairs.   

The second visit was based on the draw and talk activity.  Children, seated in groups, were 

given an A4 card and asked to draw a picture titled  ‘This is me learning Irish’.  The pages were 

numbered so that the discussion could be matched to the image.  While the children engaged 

in the drawing, I moved around the room and sat with each group.  With their permission, I 

audio-recorded their descriptions and responses to the focus group questions.   

Circle time was used during the third visit, again following the structure outlined above.  The 

Post-it survey was conducted in the middle of this session, and then we returned to circle time.  

As discussed in the previous section, the Post-It survey was not carried out due to lack of time 

in two classrooms.  This research instrument was a small element of the data collection process, 

and while it is unfortunate that it was not used with these two classes, the data from the other 

five classes indicated that the Post-it survey mirrored the other data sets.  

My role as the researcher 

Qualitative inquiry is value-laden in nature (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005), and through my 

involvement in data generation, I am also a research instrument (Merriam, 2002).  Critical 

reflection throughout the process is necessary (Punch, 2002) and transparency in the reporting 

of the study.  Reflexivity is often associated with ensuring rigour.  The researcher critically 

reflects on the data generated in the research but also on the process and influences throughout 

(Guillemin and Gillam, 2004).  A commitment to reflexivity is often associated with research 

undertaken from a social constructivist position, where the constructed nature of research 

outcomes is central (Ortlipp, 2008).  By including the researcher’s story, the values and beliefs 

held are made transparent, and the researcher is demonstrating reflexivity (Etherington, 2004).  

In response to this, a personal statement documenting my personal and professional positions 

and influences is included in Chapter One to be transparent.   
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My experience as a teacher and teacher educator was invaluable in conducting this study.  

Researching with young children can be challenging, and particularly using child-centred 

methods in whole-class situations.  I drew on my facilitation skills throughout the classroom 

visits and felt that I communicated well with the children.  I was also mindful of the importance 

of my reaction to children who chose not to participate in the study or who withdrew from 

some aspects.  I ensured I spoke directly to them as well as the other children as I entered and 

left the classroom.  I did not highlight them but acknowledged every child as a member of the 

classroom community.   

Children’s knowledge of my role as a teacher educator and my interest in the topic led to them 

articulating assumptions about my beliefs about Irish.  In the first classes, this emerged as a 

belief that Irish was my favourite subject.  Once this arose, I highlighted in each class that this 

was not the case but that I was interested in their opinions on the topic.  

Quality indicators 

In quantitative research, quality is assessed by examining reliability and validity (Bryman, 

2001).  In reviewing quality in qualitative research, Lincoln and Guba (1986, p77) suggest 

‘trustworthiness’, based upon credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability.  

Trustworthiness acknowledges the multiple realities central to qualitative research (Bryman, 

2001).  Credibility examines how believable the findings are.  In this study, as the children’s 

opinions were generated and revisited across three visits, this added to the credibility of the 

research.  The data were triangulated through the engagement with seven different classrooms, 

across three visits each, using a variety of research methods, again supporting the credibility 

of the research.  As outlined in the research design, the selection of methods used previously 

ensured that these instruments were sound and suited to the research process and the research 

questions.   

By providing a detailed, authentic and honest account of the research, transferability is implied.  

Patterns observed across classrooms and findings specific to a particular classroom are 

described in detail, highlighting potential transferability.  Cognisant of the small-scale nature 

of this study, generalisations are not proposed.  Confirmability refers to the potential influence 

of researcher bias on the study.  I have taken care in every step of this study to be open and 

honest about my own position.  The data analysis procedures are clearly outlined in the next 
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section, and in Chapter Five, all claims are substantiated with evidence from the various data 

sets.  As acknowledged earlier in this chapter, the researcher is part of the research process; 

however, I am confident that I was careful and methodical in my approach.  I also entered this 

process from a position of not knowing and valued the opportunity to hear from the children to 

inform future practice.  For dependability, ongoing record-keeping in a research journal, 

documenting all stages in this research, tracing the initial thoughts around possible areas for 

investigation, and decision-making throughout the study.  

Data analysis 

Thematic analysis was used following the six phases outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006).  

The steps taken are summarised in Figure 4.2, supplemented by a detailed description of the 

process.  

Figure 4.2 Overview of the data analysis process 

 

The first stage is becoming familiar with the data.  As the audio recordings provided the most 

significant component of the data set, analysis began with them.  Through repeated listening to 

and, subsequently, verbatim transcription of the voice recordings, I began to get a sense of the 

data.  The transcripts were colour coded to ensure that data from each class could be easily 

identified.  Following this, a block of time was set aside for immersion in the data, reading and 

Familiarisation 
with the data

Generating 
initial codes

Searching for 
themes

Reviewing 
themes

Defining and 
naming themes

Producing the 
report
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re-reading the transcripts.  The children’s drawings were reviewed while examining the 

transcripts from the second visit, linking the child ’s description to the drawing rather than 

interpreting them as data sources.   

In phase two, initial codes were generated using an electronic copy of the transcripts.  Each 

contribution from each child was coded; see Appendix 4.5 for a sample extract of this coding.  

While this was an inductive process, it was influenced by the structure of the research 

instruments around the domains of educational purpose (Biesta, 2015) and the literature on 

SLL.  The transcripts were revisited repeatedly to ensure that the children’s voices were being 

represented accurately.   

Searching for themes is the next phase of analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006).  At this stage, in 

addition to the electronic document, a hard copy of the transcript was also used.  The 

contributions were cut apart and categorised.  Where a contribution had been assigned two 

codes, it was categorised with one group and marked with a sticker to acknowledge the other 

code; see Appendix 4.6 for a sample extract.  Physically grouping the data made the themes 

visible and allowed for revision as the process of data analysis continued.  At this point, the 

other data sets were consulted.  Adjectives about Irish was one initial theme, and this linked 

closely with both other data sets.  The data from the Diamond Nine ranking activity were 

compiled, and the patterns in the positioning of Irish and the other subjects were recorded.  

These data echoed the qualitative data, with increased negativity in the fifth classes.  The Post -

It surveys were transcribed and categorised, where responses were deemed to be positive, 

negative, mixed or other.  An additional category was added during analysis for ‘O.K.’, as it 

did not naturally fall into the original four groupings.  These data also linked with the theme of 

adjectives about Irish and, from fifth class, the theme of children’s role in lessons.   

When defining and naming the themes, the original transcript was revisited to ensure that the 

entire data set was informing the process.  At this point, using the domains of educational 

purpose (Biesta, 2015), a summary document tabulating the themes and data sources was 

compiled (Appendix 4.7).  The themes were: accumulation of language units; learners in a 

passive role; younger children more positively disposed; narrow interpretation of curriculum 

and awakening language learner autonomy.  
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The final phase is producing the report (Braun and Clarke, 2006), which is part of the analysis 

process, as it is necessary to revisit the data as the themes are named, and the findings are 

outlined.  Throughout this process, the data were revisited to verify and clarify.  This process 

ensured the accurate documentation of the children’s experiences to the best of my ability.  

Ethical considerations 

Ethical issues are present in all aspects of the research process and are particularly important 

when working with children or vulnerable people (Flewitt, 2005).  While ethics and 

methodology are not synonymous (Connolly, 2003), there is a relationship between effective 

methodology and ethics (Thomas and O’Kane, 1998).  Ethical considerations can be 

categorised under (a) ‘procedural ethics’, where issues are pre-empted and appropriate steps 

taken in advance of the research and (b) ‘ethics in practice’, where issues emerge during the 

research (Guillemin and Gillam, 2004, p262).  Ethical issues shall now be considered under 

these two categories. 

Procedural Ethics 

In advance of addressing these ethical concerns, it is noteworthy that educational institutions 

often provide ethical guidelines and the Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) Code of Conduct 

and Good Practice for Activity with Children and Vulnerable Adults was adhered to throughout 

this research.  Ethical approval was received from the Ethics Committee at QUB (Appendix 

4.8).  With regards to procedural ethics, the discussion will focus on gaining access, informed 

consent/assent and the right to withdraw.  These are now considered, reflecting on the three 

key groups involved: the staff and management of the school, parents/guardians and the 

children.   

Gaining initial access and consent through the school management 

In educational settings, the staff act ‘as gatekeepers to the parents and children’ (Flewitt, 2005, 

p554).  To gain access, I contacted the principal of each school in the sample to arrange a 

meeting to discuss the research and provide the consent form and information sheet (Appendix 

4.9).  The principal was invited to discuss the project with the Board of Management.  Having 
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gained approval from the principal of each of the three schools, I met with the class teachers, 

having provided a consent letter and plain language statement in advance.   

Informed consent: parents/guardians 

Having gained access to the parents/guardians through the schools’ management, acquiring 

informed consent of all participants was the next consideration.  Informed consent is a process 

where a competent person voluntarily agrees to participate (Hollmann and McNamara, 1999).  

Legally, in research with children, the written consent of parents or guardians is required 

(Hollmann and McNamara, 1999).  This was requested in advance of discussing the research 

with any of the children.  The class teachers distributed a cover letter and information sheet to 

each parent/guardian (Appendix 4.10) to ensure they had the necessary detail to give informed 

consent.  These outlined the nature of the research, the role of participants, potential risks, right 

to withdraw, use of data and potential audiences (Harcourt and Conroy, 2005).  In addition to 

this, procedures to protect the identity of the participants were highlighted, referring to 

confidentiality and anonymity.  The storage of data using encrypted files and the timeline for 

the destruction of the data was included.  Parental consent may be active, where parents return 

a signed form to confirm approval, or passive, where the parents return the form only if they 

do not wish their child to participate (Hollmann and McNamara, 1999).  While sample size 

may have been impacted negatively, it was decided to adopt an active consent approach in this 

study.  In cases where the forms were not returned, the pupils did not participate in the study.   

Each step of the methodology was outlined in the correspondence, and various instruments 

explained.  Parents/guardians were asked to consent to their child ’s participation in each of the 

activities.  In addition, the parents/guardians were asked to consent to the use of voice recording 

equipment during these sessions.  Finally, parents were asked for permission to photograph 

their child’s drawings and other work produced as part of the research.  To ensure that parents 

were aware that their decision to consent or not would not have an impact in the school, this 

was outlined clearly in the documentation, and the teacher was asked to offer assurance 

(Flewitt, 2005) if approached.  To ensure that parents were sufficiently informed to make the 

decision on their consent, my contact details were provided, and any queries were welcomed.  

In one case, a parent phoned to clarify the details of the research.  All parents were advised of 

their right to revisit their decisions at any point during the process, thus allowing the right to 
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withdraw (Connolly, 2003).  Parents were invited to return the consent forms within a week of 

this initial circulation.   

Through requesting consent for the various components of the research, this became quite 

complex during the data generation visits.  Some pupils had permission to participate in some 

aspects of the research but not in others.  Where permission had not been given to audio record 

a child, the child participated in the activity, but the voice recorder was switched off while they 

spoke.  Using circle time was effective in this regard, as children only spoke when they held 

the ‘speaking object’, and therefore it was possible to include the child in the activity but to 

stop the device.  While conducting the focus groups, these children sat together, and the 

recording device was not used when speaking with them.  These were the only instruments 

where voice recording was used.  

Informed consent/assent and right to withdraw: children 

A measure of informed consent from children, based on their understanding of the research, 

was obtained (Cohen et al., 2011).  Provisional consent supports the idea of negotiating consent 

as a process (Hollmann and McNamara, 1999) with the need for ongoing consent (Flewitt, 

2005) and the right to withdraw (Connolly, 2003).  To ensure that the children were making a 

choice based on an understanding of the research, the correspondence for parents included a 

child-friendly information sheet and consent form for children, which the parents were asked 

to discuss with their child (Appendix 4.10).  At the beginning of each visit, I revised the ‘who, 

what, when and how of the research’ (Kendrick et al., 2008, p86).  Sitting at an equal level with 

the children (Cameron, 2005) was a consideration at this stage to attempt to redress the power 

balance.  At this point, the researcher and class teacher stressed that the children had a choice 

over whether they participated.  As noted earlier, the teacher prepared an alternative activity 

for children whose parents/guardians had not consented to their participation.  In all classes, 

participants were advised that they could move to that activity if they no longer wished to 

participate.   

Each visit began with a revision of the pupils’ right to withdraw and their choices regarding 

audio-recording and having their work photographed.  During each session, I observed the 

children for any signs of discomfort or unease through ‘tuning in to subtleties’ (Kendrick et al., 

2008, p85) in an attempt to ensure that children are given the opportunity to opt-in and 
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withdraw at any time.  The children’s understanding of their right to withdraw was evidenced, 

as in six of the seven classes, a few children chose to leave the research for parts of the data 

generation.  I felt this reflected both the general atmosphere in the class and also my ongoing 

reiteration of their choice.  

Ethics in Practice 

While there is continuity between procedural ethics and ethics in practice, it is in practice that 

the ethical integrity of the researcher is central (Guillemin and Gillam, 2004).  This requires a 

willingness to acknowledge and an ability to recognise ‘ethically important moments’ within 

the research (Guillemin and Gillam, 2004, p262).  Continued reflexivity throughout the process 

was required in order to respond to the emerging ethical dilemmas.  One such dilemma was the 

various levels of consent or assent I had received.  There was at least one child who could 

participate in each class but could not be voice recorded.  This made the management of the 

sessions more complex, as I had to ensure that the voice recorder was switched off when those 

children spoke.  I ensured that this was visible to those children, but on a practical level, I had 

to move around the room at various points during circle time, as the voice recorder was the 

speaking object.  

Another consideration regarding consent and children is the issue of power imbalance (Thomas 

and O’Kane, 1998).  Schools are spaces where children have limited control (Barker and 

Weller, 2003) and reflecting on the high response rate across all schools in this study may 

indicate that participants felt coerced (David et al., 2001).  I avoided using ‘a language of 

power, which implies that the child will participate’ (Harcourt and Conroy, 2005, p576).  As 

noted earlier, some children in six of the seven classrooms exercised their right to withdraw.  I 

also asked for consent in advance of photographing the Diamond-9, Post-its and drawings, and 

in all seven classes, some children chose not to give assent for these.  These events suggest that 

I had managed to present an approach where the children felt the freedom to do this.   

Another ethical consideration was the role of the teacher in the classrooms.  In six of the seven 

classrooms, the teacher stayed in the room for some or all of the visits.  This reflected school 

policy and I understood that it was unavoidable.  When planning the research, I was concerned 

that the children would not provide an honest account of their experiences.  The research 

design, including the range of instruments and the number of visits, helped address this.  The 
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inclusion of whole-class, group, pair and individual activities provided opportunities where 

children could share experiences without the teacher hearing them.  Particularly in the fifth 

classes, the children became more open in their discussions across the visits.  It is not clear if 

this were due to a developing rapport with me or a growing awareness that the opinions they 

were articulating, even when negative, would not have consequences afterwards.  Either way, 

I feel the design was helpful here.   

In one classroom, where seven consent forms had not been returned, the teacher suggested that 

those children would sit with the class during circle time in a listening role.  All the children 

and the teacher were already seated in the circle.  I had to decide what to do at that moment.  

In an observational role, the children were not participating in the research, and data would  not 

be collected from them, which I felt adhered to the ethical principles and commitments I had 

made.  On reflection afterwards, I was happy with that decision, as it reflected the other 

classrooms where, if children did not participate, they could also listen from their position 

within the room.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has given an overview of the research methodology used in this project .  The 

centrality of the researcher’s philosophical position and view of children in decision making 

was explored.  The research methodologies employed were then discussed and an overview of 

the research provided.  A detailed discussion of data analysis was provided.  The discussion 

then moved to the ethical considerations both in advance and during the research.  In the next 

section, the findings are presented and discussed.  
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Chapter 5 Analysis and Discussion of Data 

Introduction 

In this section, the main findings and results from the study are presented.  The chapter is 

constructed around the domains of educational purpose (Biesta, 2015), as outlined in Chapter 

Three.  An overview of the findings from first class and then fifth class is followed by 

discussion and analysis in light of the literature.  The fieldwork was conducted with children 

during three visits to seven classrooms: four first classes (7-year-olds) and three fifth classes 

(11-year-olds).  The schools have been given a pseudonym to ensure anonymity, and each class 

coded as 1 for first and 5 for fifth.  As two first classes in Parkview participated, the letters ‘A’ 

and ‘B’ are used to discriminate between them.   

Table 5-1 Pseudonyms for schools 

Class Pseudonym 

School 1: 1st and 2nd class Riverside_1st 

School 1: 5th class Riverside_5th 

School 2: 1st class A Parkview_1stA 

School 2: 1st class B Parkview_1stB 

School 2: 5th class Parkview_5th 

School 3: 1st class Bridgeport_1st 

School 3: 5th class Bridgeport_5th 

In all cases, the pronoun ‘she’ is used when referring to the teacher to protect the participants’ 

anonymity.  A translation is provided in square brackets immediately after any Irish words or 

phrases the children used.  Direct quotes from the children are italicised.  The findings are 

reported below, structured using the framework presented in Chapter Three, based upon 

Biesta’s domains of educational purpose.  Firstly, the children’s experiences within the 

qualification domain (Biesta, 2015) are presented, followed by the socialisation domain and, 

finally, the area of subjectification.   
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Qualification: What I know 

As outlined in Chapter Three, the qualification domain (Biesta, 2015) includes knowledge, 

skills and dispositions.  The findings related to each of these areas are presented in this section.  

Knowledge 

While the first-class children were aware that they were learning a language in Irish lessons, 

not just a subject, they tended to categorise their learning in terms of vocabulary development 

where we learn words (Bridgeport_1st).  When asked if they thought that they were good at 

Irish, they also stated that in terms of their knowledge of vocabulary items.  In one case, a pupil 

positioned their ability in terms of vocabulary and also an ability to speak it a lot of the time 

(Riverside_1st).  When discussing the level of Irish of other children, one child again 

emphasised vocabulary:  

Ehm, I have a friend that is from another school who knows a lot more 

Irish words than me, and she has a big brother that knows a lot of Irish 

words (Parkview_1stA).   

In addition to discussing vocabulary, a small number of children in Parkview_1stA spoke of 

more developed language, referencing sentences four times: there’s a lot of sentences that you 

have to remember, but we keep practising them, and now we remember.  In one case, when 

suggesting ways of making it easier to learn Irish, one child suggested that learning all the 

different sentences (Parkview_1stA) would make it easier to learn.  The use of sentences was 

only referred to by children in Parkview_1stA.  Children in this class also spoke about 

questions, with one child providing an overview of the drill and practice in the lesson:  

So, teacher ehm she tells the word, and we try to copy what she says.  She 

asks us the question then, and we answer back, and then we tell her that 

question and then she answers back (Parkview_1stA).   

These examples seem to indicate that, in addition to vocabulary, that some children in 

Parkview_1stA were aware that they were actively learning questions and sentences.  However, 
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in these examples, the children did not note that they are using the language to fulfil a 

communicative need.  

While the children in the other three first classes did not explicitly refer to sentences as part of 

their knowledge of Irish, in a small number of cases, two or three in each class, they also spoke 

of questions.  In terms of the children asking questions, in the interaction below, it appears that 

the teacher may use a game to develop the pupils’ ability to ask questions in this class: 

[In my picture] I just say ‘In Gaeilge [Irish] we play a game called Bug’… 

I probe: What happens in ‘Bug’? 

Well, what we have to do is we have to ask the teacher the questions, and 

then teacher calls a bug we move up a step (Riverside_1st). 

It is interesting that in this description that the question is not answered as part of the game.  

Another child in this classroom described their ability in Irish in terms of an ability to ask 

questions: I think I’m good at Gaeilge because I can do the…I can ask some questions  

(Riverside_1st).  Two others used the example of asking their parent questions: Ehm, I think 

I’m good at Gaeilge because my Mammy says I’m good at Gaeilge, and sometimes I ask her 

questions, and she doesn’t know it (Riverside_1st).   

Children in Riverside_1st also identified using questions to get clarification: you could ask 

your teacher ‘Conas a déarfá?  [How do you say?] (Riverside_1st).  While in Bridgeport_1st, 

a pupil gave an example of asking a peer for clarification: you can just say it to your partner 

‘what is this question?’ and then they can help you.  In Parkview_1stB, some children gave 

examples of teacher questioning and all the classroom trying to answer the question, putting 

their hand up.  A child in Bridgeport_1st also provided an example of the teacher using a 

question: there’s the board she doesn’t look and then she gives us questions, and we need to 

guess what are the questions.   

Throughout these examples, questions did not seem to represent interaction in the target 

language as part of a communicative activity but were focused on clarification regarding 

vocabulary or comprehension.  Of course, this clarification could have supported their 

communicative interaction, but the children did not articulate this.   
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In the fifth classes, the children also discussed the importance of vocabulary within their 

knowledge of Irish.  There was an acknowledgement that vocabulary in fifth class is more 

difficult than in first class, as the children noted that they are learning really long words 

(Riverside_5th), and in this class, we’re learning harder words (Parkview_5th).  In 

Bridgeport_5th, the children spoke more frequently about understanding the meaning of words 

and sentences and, often explicitly, linked this to the English translation:  

Teacher normally tells us to repeat it, and she tells us the meaning in 

English, and sometimes she puts the whiteboard on a different page and 

tells us to repeat it and say what it means (Bridgeport_5th).   

In Figure 5.1, the child drew the teacher teaching the class with some vocabulary translated on 

the board.  The children are trying to think of the English word for the last word on the board 

(úll/apple).  This again reflects the linking of new vocabulary to the English equivalent.  In 

Bridgeport_5th, the children referred to using the dictionary to source the meaning of the word, 

indicating linking meaning to knowing the English translation.   

 

While understanding the meaning of vocabulary was discussed in the other fifth classes, it was 

emphasised more by the children in Bridgeport_5th as part of their learning, rather than as a 

strategy when they could not understand.   

Figure 5.1 I’m drawing children learning Irish (Bridgeport_5th) 
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Like the first classes, some children in fifth class spoke about sentences and questions as part 

of their knowledge of Irish.  In Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th, children did not discuss 

using questions orally, and where they did it was where the teacher was asking individual 

children questions: I’m drawing teacher asking me a question (Bridgeport_5th).  In the main, 

the children in Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th gave examples of answering questions in 

their textbook where we read stories and ehm do questions (Riverside_5th).  They also 

discussed questions on the board as outlined in the interaction based upon Figure 5.2. 

 

In Figure 5.2, the teacher is asking the child to name the ‘word that would fit in the gap’.  In 

this case, the child refers to the activity as a question, where it is actually an example of a cloze, 

i.e., fill-the-blank exercise, where the learner is asked to select a word to complete the sentence.  

This was also reflected in another child’s picture in this class, where they again had an example 

of a cloze exercise when referring to questions.  This could indicate that children meant the 

written exercises in general, rather than questions with answers when referring to questions in 

the textbook.  The emphasis in Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th was on written responses to 

questions, where the children’s role was to answer the questions on the stories (Bridgeport_5th) 

Figure 5.2 Answering questions (Riverside_5th) 
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or that the teacher asked.  They did not give examples where they were asking or answering 

questions of other children.  

There was a distinction between the use of questions reported by the children in Parkview_5th 

compared to Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th.  In Parkview_5th, the children mostly spoke 

of using questions orally but also noted responding to written questions.  The oral language 

examples included the teacher asking questions and the children asking each other questions: 

we walk around and ask people questions (Parkview_5th).  One child referred to a chart on the 

wall with all the questions, and we can ask each other (Parkview_5th).  Another observation 

made by the children in this class was that they were actively learning questions, with one child 

noting that through games that’s how we learn the new word or question (Parkview_5th).  This 

echoes data from Parkview_1stA above, where the children were aware they were learning 

questions in addition to vocabulary.  Another child in Parkview_5th made the distinction 

between the level of difficulty in questions:  

I think one of the hardest things in Irish is answering questions that you 

may have not learned enough or like poems and songs sometimes, but the 

easy thing I think is answering basic questions like ‘how are you?’, ‘what’s 

your name?’ and stuff like that. 

While they also talked about the textbook questions, this was as something that you can do 

rather than something that they do regularly: in the book, there’s like stories, and then at the 

end, there’s like questions that you can answer in your copy (Parkview_5th).   

In Parkview_5th, the pupils viewed knowledge of Irish in terms of being able to speak and 

understand other people.  When asked how to check if I was good at Irish, the majority of 

responses in Parkview_5th suggested communicating with others, friends or teachers: see if 

your friends or teacher can understand you and they can talk to you (Parkview_5th).  This 

indicated an emphasis on language for communication, which is explored further when 

discussing skills below.   

The fifth-class children also talked about learning how to pronounce words (Riverside_5th), 

which the children in that class viewed as being one of the most important things to learn in 

Irish, along with grammar.  The children in Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th noted that 
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pronunciation was difficult, with children in Bridgeport_5th often saying that they struggle 

with pronunciation.  The role of the teacher was noted by one pupil in Riverside_5th: if teacher 

wasn’t there, we’d probably be pronouncing all the words wrong.  The children in 

Parkview_5th referred to pronunciation but much less frequently than in the other two fifth 

classes.  This was often in terms of communicating: if you don’t pronounce things correctly in 

Irish, people won’t understand you (Parkview_5th).  The emphasis in Parkview_5th continued 

to be on oral communication rather than learning the individual elements.  The children did not 

speak specifically about learning strategies to support them in pronouncing Irish.  The emphasis 

seemed to be on learning to pronounce from listening to the teacher rather than a knowledge 

of Irish orthography.   

Discussion: Knowledge 

As noted in Chapter Three, when viewed in terms of SLL, the overarching aim of the 

qualification domain is to ‘qualify’ learners to communicate fluently.  Therefore, knowledge is 

seen in terms of developing communicative competence.  This translates to classroom practices 

that emphasise language use in meaningful contexts; however, this was not reflected in this 

study.  Overall, the children in all classes in this study emphasised measurable units of 

vocabulary as the central element of their knowledge of Irish, with the addition of 

pronunciation in the fifth-class discussions.  Some first-class children in Parkview_1stA gave 

examples of the use of sentences.  Using questions was also noted by the children in first class, 

with the majority of examples being teacher-led.   

That the children in the first and fifth classes reported their knowledge of Irish in terms of 

quantifiable units echoes findings presented in Chapter Two on children learning English as an 

additional language (Aro, 2009; Kolb, 2007).  This demonstrates a concept of the language as 

‘the totality of all words’ (Kolb, 2007, p236), with the acknowledgement of the use of some 

sentences and questions in this study.  However, in the first classes, the examples of questions 

focused on imitation and reproduction, also reflecting a conception of language as a ‘static 

system’ (Kolb, 2007, p236).  Responding to written questions was the predominant use 

reported in two of the fifth classes, with Parkview_5th being the only class in the study that 

spoke about asking questions of each other orally.   
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As reviewed in Chapter Two, the importance of using the language to fulfil a communicative 

need is a key tenet of CLT (Newby, 2006a; Richards and Rodgers, 2001).  However, where 

language is viewed in terms of quantifiable units, this is often absent.  From this quantifiable 

perspective, language is conceptualised as finite, where all the different sentences 

(Parkview_1stB) can be learned, rather than being viewed as embedded in communication for 

a variety of functions. 

As outlined in Chapter One, the Irish curriculum (DES, 1999a, 2019a) emphasises an 

understanding of messages in meaningful contexts rather than focusing on the meaning of 

individual words.  In Bridgeport_5th, the children noted that they were reliant on the teacher 

or the dictionary to provide the English meaning for words.  This indicates that they were not 

viewing language as a means of communication but instead focused on the smallest unit of 

meaning.  The reliance on the translation of vocabulary also suggests that they may not have 

been comfortable engaging in lessons taught entirely through the target language, as is 

advocated in the communicative approach.   

The children’s experiences of language learning in the first and fifth classes, where the 

emphasis was on units of language, could indicate a deductive, teacher-led approach which 

would be more traditional than the current communicative approach advocated in the 

curriculum since the introduction of the PSC (DES, 1999a).  As discussed in Chapter Two, 

while teachers are aware of the communicative approach and identify it as the way they teach 

languages, research across European countries found that in practice that teachers often 

favoured traditional deductive approaches (Newby, 2006a).  However, the data in the current 

study reflects the experiences that the children reported and may not accurately reflect the 

variety of methods and activities employed by the teacher.   

Skills 

This section will focus on the language skills that the pupils identified across the visits.  This 

begins with a discussion of children’s experiences of communication in the Irish language, as 

this is central to the Irish language curriculum.  The emphasis placed by participants on the 

curriculum strands of oral language, reading and writing is then discussed.  
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Communication 

As discussed in Chapter One, the communicative approach has been adopted since the 

introduction of the PSC (DES, 1999a).  The emphasis is on learning the language through 

activities and methodologies that require the fulfilment of a communicative goal, where 

children would use the language as early and as often as possible.  

As noted above, the first-class children did not give many concrete examples of communicating 

with other children in Irish.  In one case, however, a pupil described how they learn new 

vocabulary in Irish, echoing the phases of a communicative lesson: 

First, teacher says the word, and then we copy after her, and then we say it 

a couple of times, and then we have partners, and we say it to each other, 

and then sometimes we have games, and on Friday we play loads of games, 

and we see ehm ehm are we good at the Irish words (Parkview_1stA). 

In Parkview_1stA, the children gave some examples of using Irish to communicate.  One child 

talked about learning greetings: I like Irish because it helps us learn different things like how 

to say hello and goodbye (Parkview_1stA), and other children talked about the value of having 

Irish if you bump into people (Parkview_1stA).  They were aware of the use of Irish in the yard 

where some people out in yard speak Irish, and they always say ‘Dia Duit’ [hello] to all the 

people all around the yard (Parkview_1stA).  This was the only first class where children noted 

that they speak Irish to other children, with two children representing this in their pictures and 

their oral description of their pictures (Figure 5.3). 

While in the oral description, the child used the Irish for ‘hello’, the text in the speech bubble 

is in English.  This would be expected as oral language is the primary focus at this class level.  

Interestingly, in the description of the picture, the child says that they were saying a lot of 

things rather than giving an example of one pre-formed question.  This may indicate more 

active communication than children being confined to one pre-formed language structure.  As 

discussed earlier, the children in this class also spoke about sentences and questions as part of 

their knowledge of the language, perhaps explaining the references to communication.  
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While these children in Parkview_1stA presented some examples of spoken interaction 

between children, these practices were not identified by any other first-class children.  Many 

of the other examples given by the other first-class children involved interaction with the 

teacher.  At times, as noted earlier, this communication was to seek clarification: I ask 

[teacher’s name] ‘Conas a déarfá?’ [How would you say?] (Riverside_1st).  In the majority 

of examples, children described teacher-led communication, with the teacher teaching and the 

children listening: 

I learn a new word when my teacher tells me it, and then I remember it in 

my head and then when my teacher asks me something, then I know it 

(Bridgeport_1st).  

Sometimes the children spoke about responding to questions from the teacher or where the 

teacher selected them to answer the questions: I have me sitting at my desk, and we’re learning 

Irish, and like teacher picks me to say the answer and I’m thinking about it (Riverside_1st).  

Figure 5.3 Talking Irish in pairs (Parkview_1stA) 
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In the fifth classes, the findings were quite similar to first class, where there was one classroom, 

again in Parkview, where the children spoke about using Irish to communicate with the teacher 

and with other children:  

We learn Irish…the teacher asks us questions in Irish not English, and we 

answer in Irish, and we walk around and talk to people in Irish to get used 

to the Irish language (Parkview_5th).   

As noted earlier, the children in this class highlighted communication as a component of their 

knowledge of Irish.  The teacher was teaching about pastimes, a theme of the Irish language 

curriculum (DES, 1999a), in a third of the images drawn by children in this class.  Where the 

children included the teacher asking them questions in their drawings, the questions were based 

on their pastimes, and the children could include their own pastimes in their answers.  Figure 

5.4 shows language being taught and practised in the whole class setting, and in Figure 5.5, the 

same language is used by children in a pair.  This would seem to reflect the communicative 

approach, where the language is taught and practised in the pre-communicative phase and then 

reinforced using pair or group work.  However, it is an example of a pre-formed sentence, 

rather than free production, discussed under socialisation below.  

 

Figure 5.4 Practising question and answer as whole class (Parkview_5th) 
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In the other fifth classes, the children did not give examples of using language communicatively 

with each other.  They noted that they speak Irish (Bridgeport_5th) with one child in 

Riverside_5th, saying that they try speak as much Irish as we can rather than English.  In both 

of these classes, the children talked about asking the teacher or the person beside them for help, 

but this was presented as seeking clarification rather than as part of a communicative activity.  

One child in Riverside_5th noted that, compared to maths, that you have to do more oral stuff 

in Irish.  However, another child in this class, when discussing ways to make Irish more 

enjoyable, suggested:  have like games and things like that instead of sitting there listening, 

even more talking or something (Riverside_5th).  In both Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th, 

the children said that they did drama sometimes, which could be seen as an opportunity to 

develop communication skills.   

With regards to communication outside the lesson, in Riverside_5th, one child said that you’re 

not going to go and have a conversation with your friends in Irish, which would seem to 

indicate that to that child, using Irish communicatively with friends was unlikely.  This 

contrasts with the opinions expressed by one child in each of the other two fifth classes, where 

they referenced using Irish with friends: if your friends eh only speaks Irish you can speak to 

them (Parkview_5th).  In Riverside_5th, the children were aware of the possibility of 

communicating in Irish with others, but at more of a distance rather than with friends: 

Figure 5.5 Pair work (Parkview_5th) 
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I think basic words as well because if you were to go to another county in 

Ireland that spoke Irish, you’d be able to have maybe a small conversation 

with someone (Riverside_5th). 

These examples seem to indicate an openness to using Irish to communicate with others.  This 

theme will be explored further when discussing the findings within the socialisation domain.  

It is interesting that some children demonstrated this willingness to use the language with 

others, despite not giving specific examples where they were engaged in appropriately 

challenging communicative activities.   

Discussion: Communication 

Overall, in most examples of communication from first-class and fifth-class children, the 

teacher was leading the interaction, and the children spoke of their role as listeners.  Where the 

children spoke of expressive language, it was usually to gain clarification from a partner, friend 

or the teacher.  In Parkview_1stA and Parkview_5th, the pupils gave examples of talking Irish 

to each other in pairs.  With the exception of this small number of cases, the children described 

their role as a passive listener, where any spoken communication was with the teacher rather 

than with their peers.  This tendency to view their role as passive emerged in research carried 

out by Aro (2009), where learners presented learning as a function of teacher actions.  This 

theme is discussed further when considering the autonomy expressed by learners later in this 

chapter.  While the children described the Irish language as something spoken, interestingly, 

they did not highlight activities that promoted their role as a speaker.  

These examples would appear to reflect prior research on the implementation of the curriculum, 

where teachers noted that the direct method was the method they used most frequently (NCCA, 

2008).  Overall, the small number of examples of children interacting in Irish with other 

children all pertained to the same two classrooms.  The children did not give specific examples 

of communicative activities, which would appear to indicate limited opportunities to interact 

meaningfully in the language.  This could explain the child ren’s limited focus on 

communication in discussing their knowledge of the Irish language in the previous section.  

The reasons for this were not explored in this study, and the data are the children’s perceptions 

rather than an overview of actual practices.  However, both international (Newby, 2006a) and 
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national (DES, 2013, 2007; 2005; NCCA, 2008) studies discussed in Chapter Two indicate that 

communicative practices are not always in evidence in L2 lessons.  

In Parkview_5th, examples indicated whole-class direct teaching, followed by an opportunity 

to practise the language in pairs and thus consolidate learning.  By including their own pastime, 

the children were speaking as themselves in the language, which, as noted in Chapter Two, can 

awaken their ‘transportable identities’ (Richards, 2006, p70).  As discussed in Chapter Two, 

while this is a valid learning opportunity, being restricted to pre-formed language activities can 

limit progress as the language level is predefined (Ó Duibhir and Cumnmins, 2012). 

Only in Parkview_1stA and Parkview_5th did children give specific examples of using the 

language orally in interactions with each other, however it was not clear if this was in the 

context of fulfilling a communicative need (Richards and Rodgers, 2001).  As highlighted in 

Chapter Two, where learners mimic communication rather than genuinely communicating, it 

can lead to the development of a repertoire of stock phrases rather than a means for personal 

expression (Grenfell, 2000).  This is explored further in the discussion of the socialisation 

domain; however, it is interesting that despite the shift to CLT in the Irish language curriculum 

that children’s descriptions confined knowledge to a narrow perception of language.  Their use 

of language was in relation to the teacher in first class, and even in these cases, for the most 

part, it was not to fill an information gap in ‘meaningful contexts’ (DES, 2019a, p41).  Again, 

the static view of language with an emphasis on repetition and imitation seems to indicate that 

children’s experiences of language knowledge focussed on controlled rather than free 

production (Norris and Ortega, 2000).   

Skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing 

As noted in Chapter One, the PLC (DES, 2019a) identifies three integrated strands for the first 

and second language of Irish primary schools: oral language, reading and writing.  In first 

classes, this earlier draft of this curriculum was in place, and it would be expected that the 

emphasis would be on oral language, which includes both listening and speaking.  The PSC 

(DES, 1999a), in use in fifth class at the time of this study, presents listening and speaking as 

two distinct strands and also includes reading and writing.   
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Before addressing the strands in the curriculum, a skill identified frequently by the children in 

first class was singing songs, particularly in Riverside_1st and Bridgeport_1st.  When 

discussing the songs, the pupils were generally positive Gaeilge is really fun to learn because 

it has songs to learn (Bridgeport_1st).  

The children also mentioned doing actions and dancing with the songs, saying: we get up and 

do songs and, on the whiteboard, teacher puts the songs then we do the actions  

(Bridgeport_1st).  One child noted that some of the Irish songs can help us with words 

(Bridgeport_1st), perhaps indicating an awareness of the transfer of the language from the 

songs to other contexts.  The only song specifically named during this research was in 

Bridgeport_1st, and the song was Bualadh Bos [an Irish version of ‘Jingle Bells’].  Several 

children noted the challenge of learning songs in Irish: I think that Gaeilge is hard and easy, 

so it’s hard cause if we’re doing a fast song, it’s hard to pick up the words fastly 

(Riverside_1st).   

Figure 5.6 We are singing songs (Bridgeport_1st) 

 

While the children reported song singing frequently in Riverside_1st and Bridgeport_1st, this 

was not reflected in their pictures of themselves learning Irish or the discussion of those 

drawings.  Only a small number drew or referenced singing: one child in Riverside_1st and 
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three children in Bridgeport_1st.  In discussing their picture (Figure 5.6), one child noted that 

they were singing; however, interestingly, they could not name the song.  It is not clear why 

this was the case, but it could be that they feel that they sing during Irish lessons but that without 

explicit attention to the song names, they may not recall them.  In another interaction in this 

class, when asked what the song was, the child sang the song Bualadh Bos [an Irish version of 

‘Jingle Bells’].   

In the fifth classes, only a small number of children noted that they sang in Irish lessons, three 

in Parkview_5th and two in Bridgeport_5th.  The role of songs in developing language 

knowledge was noted by one child who suggested that the teacher could: practise a lot and use 

poems or songs just to get the Irish into their head (Parkview_5th).  Two children, both in 

Parkview_5th, expressed an opinion on the songs in Irish.  One cited songs as one of the hardest 

things while another said: for me, the easiest is learning poems or songs in Irish because you 

can really get them into your head and learn the Irish in them.  Overall, singing in Irish was 

rarely mentioned by the fifth classes, with no examples from Riverside_5th.  

Both song singing and using a total physical response through the addition of actions are 

advocated in the literature (Ó Duibhir and Cummins, 2012) and in the curriculum (DES, 2019a) 

as opportunities for the development of formulaic expressions.  Children can develop phrases 

and vocabulary that can be recalled quickly (Skehan, 1998) and can be used independently in 

other contexts.  This will depend on the language in the song, as it relies on songs that include 

phrases that are transferable.  As the only song named by the children was a Christmas song, it 

is not possible to draw conclusions on the opportunities for transfer.  Interestingly, a small 

number of both first-class and fifth-class children alluded to the language transfer.  In addition 

to formulaic expressions, songs and poems have a role in the development of pronunciation in 

Irish (Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  While there was a strong emphasis on singing in the first 

classes, it is interesting that this was not the case in fifth class.  In these classes, the challenge 

of pronunciation was noted, as discussed earlier.  

Oral language, reading and writing 

Oral language in this section refers to both listening and speaking.  The first -class children 

stated that they spent much time listening to the teacher when learning Irish: I listen to my 

teacher most (Bridgeport_1st).  That this was important as part of the learning of Irish was 
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noted with one participant saying: to learn Irish, you have to listen to teacher and that’s how 

you learn Irish (Parkview_1stA).  In addition to noting listening explicitly, the pupils often 

spoke of the teacher teaching in Irish, which would also suggest that the class were listening:  

I learn a new word when my teacher tells me it, and then I remember it in 

my head and then when my teacher asks me something, then I know it 

(Bridgeport_1st).   

In all classes, the children referred to listening to input from the teacher more than any other 

language skill, except for Riverside_1st, where they reported more literacy skills.  In both the 

first classes in Parkview, the children spoke about imitating the teacher: we repeat after our 

teacher (Parkview_1stA).  In those two classes, the children also noted that they repeated the 

words from the interactive whiteboard (IWB).   

Figure 5.7 Language input from the whiteboard (Parkview_1stB) 

 

The majority of children included the interactive whiteboard (IWB) in their pictures.  It would 

appear that this is another source of language input, as noted in the interaction based on Figure 

5.7.  Structured listening activities, for example, listen and draw, were not referenced.  

While the emphasis in three of the four classes was on listening to different sources of language 

input, there were fewer examples of the children speaking in the language independently.  This 
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was discussed in relation to communication above; however, in addition to speaking in a 

communicative sense, two pupils in Riverside_1st referred to the challenge of pronouncing 

words: I learn these words, but then I start to forget them and then the next day I pronounce 

them and then it kinda embarrasses me.  Whereas in fifth class, the children spoke of 

pronunciation as part of their knowledge of Irish, neither of these two first-class children spoke 

of it in that sense.  For these children, pronunciation is a skill that they have yet to master and, 

as this child indicates, one towards which they feel negatively.  

As the PLC (DES, 2019a) mainly focuses on oral language in the junior classes (4–8-year-

olds), the children did not spend much time talking about reading skills.  There was one 

reference to reading in Riverside_1st: [In my picture] I’m getting a Gaeilge book from the 

library, and I’m going to sit down and read it.  This was the only reference across the data from 

first class and fifth class where a child referred to an authentic text from the library.  All other 

examples of reading implied the use of a textbook or text on the whiteboard.   

In Parkview_1stB, one child described a reading task on the interactive whiteboard (Figure 

5.8).  Most of the writing in the drawing is in English, except for the word bord [table/desk], 

and, therefore, it is unclear whether it was actually an Irish reading activity.  In Bridgeport_1st, 

the children spoke about how: teacher helps us to read the words in Irish.  Sounding out was 

proposed as a strategy when they did not know a word by three children in this class and by 

one child in Riverside_1st and two children in Parkview_1stA.  It is not clear how the children 

were using this strategy.  The use of strategies in their learning is expanded upon in the section 

on language learner autonomy.   

Figure 5.8 Reading from the whiteboard (Parkview_1stB) 
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The final strand of the curriculum is writing, and again it would be expected that the first-class 

children would make less reference to this.  In Bridgeport_1st, the children spoke about writing 

as a skill that they used: we write, and we do some activities.  In most cases, they spoke of the 

teacher writing as a scaffold where: teacher can write up on the board the words that we don’t 

know (Bridgeport_1st).  In Parkview_1stB, writing was associated with maths and speaking 

with Irish: Irish is different from maths…in maths, you have to write, and Irish you have to 

learn how to speak the language. 

In Riverside_1st and Bridgeport_1st, there was much more emphasis on writing than expected, 

where they spoke of copying from the board and writing in their copies/notebooks.  In this 

example (Figure 5.9), the child is engaged in a copying exercise rather than having an 

opportunity for meaningful output or expressing personal preferences.   

Figure 5.9 Copying our news (Riverside_1st) 

 

The first-class children did not give examples of activities where they were engaged in free-

written production in Irish.  Apart from copying from the board, most other references to 

writing highlighted it as a strategy for vocabulary development: you write on paper the words 
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(Bridgeport_1st), discussed further in the section on language learner autonomy below.  The 

children in the two first classes in Parkview did not refer to writing activities in Irish. 

In the curriculum for fifth class at the time of this research (DES, 1999a), listening and speaking 

were separate strands, and the other strands were reading and writing.  As was the case in the 

first classes, the pupils noted the importance of listening to the teacher to learn the language: 

the trick I have for Irish is you have to listen, or you’ll never get it (Riverside_5th).  In addition, 

there were examples of the teacher teaching, which again infers listening.  One child spoke 

negatively about listening to the teacher:  

In my picture ehm ehm there’s somebody very bored, and teacher is 

teaching Irish. 

I probe: What could we do to stop the person in the picture feeling like 

that? 

Have like games and things like that instead of sitting there listening, even 

more talking or something (Riverside_5th).   

This interaction seems to indicate that the child is very bored in a passive listening role and 

would prefer to be more actively involved in their learning.  One child in Parkview_5th gave 

an example of an online exercise video in Irish for children, saying that you just get used to 

listening to the Irish language (Parkview_5th).  The only other examples of input from a source 

other than the teacher were from Bridgeport_5th, where two children spoke of watching 

cartoons in Irish lessons.  In this class, three children said they would incorporate more listening 

activities when asked how to improve the textbook.  While the nature of these listening 

activities is not clear, it is interesting that this is what they suggested and may indicate that 

these children valued active listening exercises.  This was the only fifth class where a child 

specifically mentioned a listening activity: sometimes we listen, and we write the answers 

(Bridgeport_5th).   

Across all the fifth classes, the pupils identified speaking Irish as part of their experiences of 

Irish lessons; however, this was in a general sense.  The children in Bridgeport_5th and 

Riverside_5th did not give specific examples of engagement in speaking activities.  As noted 

earlier in the chapter, the pupils in Parkview_5th spoke about their language use to 

communicate with other children in their class.  In this class, a pupil chose to draw a picture of 
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us learning how to speak Irish (Parkview_5th) during the drawing activity, while others in that 

class drew children speaking to each other, with Irish phrases in the speech bubbles.    

Of the four strands in the curriculum, children in Riverside_5th spoke most frequently about 

reading activities.  The majority of the children’s reported experiences were of reading stories.  

Many also indicated that they answered questions based on the stories: in Irish, we normally 

read stories and answer questions (Riverside_5th).  While the pupils do not always state that 

these stories are in the textbook, fifth-class children did not refer to any other source of reading 

material.  The child’s role in this interaction also seems quite passive: when we learn Gaeilge 

we…sit in front of the board, and we read a story off the board.  We read our stories from 

*Textbook* 5 (Riverside_5th).  In Bridgeport_5th, the pupils also mentioned reading stories 

and answering questions, again based on the textbook.   

When comparing their experiences in fifth class with their memories of first class, two pupils 

in Parkview_5th noted that a difference was that they are reading full stories now.  Another 

child in that class, when discussing the textbook, noted how it could be helpful in developing 

their own language skills: in *textbook* there are some characters that talk about thereself so 

you could learn how to talk about yourself (Parkview_5th).  This seems to indicate an 

awareness of the transfer of this language from the textbook to communicative, oral tasks and 

activities.  In the only reference to homework in the data, one child in Riverside_5th, said: our 

teacher gets us to read like a certain story every night, and it would have that word in it so 

you’d kinda get it into your head.  This example again shows a child linking the reading task 

and vocabulary development.  One child in each class said that they sometimes read stories and 

then act them out, which appears to be an example of integrating the language skills.   

With regards to writing, children in Riverside_5th gave more examples, including writing a 

story, a paragraph, writing questions and in the image, copying grammar rules and examples 

from the board.  While the children in Bridgeport_5th and Parkview_5th discussed writing as 

a skill, the examples of writing activities were based on the textbook.  Writing words was 

identified as a strategy for learning vocabulary across all three fifth classes, with an emphasis 

on writing the word and then practising.  As noted above, the strategies children identified are 

considered in the later section on language learner autonomy.  In a small number of cases, the 

pupils suggested writing the English or the English phonetics: maybe if you write the word and 

write the English and you keep writing it, so you remember it (Parkview_5th).   
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Overall, in this discussion of language skills, there was less emphasis on listening and speaking 

in fifth class when compared with first class.  In one class, Parkview_5th, the emphasis 

remained on oral language and the use of the language with others in the class.  The children 

did not talk about the development of reading and writing skills at this stage, and while it is 

important to continue with work on oral language, it would be expected that children would be 

developing their literacy skills at this level.  In Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th, much of the 

reading and writing was linked to the textbook, with limited examples of oral language 

activities or literacy skills to complete communicative activities.   

Discussion: Skills 

As discussed in Chapter Two, listening is an essential aspect in additional language lessons in 

order to provide extensive input (Ellis, 2005), which in English-medium schools can often be 

confined to the classroom (Baker, 2003).  When discussing language skills, the first-class 

children noted that they spent most of their time in Irish lessons listening, referring to learning 

vocabulary or, more generally, listening to their teacher or the IWB.  The children did not speak 

about active engagement in structured listening activities.  There was less emphasis on listening 

in the fifth-class descriptions than on other language skills.  Like first class, the children did 

not discuss structured listening activities, except one child.  For example, listening and 

responding activities or listening games were not cited at either level as part of their listening 

skill development.  It is interesting that the children did not refer to the teacher reading aloud 

in any of the classes, particularly as 46% of teachers surveyed  in a study on the implementation 

of the Irish language curriculum stated that they read aloud every day (NCCA, 2008).  The data 

in this study on listening reflects studies of the teaching of Irish discussed in Chapter Two, 

where teaching listening was weak or fair in over half of classrooms observed 

(Inspectorate/DES, 2007).  Well-planned listening activities were only observed in classrooms 

where the communicative approach was implemented effectively (Inspectorate/DES, 2013).  

The teaching of listening was deemed challenging by 66% of teachers in the curriculum review 

(NCCA, 2008).  As extensive language input is essential, particularly in the case of Irish, where 

the children do not have much input outside the school, continued work on the development of 

a structured approach to listening is necessary.  

The importance of input through listening is a central component of additional language 

learning (Ellis, 2005); however, it is also acknowledged in the literature that opportunities for 
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sustained output are also important (Swain, 2000).  It is interesting to note that the children 

gave fewer examples of times when they engaged in independent spoken production.  The 

emphasis in first class was on song singing and listening, whereas fifth-class children seemed 

to spend more time engaged in reading.  This lack of emphasis on spoken production across 

the first and fifth classes in this study would appear to indicate that the children are not aware 

of this in their experiences.  Remarkably, they acknowledge that Irish is a different language 

and that in Irish lessons, they do not speak English, but they did not reference activities that 

embodied these practices.  Low competence belief can negatively impact engagement (Eccles, 

1999), and it is noteworthy that a child noted embarrassment when discussing pronunciation.  

This is particularly interesting in light of the lack of attention to the explicit teaching of Irish 

language orthography (Hickey and Stenson, 2016; Inspectorate/DES, 2013; Stenson and 

Hickey, 2014).  Therefore, these beginning negative feelings are related to a skill that is not 

formally taught in many cases, which could affect dispositions towards the language. 

The PSC (DES, 1999a) notes that speaking activities should be enjoyable and based upon the 

children’s interests; however, this did not emerge in the discussions with the children in this 

study.  The children placed themselves in a passive role, where teacher talk was dominant, and 

their participation was often in response to a question posed by the teacher, echoing the 

Inspectorate/DES (2007).  It is disappointing that children’s engagement in listening and 

speaking in Irish language learning does not seem to have developed, despite the focus on CLT 

in the curriculum since 1999.   

Internationally the shift to CLT has led to a misinterpretation at times, with teachers neglecting 

reading and writing and focusing instead on listening and speaking (Savignon, 2001).  The data 

in this study on the limited opportunities for authentic listening and speaking to fulfil a 

communicative goal could suggest that the emphasis remains on reading and writing.  

However, again the children described narrow experiences.  While it was not expected that the 

first-class children would emphasise reading, it is interesting that they did not give any 

examples of teacher read-aloud or any pre-literacy activities.  In the fifth classes, the emphasis 

was on reading from the textbook.  While the curriculum (DES, 1999a; 2019a) and the 

Inspectorate/DES (2007) recommend a wider variety of texts, this was not evidenced in this 

study.  Children were found to learn little from textbook-based reading (Inspectorate/DES, 

2007).  The importance of authentic reading materials and input from listening to and reading 
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stories was acknowledged in Chapter Two (Guariento and Morely, 2001); however, there was 

only one reference to an authentic Irish text in the data.  

In this study, the children did not refer to learning the letter sounds in Irish or to explicit lessons 

on early literacy strategies in Irish reading.  This could suggest that the children are referencing 

the use of English phonics when sounding out Irish words.  The children were not asked 

explicitly about this; however, research would indicate that a systematic approach to the 

teaching of decoding in Irish L2 settings is not evidenced in teachers’ practices (Hickey and 

Stenson, 2017; Stenson and Hickey, 2014, DES, 2013).  It can be challenging for teachers to 

deal with two phonics systems in the teaching of English and Irish (Inspectorate/DES, 2013; 

NCCA, 2008).   

Free production in writing tasks was not in evidence in this study, and children referred to 

controlled production, filling blanks, and copying from the board.  In teachers’ self-reports, 

discussed in Chapter One, writing the news was the writing task they used most frequently 

(NCCA, 2008), and this was referenced in one first class.  Overall, the fifth-class children did 

not describe specific examples of engaging in free writing or developing texts or genre.  Again, 

this is reflective of literature highlighted in Chapter One, where teachers identified the 

development of writing across the different genre as a priority for future practice (NCCA, 

2008).  The writing process, as advocated in the Irish language curriculum, was not in evidence, 

echoing findings from the Inspectorate/DES (Inspectorate/DES, 2013).   

Dispositions 

This section examines the dispositions expressed by the children with regards to the Irish 

language.  Firstly, the data from the Diamond 9 activity in both first and fifth classes are 

presented, where the children in pairs ranked the curriculum subjects from their favourite to 

least favourite.  Figure 5.10 represents a summary of the Diamond 9 responses collated by class 

level (see Appendix 5.1 for a breakdown by class).  As noted in Chapter Four, this was designed 

to generate a snapshot of the position of Irish in relation to the other subjects to provide a 

context for the other data.   

In the first classes, there was variety in the positioning of Irish across the diamond.  Of the 30 

pairs, 12 placed Irish in the favourite or next to favourite rows, while 10 chose the least 
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favourite or next to least favourite rows.  In contrast, 21 of 28 pairs in the fifth classes placed 

Irish in the least favourite or next to least favourite row, with only three pairs positioning Irish 

as favourite or next to favourite.  The differences between the first classes and the fifth classes 

reflected in the Diamond 9 were echoed across the children’s discussions of their experiences.  

Figure 5.10 Summary of Diamond 9 responses 

 

Across all four first classes, children used positive language to describe Irish, with many saying 

that Irish was: nice, [they] love it, and it’s really fun and it’s easy to learn (Riverside_1st).  The 

emphasis on songs, games and dancing was the main reason the children cited for their 

positivity: We play games in Irish, but they’re not normal games, they’re Irish games, they 

teach you Irish (Parkview_1stA).  One interaction from Parkview_1stB demonstrated a child’s 

perspective on the cognitive benefits of learning an additional language: 

I think it’s important because it’s a different language and we need to get 

our brains bigger and smarter and fatter. 

I probe: and you think different languages help your brain get bigger, 

smarter and fatter?  

Yes. 
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Another child in Parkview_1stA noted that by learning Irish: you’ll be clever and one other 

stating that it is: good for you (Parkview_1stB).  The reasons that children felt this is not clear 

in the transcripts, but it does seem to indicate a positive disposition.   

On the Post-it survey, when asked how they feel when learning Irish, the majority of first-class 

children chose to give a positive response.  Happy was the most frequent adjective used, with 

good and excited also occurring.  In Parkview_1stA, every response was positive and in 

Bridgeport_1st, the majority were positive.  In Riverside_1st, there were more negative 

responses, with eight negative and seven positive responses from children in that class.  The 

adjectives they chose in the negative responses in order of frequency were nervous, scared, 

weird, and pressure.  Nervous and weird were also in the four negative responses from 

Bridgeport_1st, along with sad.   

When asked ‘What is Irish?’, four children in Riverside_1st referred to Irish as kinda hard or 

hard in response to that question, with two children mentioning easy.  In the other three first 

classes, when answering that question, they only used positive adjectives, however across the 

visits, children in all four first classes gave examples of the challenge of remembering the 

words.  In discussing Figure 5.11, the child said: I’m drawing me finding Gaeilge a bit hard 

(Riverside_1st).   

Figure 5.11 Finding Irish a bit hard (Riverside_1st) 
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This was the only picture where a first-class child represented their thought process in this 

detail.  The speech bubbles seem to show the child representing themselves as having a lack of 

competence in learning Irish.  There were a small number of further examples where children 

stated an opinion or feeling in their pictures, five in Riverside_1st and one in Parkview_1stB.  

Four of these focused on not understanding sometimes or knowing and not knowing, one on 

being scared, one on liking the game and the final one saying I love Gaeilge [Irish] 

(Riverside_1st).  

The children’s notes on their drawings reflect the data overall, as the first-class children were 

generally positive about the language, with some examples of negative or mixed feelings.  

While the reasons for the differences across classes are not clear, the children in Riverside_1st 

mentioned literacy rather than oral language when discussing skills.  Also, in Parkview_1stA, 

the children gave specific examples of communicative activities, which may have positively 

influenced their dispositions. 

While the Diamond 9 ranking indicated that fifth-class children were more negative about the 

Irish language, in oral discussions, the children noted that they felt Irish was important and that 

you need to know another language besides English (Bridgeport_5th).  A small number of 

children noted that they liked learning Irish, and I just think Irish is a very interesting language 

to learn (Riverside_5th).  When discussing the reasons that the language was important, many 

pupils spoke about cultural factors, including the position of the language as our native 

language (Riverside_5th).  This is considered further in the later section on socialisation.  

While the first-class children spoke about liking and loving the language, the fifth-class 

children were less likely to speak positively, which became more apparent during the second 

and third visits.  Again, there was a difference across the fifth classes.  In the class where in 

Irish, you basically play games and speak the language (Parkview_5th), the children did not 

speak as negatively about the language.  They noted that Irish isn’t always fun, but I think it is 

important to learn it (Parkview_5th).  In Riverside_5th, the children only used positive 

adjectives when discussing ways to improve their experiences: if we could do more like creative 

stuff in Irish and not so much writing and reading, maybe I’d like it a bit more.  The children 

in this class used the word boring, particularly when discussing the textbook: I honestly hate 

[textbook name] because the stories are so predictable, and the work is a bit bor…is not a bit 

boring…is very, very boring.  I’d prefer [another textbook] (Riverside_5th).  In 
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Bridgeport_5th, the children also felt that Irish would be better with fun Irish dramas and with 

more partner work.  When asked if Irish was like maths, one child said that Irish is more boring 

(Bridgeport_5th).   

The children also spoke about the challenge of learning Irish, and, as will be discussed within 

the section on language awareness below, grammar was often cited as the main challenge.  

Some children did acknowledge that it gets easier as you go along (Riverside_5th), but overall, 

the discussions indicated that they felt that the work in Irish was more difficult than it was in 

first class: 

It’s really different because in first class all the words are easier and we 

didn’t really have to think that much about it, but now in 5th class, it’s like 

ya have to think about all and in 6th class next year how it’s gonna be even 

harder then and how harder the words are now (Riverside_5th).  

The increased negativity in fifth class was also evident in the Post-it survey, which was used 

with Parkview_5th and Bridgeport_5th.  In Bridgeport_5th, 12 of the 23 pupils who handed in 

their Post-it chose to give a negative response.  There was more variety in the adjectives used, 

and this would be expected as children would have a more developed vocabulary at this age.  

Bored, frustrated and worried were used more frequently by pupils in this class.  Of the 14 

pupils in Parkview_5th who participated in this activity, six gave a positive response, including 

happy, excited, smarter and proud.  Seven of the 14 pupils chose to give a mixed response, 

with one negative response saying they felt nervous because I might mess up (Parkview_5th).   

Discussion: dispositions 

In this study, while the first-class (7-years-old) children were more positive about learning 

Irish, some negative feelings were already emerging.  The dispositions articulated by the 

children in this study would seem to indicate that the ‘youthful enthusiasm’ (Aro, 2009, p71) 

had already begun to decrease in first class.  By fifth class, this had escalated.  Irish was placed 

on the bottom two rows of the Diamond 9, and this negativity towards the language was 

evidenced across the discussions.  While the children may be less positive about education 

generally by fifth class, in this study, it was clear that Irish was one of the subjects they liked 

least.  The findings align with previous studies that suggest that children can be optimistic 
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about their education in general, and about SLL, until middle childhood, age 6, but that this 

optimism often decreases by age 10 (Aro, 2009; Bernaus et al., 2007; Eccles, 1999; Heining-

Boynton and Haitema, 2007).   

In this section, an overview of the data in the qualification domain was presented.  When 

discussing their experiences of learning Irish, the majority of the children’s responses referred 

to elements included in this domain, with much less reference to socialisation or 

subjectification.  As has been presented, the children viewed their knowledge of the language 

in terms of measurable units, including vocabulary, sentences and grammar.  In two 

classrooms, Parkview_1stA and Parkview_5th, the children discussed communication with 

other children.  In the other classes, there seemed to be more emphasis on learning individual 

vocabulary items.  While children in all classes mentioned all four language skills, explicit skill 

development or meaningful use were rarely referenced.  In terms of dispositions, the first-class 

children were more positive towards learning Irish and enjoyed the songs and games.  

However, already the children were beginning to find Irish challenging and some negative 

dispositions were reflected in their responses.  The fifth-class children were much more 

negative when presenting their experiences of learning Irish.  

Socialisation: Who am I? 

In this section, the findings related to socialisation are presented, where socialisation relates to 

the initiation of children into traditions and ways of being, including cultural, political and 

religious.  As discussed in Chapter Three, in SLL this relates to authenticity, cultural awareness 

and language awareness.   

Authenticity 

In Chapter Two, I noted that authenticity in language teaching includes materials and also 

interaction.  Overall, in this study, this was not a central theme in the children’s discussions.  

In terms of authentic materials, a Christmas song was referenced by some children in 

Bridgeport_1st and an Irish library book mentioned by one child in Riverside_1st.  The 

emphasis on songs across the first classes could indicate additional opportunities for interaction 

with authentic materials; however, as they did not name the songs, it is not possible to draw a 

conclusion.  The fifth-class children did not mention many examples of authentic materials 
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either, with one child in Parkview_5th referring to an online exercise video and two children 

in Bridgeport_5th noting that they watch cartoons.   

As noted in the section on skills above, the children reported limited opportunities for free 

production of language or for communication when learning Irish.  Therefore, it is not 

surprising that the children did not have many examples of opportunities for authentic 

interaction in Irish, where the content links to the learners’ interests and sense of themselves 

(Little et al., 2017).  In the examples of communication in Parkview_5th, the children were 

speaking about their pastimes, which seems to indicate some authenticity.  In the example 

where the children were speaking about their pastimes, the examples were limited to one 

question and response, which seems to reflect controlled production.  Whereas in an authentic 

interaction, the response would be probed further, and the children would have an opportunity 

to develop the conversation or to fill an information gap (Loumbourdi, 2018).   

Discussion: authenticity 

There were limited examples of authentic materials or opportunities for authentic interactions 

when discussing their experiences.  One possible reason for this is the emphasis on the 

textbook, particularly in fifth class.  The motivational impact of authentic materials that provide 

examples of real language rather than the simplified language of the textbook (Guariento and 

Morley, 2001) was discussed in Chapter Two.  The possible challenge of accessing authentic 

materials at an appropriate level of difficulty may be a consideration here; however, there is an 

increasing amount of children’s literature available in Irish, and still, only one child referred to 

a book from the library.   

The shift to CLT saw a move from school Irish to everyday Irish (Ó Laoire, 2007a), and the 

curriculum emphasised teaching around themes that were of interest to the children.  The 

importance of integrating this ‘action knowledge’ (Barnes, 2008, p14), where the lesson 

content is linked to the children’s lives outside school, means they are linking the new 

knowledge to themselves and their ‘transportable identities (Richards, 2006, p70).  Limited 

opportunities for free production in the language and few examples where the children spoke 

as themselves in the language seems to indicate that the children in this study were not using 

Irish as a tool for self-expression.   
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Cultural awareness 

As noted in Chapter Two, the PSC (DES, 1999a) includes knowledge of the Irish language, 

traditional Irish games, dance, music and drama, along with the heritage and culture of the 

country as part of cultural awareness.  In this study, the first-class children knew that Irish is a 

language, not merely a subject.  However, in most responses to an early question, ‘Can you tell 

me about Irish?’ the first-class children described Irish using adjectives rather than as a 

language: Irish is easy; Irish is fun.  When speaking of Irish as a language across the visits, two 

or three children in each class made an explicit link between Irish and Ireland .  In some cases, 

the children spoke about Irish as a living language: Gaeilge ehm is a language that you speak 

(Bridgeport_1st).  However, most of the children across the first classes spoke of the language 

in the past tense: Yeah, because it was our old language, and I’m sure that some old people 

still talk that language (Riverside_1st).   

In Riverside_1st, two children spoke indirectly about language maintenance and revival: I think 

Gaeilge is important because ehm we want to keep our language alive.  In Figure 5.12, the 

child has included Irish flags.  In two other cases, one in Parkview_1stA and one in 

Parkview_1stB, the children noted that they were drawing the Irish flag.  These were the only 

examples where the first-class children referred to symbols or the history of Irish during the 

drawing tasks.   

Figure 5.12 Doing a speech about Irish (Parkview_1stA) 
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With regards to traditional Irish games, songs, dance and drama, as noted above, the children 

did not give specific examples during the visits.  While many children, particularly in 

Bridgeport_1st, drew and spoke of song singing, they did not give specific examples of songs.  

The only exception was ‘Bualadh Bos’ [an Irish version of Jingle Bells], which would not be 

considered a traditional song in Irish but is based on an American Christmas song.  The children 

did not link the Irish language to traditional Irish games, dance or drama.  The games they 

referenced seemed to be language games rather than traditional Irish games, however as the 

children were not asked directly, this may not be the case.   

Regarding cultural messages from society about the Irish language, again, there were few 

examples, all coming from children in Riverside_1st.  One child referred to an exam in 

secondary school in Irish: I think Gaeilge is important because when you, before you get out of 

school, you have to do a test on Gaeilge (Riverside_1st).  Another child in that class felt that 

Irish was important because if you grow up to be a teacher, you already know some Gaeilge 

words (Riverside_1st).  Compared to the emphasis placed by the children on aspects of their 

qualification in Irish, there were fewer examples of cultural awareness in the data from first 

class. 

The fifth-class children spoke much more frequently about the language in the present tense 

than in the past tense: Irish is a language spoken in Ireland (Bridgeport_5th).  This notes that 

it is a language and that it is spoken, whereas the first-class children seemed less aware of this, 

using the past tense more often.  The children in fifth class often referred to the Irish language 

as being the language of our country (Parkview_5th), noting the language as native, official, 

national and original.  Children in all fifth classes noted the impact of colonisation on the use 

of Irish:  I think that the… that people don’t use Irish outside of school because when the British 

came, they came, they started telling the Irish people to speak English (Parkview_5th).  In 

Riverside_5th, two children asked questions about the impact of the history on Irish today: I 

just wonder if we’d all speak Irish and not English like all the time if the 1916 Rising didn’t 

happen (Riverside_5th).  While a connection was made to history across the different fifth 

classes, it was a more dominant theme in Riverside_5th.  The children’s opinions were not 

always historically and chronologically accurate: I think Irish people stopped speaking Irish 

after the 1916 because it’s such a long war and maybe they got used to it, and that their 

opinions changed (Riverside_5th).   
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The societal messages about Irish emerged more strongly in the data from fifth class.  While 

the pupils did not note that Irish is compulsory, several children in Bridgeport_5th referred to 

state exams in secondary school: I think Irish is important because in your Junior and Leaving 

Cert.  One child in Riverside_5th observed:  

I think Irish is important because if we ever when you go into secondary 

school or when you go into college you need to have at least two languages 

so you could have Irish as one of them.   

A small number of children, one child in Bridgeport_5th, one in Parkview_5th and three in 

Riverside_5th, noted: you could get better jobs when you’re older (Bridgeport_5th).  Three 

children, two in Parkview_5th and one in Bridgeport_5th, referred to having Irish if you wished 

to become a teacher: 

you grow up, and you want to be a teacher you might need to know Irish if 

you were in Ireland because then if you don’t know it, you can’t teach the 

children Irish (Parkview_5th).   

Similarly to first class, the children spoke of songs, games, poems and drama in Irish.  They 

did not give specific examples of these, nor did they make links to traditional Irish content.  At 

times, the drama was linked to the textbook by the children.  While the children did not make 

these links, as discussed above with regards to first class, this does not mean that they did not 

form part of their experience.  Instead, it could be the case that their attention needs to be drawn 

explicitly to aspects of culture.   

Discussion: Cultural awareness 

Overall, while there were a small number of examples in both first and fifth class, cultural 

awareness was not something that emerged strongly through the discussions.  There were a 

small number of references in first class to symbols of Irishness, particularly the Irish flag; 

however, this did not emerge in the discussions with the fifth classes.  Instead, they linked the 

language to historical events and the colonisation of the country.  The lack of reference to 

aspects of Irish culture contradicts an earlier report (NCCA, 2008), where teachers reported 

developing cultural awareness through emphasising music (93%), Irish games (78%) and 
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dances (77%).  However, as noted in Chapter Two, these figures represented both English- and 

Irish-medium primary schools, which could explain this discrepancy.  This could also indicate 

a need to explicitly make the links (Fenner, 2006a) to ensure awareness and focus on a broader 

range of traditional songs, poems, games, and dances.   

Developing cultural, or intercultural awareness is complex (Waldron and Pike, 2006, see 

Chapter 2), and this may explain why it was not being addressed comprehensively in these 

classes.  A specific Irish-speaking community no longer exists in Ireland (Flynn, 2020), which 

adds to this complexity, and children may view Irish culture in terms of stereotypes (Waldron 

and Pike, 2006).  Moving from cultural artefacts, e.g., songs, to an awareness of multiple 

perspectives on culture is advocated in the literature (Byram and Wagner, 2018).  However, as 

this is difficult to define (Kramsch, 2013), this area needs additional clarification in terms of 

curriculum implementation.   

Language awareness 

In this section on language awareness, two main areas will be addressed: pupils’ awareness of 

the Irish language outside of school and pupils’ awareness of specific features of the Irish 

language.  

Irish outside of the school 

First-class children were aware that people outside school used Irish.  In each class, the pupils 

could give examples of knowing people who had Irish, from family members to one person 

noting the president.  The amount of Irish or the frequency of use was unclear.  In one case, a 

child gave the following example: Sometimes my dad says ‘get out the bainne [milk]’ 

(Riverside_1st).  While this is a concrete example, it is only one word in an English sentence.  

Two children noted that they knew children from another school who knew Irish: I’ve a friend 

from a different school, and she learns lots and lots of Irish, so she helps me with Irish  

(Parkview_1stA).   

In the following interaction, the children seem to be aware that people use Irish, but again 

specific examples are not used: 
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Pupil 1: So, if you were on holidays, you might hear someone speaking it 

all the time, and you might meet them in different places, and then you 

might hear them speaking Irish all the time. 

I probe:  Where would you be on holidays, do you think? 

Pupil 1: Ehm Portugal or somewhere maybe 

Pupil 2: You might hear people talking Irish in the Gaeltacht [Irish-

speaking region] 

I probe: And where’s that? 

Pupil 2: There’s a Gaeltacht in everywhere like there’s a Gaeltacht in 

Tipperary and there’s a Gaeltacht in… (Riverside_1st).   

Other places the children named where you might hear Irish were Galway, Belfast, America 

and another county.  Again, they did not cite specific examples.  In many cases, the children 

used the conditional tense with examples using maybe and could: you could talk to your mum 

if you learn her (Parkview_1stA).   

The fifth-class children were also aware that people outside of school used Irish.  When citing 

examples, they mentioned family members, and again one child noted the president.  The fifth 

classes were more aware of the Gaeltacht areas and Irish-medium schools as places where you 

could engage with people through the language; however, they did not provide many specific 

examples:   

I think you could definitely speak Irish somewhere around Ireland because 

some people might think they’ve English as another language, like Irish is 

to us, and they might just speak Irish daily (Parkview_5th).   

In Riverside_5th, during the drawing task, four of five children in one group gave specific 

examples of Irish in use by others, including: 

I actually met someone… 

I probe: Would you tell me about that? 

Yeah, ehm when I was on holidays, I met somebody in a campsite, and they 

could speak Irish as well as English. 

I probe: Were you on holidays in this country or in a different country? 
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In this country 

I probe: What did that make you think about?  

Lengthy pause.   

I probe: Were you surprised or… 

I was a bit surprised, but I did know that people already did, like, I did 

know that people did speak Irish. 

Awareness of the features of language 

As noted earlier, the pupils in first class were very aware that Irish was a different language 

and that they talk different (Bridgeport_1st) when learning Irish.  In one case, a pupil noted 

that: 

for people that already know Irish, they can just speak…like, they know it 

so well and then people that are learning Irish well they can get better as 

they go (Riverside_1st).   

This indicates that this child is aware that there are people who have Irish and others who are 

learning it.  An interesting focus in Riverside_1st was the use of the language to talk in private 

with it if you wanted to talk without other people understanding or if you had a secret 

(Riverside_1st).  This was not something noted by children in the other classes, and while it is 

not clear where this idea came from, as it is confined to this class, it is possible that the teacher 

shared that with them.   

The children also noted that they were learning words and could  link the English and Irish 

words because hata is like a hat (Bridgeport_1st).  One child identified that in Irish: the words 

are different, but it means the exact same thing in English (Parkview_1stB).  In one case, a 

child noted that they felt Irish and English are: kinda the same; they sound the same sometimes 

(Parkview_1stB).  While in another class, a pupil said that they knew it was a different language 

because it’s not nearly the same like English cause it speaks in another way (Bridgeport_1st).   

With regards to written Irish, a pupil noted that the writing’s different (Bridgeport_1st).  In the 

class where the pupils spoke about writing Irish, Riverside_1st, two children noted the use of 

the fada, [a diacritical mark to indicate the long vowel sound], saying that you eh learn how to 
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get used to doing fadas in your writing (Riverside_1st).  In some of the pictures, where the 

children used writing, they used the English phonemes to spell Irish words (Figure 5.13), which 

is a natural stage in language development.   

Figure 5.13 Beginning to write (Bridgeport_1st) 

 

The children also identified a small number of examples of the transfer of skills from English, 

noting that they sound out words, which could help you sound out when you’re stuck 

(Parkview_1stA).  They also noticed that in a Gaeilge song, some of the Gaeilge words rhyme 

(Riverside_1st).   

In the fifth classes, the children also demonstrated awareness of some of the features of the 

language.  Some children made links to other languages: Irish helps us learn more languages 

and makes it easier cause you might find similar words in Irish than in other languages 

(Bridgeport_5th).  One pupil acknowledged that Irish isn’t exactly translated from English 

(Riverside_5th) which seems to indicate an understanding that the language is not a direct 

translation but a language in itself.  

Similarly to the first-class children, the pupils noted the use of the fada [a diacritical mark to 

indicate the long vowel sound].  The children advised that you really pay attention to the fadas 

because if you don’t, the words will sound different (Riverside_5th) and that fadas change the 

meanings of the words (Bridgeport_5th).  One child referred to writing the English phonemes 

for the Irish words to learn the sound of the fada: 
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Like if there’s a fada in like mé [me] the ‘e’ changes, so maybe if I was 

writing it in the pronunciation, I might just be like… ‘ah’ or something. 

I probe: So, it would be how it would look if it was written in English? 

Yeah 

A number of children noted that there were differences in the alphabets, noting that there’s no 

‘k’ in Irish (Riverside_5th) and there’s no ‘q’ in Irish either (Riverside_5th).  This was also 

noted by a child in Bridgeport_5th: because not all the letters in the alphabet are in the Irish 

alphabet.   

With regards to the awareness of the features of the language, the central theme discussed in 

fifth class was rules, grammar and tenses.  Children in all three fifth classes noted that learning 

grammar was challenging, often saying that it was the hardest thing in Irish (Riverside_5th).  

In Riverside_5th, children spoke about grammar much more regularly than in the other two 

classes.  In this class, the children frequently used the word ‘grammar’ and occasionally the 

Irish form ‘gramadach’, whereas these words did not appear in the data from Parkview_5th or 

Bridgeport_5th.  In those classes, the children spoke about specific examples: the hardest thing 

to do is to learn the rules when you have to add a ‘h’ or ‘d’ or something like that 

(Parkview_5th).  The children frequently spoke about learning verbs and demonstrated an 

awareness of the tenses in Bridgeport_5th: the verbs are a lot different whenever you change 

them from past tense to future tense.  In this class, the children’s discussion of verbs was often 

in the context of the textbook.  The children in Riverside_5th were much more likely to speak 

negatively about grammar: I think it’s different because in 1st class we didn’t have litriú 

[spelling] and we didn’t have aimsir chaite [past tense], but in 5th class, sadly we do 

(Riverside_5th).  

In their drawings, six children in Riverside_5th chose to focus on grammar, including verb 

conjugations in the past tense and eclipses added to some consonants in Irish.  The children’s 

drawings and their descriptions of learning grammar seem to indicate a traditional, deductive 

approach, where the rules are presented out of context.  For example, in Figure 5.14, the verb 

conjugation of ‘to put’ and ‘to close’ in the past tense is on the board.  The grammar rule is 

summarised with a focus on conjugating verbs that end with slender/broad vowels.  The 

description of the image indicated the teacher taught the grammar rule, and the children then 
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copied the notes from the board.  There is no evidence of the application of the rule in 

meaningful contexts, reflecting a deductive approach instead.   

Figure 5.14 Teacher teaching us grammar (Riverside_5th) 

 

In discussions of images that focus on grammar instruction, the children noted that the teacher 

teaches us by showing us leathan [broad] and caol [slender], and we sit down and copy it down 

on our copies [notebooks] (Riverside_5th).  The children in this class also referred to their Irish 

notebooks, where they had documented a range of grammar concepts.  In one interaction, a 

child was explaining how Irish is different in fifth when compared with first class.  They flicked 

through their notebook, listing grammatical terms including the tenses: 

It is a bit different cause you start learning aimsir chaite [past tense], 

aimsir fháistineach, [future tense], réamhfhocail [prepositions], céimeanna 

comparáide [comparative adjectives] and all that sort of stuff 

(Riverside_5th).   

In the interaction, the child’s pronunciation of the grammatical terms was inaccurate, again 

possibly reflective of a deductive approach.  
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Discussion: language awareness 

In Chapter One, the impact of the Official Languages Act (2003) on the visibility of Irish in 

Ireland was noted through the use of bilingual traffic signs, public signage and announcements 

on public transport.  Interestingly, the children did not talk about this visibility when discussing 

Irish, nor did any child refer to the school’s name, where this was in Irish.  Similarly to cultural 

awareness, the children expressed less awareness of Irish outside of school than the emphasis 

that they placed on the qualification dimension, as outlined earlier.   

Overall, there was little discussion of language awareness during the visits to the schools.  The 

children did not give examples of the teacher explicitly drawing their attention to language 

features or activities where they were involved in making comparisons between languages.  As 

would be expected, the fifth-class children demonstrated more language awareness than the 

children in first class.  The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 highlights the importance of 

activities to develop language awareness (Ó Duibhir and Cummins, 2012; Ó Laoire, 2007b), 

and through the full implementation of the PLC (DES, 2019a), this should be addressed.  

The depictions of grammar teaching, particularly in Riverside_5th, did not refer to the 

application of the rules or a link to communication needs.  This reflects a deductive approach 

to teaching grammar, where rules are presented and practised with the hope that this will then 

transfer to free production (Rama and Agulló, 2012).  The grammar can be reduced to a 

linguistic mathematics rather than being embedded in authentic use (Newby, 2006b), where 

learners know nametags, but this may not transfer to free production (Dufva and Alanen, 2004; 

Rama and Agulló, 2012).  Learners respond more positively to grammar that relates to their 

‘communicative needs and experiences’ (Savignon, 2018, p5), which is embodied in an 

inductive approach.  The children in this study did not link grammar to context or application.  

As outlined by pupils in Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th, the practice was suggestive of a 

traditional approach where grammar is taught separately.   

Subjectification: How am I? 

In this section, the findings related to subjectification are presented, where this relates to 

learners taking responsibility for their learning.  I argued in Chapter Three that language learner 

autonomy maps onto this domain.  As noted in Chapter Three, the domains are interrelated, 
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and in this final section of findings, the connections are particularly evident, as some of the 

content of the previous findings’ sections will be drawn upon further.  As discussed in Chapter 

Two, literature has highlighted the importance of language learner autonomy within the 

language classroom.  Little (2007) notes that language learner autonomy consists of learner 

involvement, learner reflection and target language use.  Throughout this chapter, children’s 

lack of target language use has been highlighted and discussed and will therefore not be 

rehearsed again in this section.  

Learner involvement 

In this section, data pertaining to learners’ choices (Benson, 2007) regarding the content and 

methodologies in Irish lessons are presented and discussed, followed by an overview of the 

language learner strategies the children noted.  

Choice  

There was no evidence in the data that the first-class children in this study felt involved in 

choosing the lessons’ content or the topics they covered.  When asked if there were topics that 

they would like to learn about in Irish, most responses were related to school.  In Riverside_1st, 

the most frequently cited topics were religion (n=4), maths (n=2) and plants, nature, trees, 

planets, drama, Christmas and elves mentioned once each.  Later in the visit, when children 

were asked if they had any final comments as it was the last visit, one child noted I would love 

to learn about Irish dancing in Irish (Riverside_1st).  In both first classes in Parkview, the 

children’s answers were more general, for example, what you like (Parkview_1stA), and I like 

to talk how Gaeilge is very nice (Parkview_1stB).  Two specific topics mentioned in 

Parkview_1stA were sums and what you had for lunch, again focusing on school occurrences 

and possibly their Irish lessons as they were learning about food.  In Parkview_1stB, cats and 

some foods were mentioned: bananas and chocolate strawberries noted by one child in each 

case.  In addition to school-based topics like feelings, maths and words, in Bridgeport_1st, the 

children noted more topics related to their lives, including pets, basketball, swimming, playing 

the Xbox and Serbia; each occurring once with gymnastics mentioned twice.   

Similarly, the fifth classes did not refer to having any choice discussing their experiences of 

learning Irish.  When asked about topics they would like to learn, similarly to first class, the 
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examples were school-related, with almost all children in Parkview_5th listing topics that 

would already be covered in the Irish curriculum, for example, daily routine and family.  School 

subjects were mentioned by a number of children in Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th, with 

drama, art and geography mentioned by one or two children and four people naming history 

in Bridgeport_5th.  In general, in the fifth classes, the children gave different answers; however, 

a large number (n=14) in Riverside_5th suggested learning about animals.  In this class, one 

child also mentioned Anime.  Both Anime and animals would appear to relate to the children’s 

interests.  In Bridgeport_5th, there were three examples of action knowledge: celebrities, 

cooking and songs from English in Irish.  One child suggested talking about Gaeilge itself 

(Parkview_5th).   

Strategies 

When discussing learning vocabulary or where language learning is difficult, the children did 

name some strategies (see Appendix 5.3 for a breakdown).  In the first classes, the most 

frequent response to how they learn vocabulary referred to the receipt of knowledge from the 

teacher or through listening: you have to listen to the teacher, and that’s how you learn Irish 

(Parkview_1stA).  Repetition, either oral or written, was noted by a number of children in each 

class, with the exception of Riverside_1st.  One child in Bridgeport_1st described how they 

learned new vocabulary: 

Yeah…I keep it in my brain. 

I probe: And how do you do that? 

I keep remembering that day that I learned it. 

I probe: How many words do you think you could learn in a day? 

Probably like a thousand 

If they did not understand, ask someone, another child or the teacher was the most frequent 

strategy mentioned.   

In fifth class, repetition, oral and written, was the most frequently occurring strategy noted for 

learning vocabulary.  Again, in the fifth classes, the strategies were mainly examples of shallow 

learning, with only a small number of examples that could indicate some manipulation of 

language.  One of these was from Parkview_5th, where a child said that to learn Irish, we play 
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games, and we write in Irish.  This could indicate free production of written language; however, 

this is not in line with the data within the qualification domain presented earlier in this chapter, 

where the emphasis in this class was on oral language.  As this was not probed further at the 

time, it is difficult to draw any conclusions, but it is interesting that while the emphasis in this 

class seemed to be oral language, this child named writing in Irish as a way to learn Irish.  

Another two examples came from Bridgeport_5th, where they use the word.  Again, it is 

difficult to extrapolate further from this, and these were only two examples from within one 

group during the drawing task.  Similar to the emphasis on sounding out in first class, one or 

two children in each of the fifth classes referred to trying to figure it out in Irish (Riverside_5th) 

normally like look at the letters that are in it, if it has any fadas anything like that  

(Parkview_5th).  In Bridgeport_5th, three children mentioned linking to cognates or similar 

words in English: 

I try to remember a common word that rhymes with it…that sounds like it… 

I probe: Another Irish word that sounds like it? 

Eh like clock and clog [clock] 

Asking someone, another child or the teacher was the most frequently noted strategy if they 

did not understand.  Following this was the use of a dictionary.  In Parkview_5th, the children 

did not mention using a dictionary, indicating that they may not have one.  In Riverside_5th 

and Bridgeport_5th, the dictionary was bilingual and used to translate to English.  While the 

pupils indicated that they could use the dictionary; when probed, it appears that they were more 

likely to ask the teacher: 

Pupil 1: If you don’t know a word you can ask the teacher or look in your 

dictionary. 

I probe: Which one would you be more likely to do? 

Pupil 1: Ask the teacher 

Note: broad agreement in the group 

Pupil 2: I don’t like the dictionary (Riverside_5th) 
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Learner reflection 

Similarly to learner involvement, there was no evidence that the first-class children were 

engaged in conscious and systematic reflection on the process or content of learning.  There 

was no evidence that they set learning goals or that they were conscious of their progress.  

During the drawing activity, some of the groups were asked if they thought they were good at 

learning Irish, which may have stimulated some reflection.  The majority indicated that they 

thought that they were good, particularly in Parkview _1st_B and Bridgeport _1st.  When asked 

how they knew if they were good, it was interesting that many children passed and did not give 

an answer, which I noted during the transcription of the recordings.  In one example in 

Parkview _1stB and one in Bridgeport _1st, a child gave an example by using Irish; however, 

they did not expand when I probed: 

I ask: do you think you’re good at Irish? 

Yeah…Níl scriosán agam and fuair mé slime I could say [I do not have an 

eraser and I got slime I could say]  

I probe: An maith leat slime?  [Do you like slime?] 

Note: no response (Bridgeport_1st). 

Sometimes the children used feedback from adults, but this was usually not specific: Teacher 

said I was [good] (Riverside_1st), and my Mammy says I’m very talented (Parkview_1st_A).  

Only two of those asked said they were not good at Irish, and three who said not really.  Overall, 

it appears that the children are positive about their ability in Irish; however, they had limited 

ownership of this and did not link it to an awareness of specific examples of learning outcomes.   

As noted above, the process of conducting this research may have stimulated reflection, as the 

purpose of the study was to have children think and talk about their experiences of learning 

Irish.  In one case, Bridgeport_1st, the class teacher responded to one child’s response in the 

following interaction based on the topics they would like to learn about: 

All of the rest of the numbers in Irish. 

Class teacher: don’t we practice our numbers in Irish? 

Yes, but all of the rest of them. 
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This interaction seems to indicate the child’s awareness of the discrepancy between the maths 

curriculum content and the numbers they had learned in Irish.  On one other occasion, the 

process of talking about learning Irish seemed to encourage reflection:  

Pupil 1: The only thing I like about Irish is the Irish games 

Pupil 2: Yeah (emphatic)…Me too 

I probe: And is there anything you don’t like? 

Pupil 1: Yeah there is one thing about saying the words after 

teacher…that’s the thing I hate 

I probe: But that’s what you have to do to learn them…is it? 

Pupil 1: Yeah but… (pause) 

I probe: Is there any other way of learning them?  

Pupil 1: I don’t know… (Parkview_1stA). 

While the child does not articulate an understanding of a range of strategies, they have 

demonstrated a dislike of some activities in language learning through the discussion   

Similarly to the first classes, there was no evidence that they engaged in conscious, systematic 

reflection on the process or content of learning Irish in fifth class.  The children did not discuss 

learning goals or indicate that they thought about Irish from a metacognitive perspective.  When 

asked if they thought that they were good at learning Irish, they were less likely to say ‘yes’, 

when compared with the first classes, with only four children, two in Riverside_5th and two in 

Bridgeport_5th stating this.  The children across all classes were more likely to use ok or a less 

emphatic a little bit.  Only two children, both in Parkview_5th, said that they were not really 

good, and I don’t think I’m the best.  When discussing how they knew if they were good, the 

children often spoke in vague terms I don’t find it hard (Riverside_5th) I always just try 

(Bridgeport_5th).  In the main, the children spoke about Irish being hard or confusing, with 

some reference to pronunciation, phrases and spelling.  In one case, a child seemed to be aware 

of their progress: I’m getting better at it…it’s getting harder, so it is challenging, but I think 

I’m ok (Parkview_5th).  However, this still is quite vague in terms of evidence of self-

assessment.  As discussed earlier in this chapter, the children spoke of their knowledge of the 

language in terms of vocabulary; therefore, it is not surprising that their self-reporting did not 

reference the language in broader terms.   
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Discussion: Language learner autonomy 

As noted in Chapter Two, choice in language lessons makes learners feel responsible (Dam, 

2011).  When discussing learning Irish, the first-class children did not give examples of their 

involvement in choosing methodologies or activities.  When asked to name topics they would 

like to learn about, the majority of answers reflected ‘school knowledge’ rather than ‘action 

knowledge’ (Barnes, 2008, p14).  This could indicate that the children were not used to having 

choice and perhaps a need to support them in becoming involved in their learning if they have 

already been exposed to educational approaches that place them in a passive role (Cotterall, 

2017).  In my fieldwork notes, I observed how the concept of this question seemed challenging 

for the children.  There were some examples of ‘action knowledge’ when discussing topics 

they would like to learn about in Irish (Barnes, 2008, p14) in Riverside_5th and Bridgeport_5th.  

As the research took place inside their classrooms, the children’s responses may have been 

influenced by this, confining their answers to school-related topics (Dufva and Alanen, 2004).  

However, overall, the children did not report choice in their experiences.   

The children in first class and fifth class seemed to rely on cognitive strategies (O Malley and 

Chamot, 1990) when learning new vocabulary, particularly listening in first class and repetition 

in fifth class.  At both levels, where they did not understand, the children noted that they ask 

someone, which would be categorised as a social strategy (O Malley and Chamot, 1990).  The 

children did not reference metacognitive strategies (O Malley and Chamot, 1990).  This echoes 

findings from a study of first-year secondary students, relying on cognitive strategies when 

learning vocabulary and social strategies when they did not understand (Ó Laoire, 2007b).  

Overall, the strategies noted by the first-class children could be categorised as shallow learning 

(Schmitt and Schmitt, 1993), as the children did not refer to manipulating the words or to any 

conceptual processing.  They also reflect an individual approach and seem to align with more 

traditional approaches to language teaching rather than the social construction of 

communicative competence discussed in Chapter Two.  It could be that children use a wider 

range of strategies subconsciously that are deployed automatically (Ó Laoire, 2007b).   

Reflection on the process and content of language learning did not emerge in the discussions 

with the children.  The children described themselves in a passive role, rather than actively 

engaged in planning, monitoring and reflecting on their language learning.  In addition to this, 

across the data, it appeared that teaching involved whole class teaching; however, the children 
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were not explicitly asked about this.  As noted above, there were only two references to 

communicative tasks in pairs in the first classes and most of the other samples placed children 

as receptors of knowledge.  At times this was during whole-class activities with input from the 

teacher, whole-class song singing or individual work copying from the board.  This echoes 

research presented in Chapter Two, where learners gave the responsibility for their learning to 

the teacher (Aro, 2009) or viewed learning passively in terms of repeating language input 

(Kolb, 2007).  As noted in Chapter Two, autonomous language learners are involved in 

collaborative interactions, determined by learner choices as part of a recursive cycle of 

reflection, planning, monitoring and evaluation (Little and Kirwan, 2019).  The children in this 

study did not note their involvement in their learning through choice or in that recursive cycle.  

In their experiences, they did not seem aware of the development of their autonomy.   

Conclusion 

In this chapter, the findings of this study were presented and discussed.  The majority of 

children’s experiences were positioned within the qualification domain, reflecting a narrow 

view of language learning as the accumulation of units, particularly vocabulary.  There was 

less evidence of engagement with the other domains.  In Chapter Six, the research questions 

are revisited in light of these findings, and implications for research and practice are 

considered.   
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations  

Introduction 

In this study, I investigated children’s experiences of learning the Irish language in English-

medium primary schools.  Data generation took place over three visits to seven classrooms, 

four first classes (7-year-olds) and three fifth classes (11-year-olds).  Participatory whole class 

and small group activities were used, using a semi-structured schedule of questions during each 

visit.  While this is a small-scale, exploratory study, it has addressed a gap in the literature 

where children’s voices have not been heard in relation to experiences of learning Irish.  The 

study provides original data that can inform policy, practice, and future research directions.  

The study also offers baseline data that can be used as a comparison following the full 

implementation of the PLC (DES, 2019a).   

In this chapter, the research questions are revisited, and the key findings of this stud y are 

highlighted.  The findings are then discussed through the lens of the conceptual framework.  

The chapter then examines recommendations, areas for future research before considering 

some limitations of the research.  The chapter concludes with some final reflections on the 

professional and personal impact of the study.   

Returning to the research questions 

In this section, I return to the research questions that informed this study, addressing them 

individually.  While the children’s opinions are represented, I am not suggesting that these are 

static representations of how they learned Irish, but rather experiences captured at those 

moments in time.  In addition, where gaps in their learning are noted, this could reflect a lack 

of explicit awareness of the teaching taking place rather than an area that was not being 

covered.  This is addressed within the limitations below but is noteworthy when considering 

the findings in this section.  
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Question one: How do primary school children describe their experiences of learning 

Irish?  

A finding of this study was that children viewed learning Irish as a passive accumulation of 

units, particularly vocabulary, rather than a broader conceptualisation of language learning 

through the development of communicative competence.  This echoes international research 

on learning English as a foreign language (Kolb, 2007, see Chapter 2).  There was some 

variance between first and fifth class, particularly in terms of grammar and pronunciation.  This 

is discussed further under the second research question below; however, overall, the collection 

of vocabulary was emphasised in each class.   

Reflective of traditional approaches to language teaching, rather than being actively engaged 

in learning, children positioned themselves as passive receptors of information, particularly 

vocabulary, from the teacher.  Imitation and repetition were emphasised in Irish language 

lessons rather than authentic engagement in meaningful activities.  The few examples of 

communication between children, which all came from one first class and one fifth class, 

seemed to be based on pre-formed language items learned in the previous section of the lesson.  

There was no evidence of opportunities for sustained free production of spoken or written Irish, 

and as highlighted in Chapter Two, this is a central component in developing second language 

proficiency at a deeper level (Ellis, 2005; Swain, 2000).  In the context of this study, there 

seemed to be a prevalence of whole class teaching rather than differentiated instruction.  This, 

coupled with the lack of authentic communication in Irish lessons, reflected a conceptualisation 

of language learning as an individual endeavour, with no attention to socially constructing 

understanding across the data set. 

As noted in Chapter Two, these teacher-led experiences do not encapsulate children’s interests 

or provide opportunities to awaken their transportable identities (Richards, 2006), where they 

communicate as themselves in Irish lessons.  In turn, this does not activate children’s action 

knowledge (Barnes, 2008) and confines their language use to school-based topics.  This could 

explain the lack of personal investment the children had in the language, echoing the limited 

active commitment evident in Irish society (Ó Ceallaigh and Ní Dhonnabháin, 2015, see 

Chapter One).  Also, the emphasis on the accumulation of language units reflects a view of 

language as additive rather than a medium for communication, suggesting a belief that 

language learning is a linear process (Dufva and Alanen, 2004).  As outlined in Chapter Two, 
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language learning is more complex than this and organising language units linearly in a 

pedagogically sound manner is challenging (Larsen-Freeman, 2011).   

The study also highlighted the lack of development of language skills and strategies informed 

by the children’s needs.  For example, the absence of examples of structured listening activities 

and the limited instances of communicative activities indicated that oral language skills were 

not addressed explicitly.  Instead, oral language was confined to receiving and repeating, as 

noted above.  The minimal examples of writing activities were limited to copying material from 

the board and textbook activities, with no reference to creative writing.  The textbook was the 

basis of reading activities reported on in fifth class with no indication that specific strategies, 

such as predicting or summarising, were being learned or used.  Overall, any strategies that 

were named were relatively shallow.  While this would be expected in first class, the limited 

development by fifth class indicated that these strategies were not being explicitly taught but 

that children were using them informally themselves.   

Explicit attention to the development of language awareness when learning Irish was not 

evident in this study.  There was no indication of awareness of the visibility or audibility of 

Irish outside the school.  In terms of features of the Irish language, it seems that the children 

did not specifically attend to this, and this did not seem to become more sophisticated by age.  

However, grammar was more prevalent in the older children’s experiences, particularly in one 

context.  This grammar development seemed to be through a deductive approach with no 

reference to application in meaningful contexts.  Commonalities or differences across 

languages were not mentioned, which was surprising due to the large number of children who 

had fluency in other languages.  While the focus of this study was on Irish, the absence of 

specific examples of language awareness within and across languages suggests that explicit  

attention was not drawn to these links in the children’s experiences.   

Overall, within the context of this study, there was a tendency for children to describe their 

experiences of learning Irish as the passive assimilation of language units.  This emphasis on 

the accumulation of vocabulary items suggests a view of Irish as another subject to be learnt, 

rather than a means of communicating.   
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Question two: how do these views differ between junior classes and senior classes in 

primary school? 

This study found that the children’s dispositions differed quite substantially across the ages, 

with first-class children much more positive about their experience of learning Irish.  They 

often described lessons as involving singing, dancing and playing games.  However, some 

negativity had already begun to arise at this age in terms of the difficulty of learning Irish.  

With fifth class children, these negative feelings emerged as much more embedded and 

emphatic, with the children at this age more negative towards Irish than other curriculum 

subjects.   

Positive dispositions are considered important in language learning.  In this study, there seemed 

to be a link between this increased negativity and the introduction of grammar and textbook-

based literacy activities.  In the classes where there was an emphasis on these, the children 

were more negatively disposed to Irish.  This was particularly the case with the older children, 

who continued to view their role in discrete grammar lessons as passive, with the grammar 

items presented in a decontextualised manner.  Pronunciation was also a challenge, but without 

examples of strategies to develop this, but instead relying on the teacher as the source for 

direction.  Where fifth-class pupils were a little less negative towards Irish, there seemed to be 

more emphasis on oral language and communicating in the language.  This is not to suggest 

that oral language should be the principal focus across the years in primary school.  Instead, 

this study has highlighted the need to move from approaches based upon passive assimilation 

of knowledge to those that develop communicative competence, literacy skills and language 

awareness in a child-centred manner.   

Cultural awareness is a component of the Irish language curriculum, but the findings of this 

study indicate that the children do not connect Irish language lessons with culture.  The songs 

and games in first class were not representative of Irish language culture.  In contrast, the older 

children linked the decline of the Irish language to the colonisation of Ireland; however, there 

were historical inaccuracies in their descriptions.  As noted above, the children’s commitment 

was passive, and they did not link their own behaviour with the limited use of Irish in the 

country.  In Chapter Two, the complexity of cultural awareness related to Irish was 

acknowledged, where a specific Irish speaking community no longer exists (Flynn, 2020).  

There can be a tendency to focus on cultural artefacts, e.g., songs, however a broader approach 
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is advocated to develop an awareness of multiple perspectives (Byram and Wagner, 2018).  

How to integrate this in the Irish context is an area that requires further thought, to ensure that 

intercultural awareness is developed explicitly, in line with the literature (Fenner, 2006a).   

It was surprising that the findings from first and fifth classes were remarkably similar, with the 

exception of the children’s dispositions and reference to the history of the language.  It might 

have been reasonable to expect more sophisticated knowledge and skills in Irish, deeper 

language and intercultural awareness and a voiced appreciation of themselves as language 

learners from fifth class children, having had four additional years of exposure.  While the 

children spoke about the challenging nature of language learning, this may well reflect the 

methodologies and the lack of relatedness of the content to their lives, leading to a lack of 

engagement that the naïve enthusiasm of younger children camouflages.   

Question three: how do children’s experiences reflect the implementation of the Irish 

language curriculum in practice?  

This study demonstrated that the communicative approach is not reflected in children’s 

experiences of Irish lessons.  While CLT has been advocated since the introduction of the PSC 

(DES, 1999a), the data generated in this study had only minimal reference to communication 

and opportunities for interaction through the language in authentic contexts.  The Irish language 

curriculum (DES, 1999a, 2019a) emphasises a strong version of CLT, where language use is 

both the means and the aim of language learning.  The passive stance noted by the children in 

this study is not reflective of this but instead mirrors a traditional, teacher-led approach.   

While there are some differences in the first-class children’s experiences compared to fifth 

class, this study found striking similarities.  The spiral nature of the curriculum, where there is 

incremental development across the eight years in primary school, does not seem to be reflected 

in children’s experiences.  While Irish was seen as more difficult and less popular in fifth class, 

the findings of this study highlight that there is a continuing emphasis on components of 

language, including vocabulary and grammar.  A spiral approach would ensure more 

sophisticated development of strategies, skills, awareness and autonomy.  

The limited experiences captured in this study, emphasising vocabulary development in 

particular, highlight that components identified as post-communicative in Chapter Two 
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(Newby, 2006a) were also missing in practice.  These include language awareness, cultural 

awareness and authenticity in language learning.  While all are included in the Irish language 

curriculum (DES, 1999a; 2019a), the data from this study did not reflect these.  In addition, the 

passive stance articulated by the children demonstrated the limited development of language 

learner autonomy.  

Revisiting the conceptual framework  

In Chapter Three, I presented the visual representation of the conceptual framework that 

informed this study, which I include again below (Figure 6.1).  To structure SLL theories in a 

coherent and accessible manner, I positioned the domains of educational purpose (Biesta, 2015) 

within a Fröebelian, social constructivist paradigm.  Through the central positioning of 

learners, including teachers, the framework acknowledged the social constructivist learning 

environment.  The prior experience of the learners is also valued in this model.  Balance across 

the domains was noted as a key element; however, the framework also allowed for the fluidity 

to reflect the dynamic nature of language learning in the classroom.   

Figure 6.1 Reimagining the domains through a social constructivist lens 

 

Source: Adapted from Biesta, 2015, p78 using Canva.com 
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When the findings of this study were reviewed through the lens of this framework, the 

qualification domain was wholly dominant (Figure 6.2), with limited experiences that reflected 

the other two domains.  Within the qualification domain, the experiences were situated within 

a narrow conceptualisation of knowledge of the language, emphasising units of language, 

particularly vocabulary.  Dispositions were emphasised, but to a lesser extent, with active use 

and explicit development of skills being largely absent.  Minimal references were made to 

elements of socialisation, where authenticity, language awareness and cultural awareness are 

positioned.  There was also a lack of evidence of the awakening of language learner autonomy 

within the subjectification domain.  Overall, this study provided a story of imbalance in 

children’s experiences of learning Irish, limited to a narrow conceptualisation of language.  

While this may not reflect the actual classroom practices, it does highlight the children’s lack 

of awareness of a broader conception of language learning and their role within the process.   

Figure 6.2 Representation of children’s experiences of learning Irish  

 

As noted earlier in this chapter, the children in this study described themselves as passive 

receptors of knowledge from the teacher.  In representing this visually, the children are 

positioned outside the domains (Figure 6.2).  Child-centred education has been a central tenet 

of the primary school curriculum in Ireland since 1971 (GOI, 1971); however, there is evidence 

that it is not always emulated in practice (Mc Coy et al., 2012).  The findings of this study 

would also seem to reflect this, where the children did not see themselves actively involved in 

the process of learning Irish.  The tendency in Irish schools has been to follow textbooks and 
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language programmes produced by various publishers (Inspectorate/DES, 2007, 2010, 2013, 

2018), and this study also highlighted these practices, particularly with older children.  By 

starting with the learners and involving them in reflection, planning, monitoring and evaluation 

(Little and Kirwan, 2019) from a central position within the domains, language learning 

experiences would be holistic.  This study did not set out to answer how to undertake this in 

practice, as the focus was on children’s experiences.  However, this is one of the areas for 

further research that are discussed later in this chapter.  It is clear from the children’s views 

and experiences of learning Irish in this study that a more holistic approach to language learning 

is necessary.  Through a balanced approach across the domains, complemented by a Fröebelian, 

social constructivist perspective, children would be actively engaged in their language learning 

experience.  This would ensure that learning goes beyond accumulating vocabulary to the full 

implementation of the post-communicative approach to learning Irish advocated in both the 

literature and the curriculum.   

Contribution to knowledge 

The study makes a valuable contribution to knowledge by researching children’s experiences 

of learning Irish through the conceptual lens of the communicative approach.  This is an 

original contribution to knowledge, as children’s voices have been absent from the discussion 

of Irish language learning and teaching.  The findings demonstrate the value of research with 

children in order to gain insights into their experiences.  The impact of these findings is 

discussed further in the recommendations offered below.   

Complementing the domains of educational purpose (Biesta, 2015) with a Fröebelian, social 

constructivist perspective provided coherence to the theories of SLL, offering a useful 

framework to guide future pedagogy.  As outlined in Chapter Three, this framework provides 

for the dynamic nature of SLL, allowing flexibility and fluidity across the domains in response 

to the children’s needs and curriculum requirements.  I also argue that the framework 

encompasses the messy, incomplete theories while also reflecting the learner-centred, Irish 

language curriculum.   

Through the dissemination of the findings of this study, policy and practice in terms of children 

learning Irish may be positively influenced.  However, this remains a complex area.  I am not 

suggesting that the framework is the complete solution, nor will it lead to the revitalisation of 
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Irish targeted by the State and other stakeholders for 100 years.  However, I feel that adopting 

a dynamic, balanced approach should positively impact children’s future experiences when 

learning Irish.  This should mean that the time invested by children and teachers in Irish lessons 

could be fruitful in a more holistic way, providing a foundation for their learning of additional 

languages.   

Recommendations arising from this study 

Through the findings of this study, a range of recommendations for practice and future research 

were identified.   

The overriding priority is to ensure that the communicative approach becomes embedded in 

classroom practices, taking a broad and balanced approach to this.  These practices should 

include the post-communicative elements of language and cultural awareness, authenticity and 

language learner autonomy.  This has implications for many stakeholders, including the DES, 

as ongoing support will be required to embed this in practice through in-service support for 

teachers.  Teacher educators also have a role in ensuring the programmes for student teachers 

(primary) reflect this balanced approach to Irish language learning.   

This time of curriculum change provides an opportunity to transform practice.  The PLC (DES, 

2019a) takes a broader perspective on the role Irish has as part of an integrated language 

curriculum.  The data in this study highlights that children are not necessarily gaining the 

benefits of early exposure to an additional language, as their experiences are limited to the 

accumulation of language units.  It is essential that through the ongoing implementation of the 

PLC (DES, 2019a), we do not miss an opportunity to have a transformative impact on the 

learning of Irish in English-medium primary schools.  In addition, the National Council for 

Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA), in its statutory role of supporting educational change, 

could provide detailed support materials that embody this holistic approach to Irish language 

learning.  As part of this, it will be important to draw attention to the relevant components of a 

post-communicative approach to teaching Irish with practical examples.  While some of these 

elements have been addressed in the curriculum, the challenge is to embed this in classroom 

practices.  Providing an overview of a balanced approach, underpinned by the integrated nature 

of the curriculum, would aid teachers in engaging with the children in their class in a post-

communicative environment, leading to a more complete experience of learning Irish.   
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The approach to the teaching of grammar and literacy skills in English-medium primary 

schools should be revised to address the negative influence that current approaches are having 

on children’s dispositions.  Successful practices from Irish-medium contexts could be used as 

a guide, in addition to the international literature.  A multifaceted approach, drawing on the 

findings from Irish-medium contexts, could be used to develop authentic and relevant practices 

for English-medium primary schools.  Again, the NCCA would be best positioned to coordinate 

this collaboration.  The integrated nature of the PLC (DES, 2019a) supports the development 

of literacy skills across languages, and we now have an opportunity to address this in a practical 

way for teachers.  As seen through the findings of this study, the communicative approach is 

not yet embedded in practice, despite the shift to this in the curriculum since 1999.  This 

supports my argument regarding the need for this multifaceted approach through continuous 

professional development, support materials and examples from English-medium primary 

schools.    

It appears that there is also a need for cross-sectoral planning to ensure consistency and 

progression in language learning experiences between primary school and secondary school.  

Again, the NCCA have a role here in ensuring the integrated nature of the PLC curriculum is 

used to inform practices in secondary school.  Through cross-sectoral planning, the language 

learning experiences would be holistic rather than perpetuating the approach to date where 

languages are taught as subjects, where each is kept separate within its own silo.  This would 

ensure that the work at primary school would provide a strong foundation for language learning 

in secondary school.  This would also be particularly important should a modern foreign 

language be introduced in third to sixth class (9-12-year-olds), as advocated in the Draft 

Curriculum Framework (NCCA, 2020).  Consistency and continuity across the primary school 

would be essential.  Children would see the development in their learning, rather than a narrow 

view emphasising grammar and more difficult vocabulary, reflecting the knowledge 

component of one domain.   

Possible areas for future research 

In conducting this study, my research skills have been developed, including my understanding 

of the complexity but significant value of research with children.  I am committed to the 

continued inclusion of children’s voices in future language learning research.  Their insights 

are invaluable in transporting the conceptual framework from this study into practice to reflect 
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the Fröebelian, social constructivist position adopted throughout this study.  Working with 

children and their teachers in a dialogic manner could further provide opportunities to embed 

the learner-centred approach in practice.  Through this work, I would wish to explore, with the 

children as co-researchers, the effect of implementing this framework on their experiences.  

This could be undertaken at various class levels in a scaffolded manner to provide a more 

detailed overview of how the framework translates to practice.   

By listening to children in first and fifth classes in three schools, a snapshot of their perspectives 

has now been captured.  The findings highlighted gaps that could be further researched with 

other children, teachers, student teachers, teacher educators, and stakeholders to support the 

implementation of best practice in schools.  It would be worthwhile to extend this study to 

include a range of schools in different contexts, which would widen the scope and provide 

further insights.  The inclusion of Irish-medium primary schools could also further our 

understandings of how Irish is taught and learned in different contexts.   

Future research about teachers’ experiences of teaching Irish in English-medium primary 

schools would be of value.  Through this, some of the factors that inhibit the implementation 

of the communicative approach could be identified.  Findings from such research could guide 

future pre-service and in-service training and development as well as the design of additional 

support materials for the teaching of Irish more generally.   

Reflecting upon the limitations 

The aim of this study was to capture the children’s descriptions of their experiences of learning 

Irish in English-medium primary schools.  A limitation of this approach was that the findings 

might not reflect what happens in these classrooms.  However, the aim of the research was to 

understand children’s views and experiences, which I have reported with accuracy and 

congruence.  As these voices have largely been missing from discussions on the Irish language 

curriculum, particularly in recent decades, it was timely that their experiences be gathered in a 

qualitative study.  This was particularly important at a time of curriculum change and in the 

context of the dearth of published research on the teaching of Irish that includes children’s 

voices.   
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The study resulted in rich data that contributed to my understanding of how first-class and fifth-

class children experience learning Irish.  As this study was undertaken in three schools, the 

findings are not generalisable, nor was it feasible to undertake a larger-scale or longitudinal 

study.  In addition, two of the schools were girls’ schools, which also limits generalisability; 

however, gender differences were not a focus of the study.  The practicalities of undertaking 

this research with children were discussed in Chapter Four.  These included the complexities 

of behaviour management, the various levels of permissions for participation, and discussion 

of challenging concepts, especially for the younger children.  This meant that patterns in 

individual responses could not be traced and that each visit to each classroom generated a 

collective narrative, either whole class or small group.  Findings were not explored by student 

characteristics or background variables (gender, or social class, for example).  However, this 

study has, through this approach, remained faithful to the social constructivist paradigm in 

which it was developed and conducted through the use of child-centred research instruments 

where the children were encouraged to describe their experiences fully.   

Regarding the research methods, the reliance on data collection using talk and discussion may 

mean that some children did not share their experiences due to a lack of confidence or limited 

expressive language in English.  The variety of methods and the combination of whole-class, 

group, paired and individual activities addressed this limitation to some extent, as children had 

more opportunities to participate.  However, across all methods, there were children who chose 

not to participate.  While this is a strength from an ethics perspective, indicating the children’s 

understanding of their right to withdraw, it is difficult to comment on the reasons for opting 

out of certain activities.  The three visits also helped address this limitation as, by the third 

visit, I felt I had developed my rapport with each class further, as discussed in Chapter Four.  

While there are limitations, this study provides a lens into children’s experiences of learning 

Irish in English-medium primary schools.  In this respect, it makes a contribution to the 

literature through the provision of this account from both first and fifth classes in three English-

medium primary schools.  Through my reflexive engagement throughout the process, I feel I 

have developed as a researcher while also gaining insights that will inform my pract ice, which 

I now explore further.  
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Personal retrospective reflection 

This research, and the broader EdD programme, have had a profound impact on my 

professional development.  Through undertaking the course, and in particular this study, my 

understanding of language teaching and learning has been enhanced.  I have also developed a 

deeper appreciation for the importance of research in informing my practice.  As noted earlier, 

this includes a commitment to undertaking research with children.  Already my approach to 

my teaching has been reshaped.  I am committed to ensuring that student teachers also have a 

balanced experience, including skills and approaches for teaching Irish and language 

awareness, cultural awareness, authenticity, and autonomy as language teachers and language 

users.  My rationale for choosing an EdD programme was for this professional transformation, 

with a view to highlighting future directions for pedagogy and practice in an accessible and 

actionable manner.   

I have also developed personally from the experience and now better understand myself as a 

language learner.  As a child, I always just ‘had’ Irish and English, being raised through Irish 

in an English-speaking community.  While I performed well on exams in my third language 

(L3), French, I could not even ask simple questions when I tried to communicate with a French 

couple.  My failure in my only formal language learning experience has always been something 

that has bothered me, but until I engaged in this research, I could  not pinpoint the issue.  Having 

carried out this research, I can now revisit this in an informed way, as I recall that we only 

learned vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation in French class, similar to the children’s 

reflections on Irish in this study.  Like them, I had an incomplete experience.  This realisation 

cements my commitment to a balanced, learner-centred post-communicative approach to the 

learning and teaching of Irish.    

Conclusion 

Through this study, first-class and fifth-class children’s experiences of learning Irish in 

English-medium primary schools were captured.  This addressed an area of research that has 

not received attention in recent years, and through this study, insights into children’s 

perspectives have been documented.  Reflecting other contexts, children see themselves as 

passive accumulators of units of language, and it would appear that they are not aware of being 

engaged in meaningful language use.  Through the implementation of the curriculum, a broader 
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conception of language can be achieved, reflecting the reimagined domains presented as the 

conceptual framework of this study.  The implications of this for stakeholders have been 

outlined in this chapter, and while this may be challenging, we now have an opportunity to 

make real change.  This dissertation allowed me to research the theory and practice of Irish 

language learning from a variety of perspectives but, as a Fröebelian practitioner, the voices of 

the children were, for me, the most transformative.  I leave the last words to one of them as a 

final message of hope and encouragement: 

Irish is really good.  You should try it (Parkview_1B). 
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Appendix 4.1: Visit One overview and questions 

We are going to use our imaginations and are going to pretend that a new child is coming to be 

in our class.  The new person’s name is Sam and Sam has lots of questions to ask about being 

in this class.  When I ask a question, we can all take turns going around the circle to answer the 

question.  If you don’t want to answer, then you can pass when it is your turn.  

Question Possible domains that responses will link 

to  

I already can speak English and I speak Polish 

at home with my family.  Can you tell me what 

languages you know?  

What is the best thing about being in this 

class? 

  

I heard you learn Irish in this class.  I have 

never learned Irish before.  Can you tell me 

about Irish?  

 

What happens when you are learning Irish? 

 

Is learning Irish different from learning 

maths?  Prompt with ‘Because’ after the first 

answer. 

  

Do you think that it is important to learn Irish?  

Why?  

 

What is the most important thing to learn in 

Irish lessons? 

 

Is there anything you find difficult?  Anything 

that is really easy? 

 

Linguistic profile of children.  Also, to see 

if they include Irish as a language that they 

‘know’? 

Icebreaker 

 

 

Which domain (Biesta) is dominant in the 

answers? 

 

 

Qualification/Socialisation/Subjectification 

 

Qualification/Socialisation/Subjectification 

 

 

 

Socialisation 

 

 

Qualification 

 

 

Qualification/Subjectification 
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Will I see or hear Irish outside of the 

classroom?  Do you ever use Irish outside the 

classroom?  Or do you see people who do?  

Final time around the circle: 

Is there anything else you want to say that you 

didn’t get to say already? 

 

FIFTH CLASS ONLY 

Do you think that you have different opinions 

about Irish now compared with when you were 

in first class?  

Closing section: thanks, plan for next visit.   

 

 

 

Socialisation 

 

 

 

 

Prompt for detail here.   
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Appendix 4.2: Diamond ranking template and images 
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Appendix 4.3: Questions for draw and talk/focus group 

Question Possible domains that responses will link 

to 

Draw me a picture that fits under the title 

‘This is me learning Irish’. 

 

Can you tell me what you are doing in the 

picture? 

 

What do you have when you are learning 

Irish?  (i.e., books/pens/games) 

 

Do you think that you are good at learning 

Irish?  How do you know that? 

 

Do you think that it is important to be good 

at Irish? 

 

How do you learn Irish?  For example, if you 

are learning a new word that you never heard 

before, what do you do?  What’s happening 

inside your head? 

 

Did you ever think about what you do when 

you are learning Irish like that before?  Or did 

you ever talk about it before?  

 

What do you do if you don’t know a word?  

If you couldn’t do that is there anything else, 

you think that you could do?  

 

 

 

 

Qualification/Socialisation/Subjectification 

 

 

Qualification/subjectification 

 

 

Qualification/Subjectification 

 

 

Socialisation/subjectification 

 

 

Qualification/Subjectification 

 

 

 

 

Subjectification 

 

 

 

Subjectification 

 

 

 

Socialisation 
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Do you think that there are people that use 

Irish to talk to each other outside of school?  

Why/Why not?  Where?  Why do you think 

that they would use Irish and not English? 

 

Closing section: thanks, plan for next visit.   
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Appendix 4.4: Visit Three, questions for circle time 

Question Possible domains that responses will link 

to 

Are there any tricks you have to help 

learning Irish that you think might help me?  

 

How does your teacher help you to learn 

Irish? 

Do you know any people who can speak 

Irish? 

When you’re finished in school and when 

you’re grown up do you think you’ll use 

Gaeilge? 

 

What do you learn about in Irish?  Are there 

certain topics that you learn about in Irish 

lessons?   

Are there any topics you would like to learn 

about that you haven’t learned about in Irish 

before this?  

 

 

If you were writing a book to help people 

learn Irish, what would you include? 

 

This is the last time I’ll be here to listen to you 

so if there is anything else that you want to 

tell me about learning Irish, you can tell me 

now.  

 

Closing section: Thanks for all their time and 

all the information that they shared with me.   

Qualification/Socialisation 

 

 

Subjectification 

 

Socialisation 

 

 

Socialisation/subjectification 

 

 

 

Qualification/Socialisation 

 

 

 

Qualification/subjectification 
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Appendix 4.5: Initial codes 
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Appendix 4.6: Moving towards themes 
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Appendix 4.7: Summary document of themes 

Domain Themes 

Qualification  

Knowledge Passive assimilation of units of language, particularly 
vocabulary (1st and 5th) and pronunciation (5th) 
 
Imitation and reproduction (1st and 5th) 

Skills Few examples of communication in meaningful 
contexts (1st and 5th). 
Limited evidence of explicit development of the four 
language skills (1st and 5th) 
 

Dispositions Children in first class were more positive in their 
descriptions, however some negativity already in 
evidence 

Socialisation  

Authenticity Limited examples of authentic materials or 
opportunities for authentic interactions 

Cultural awareness Small number of references: symbols of Irishness (1 st) 
historical events and colonisation (5th) 

Language awareness Little evidence of explicit activities (1st and 5th) 

Grammar Deductive, traditional approach in evidence, 
particularly in one fifth class 

Subjectification  

Language learner autonomy  

Learner involvement No evidence of learner choice or engagement with 
learners’ action knowledge (1st and 5th) 
Strategy use usually cognitive (learning) and social 
(lack of understanding) without reference to 
metacognitive strategies (1st and 5th).   

Learner reflection Reflection on language learning not noted in 
discussions (1st and 5th) 
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Appendix 4.8: Ethical approval memorandum 
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Appendix 4.9: Ethics documents: principal 

Pupils’ experiences of the Irish language in first class and fifth class. 

          

Dear Principal, 

I am currently undertaking an Ed.D. (Doctor of Education) with the School of Social Sciences, Education and 

Social Work, Queen’s University, Belfast.  As part of this course, I am undertaking research on children’s 

experiences of the Irish language.  I am conducting this study under the supervision of Professor Jannette Elwood 

and Professor Laura Lundy. 

I would like to ask your permission to conduct the research with a first and a fifth class in your school.  I attach 

an information sheet, which provides a detailed overview of the study .  Having read the information sheet, please 

do not hesitate to contact me for clarification on any point .  If you are willing to give permission for two classes 

in your school to participate, please sign and return the enclosed consent form by 20 October 2018.   

I include my contact details and those of my principal supervisor should you wish to find out more a bout the 

study, even if you have decided not to take part. 

Yours faithfully, 

___________________________ 

Fiona Nic Fhionnlaoich 

Email: *********** 

Tel. (***) ******* 

 

Principal Supervisor details 
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Information Sheet for Principals 

What is the purpose of this research? 

As part of an Ed.D. (Doctor of Education) I am conducting research to explore primary school pupils’ experiences 

of the Irish language.  Within this broad topic, I hope to learn about children ’s perceptions of the Irish language 

and how they feel others view the language.  I am also interested in the activities and methodologies they enjoy 

most in Irish lessons.  This study has received approval from the Ethics Committee at Queen ’s University, Belfast.  

Why has my school been chosen? 

I have selected this school as I am interested in gathering information on the children ’s experiences and I feel that 

the children in this school will share interesting perspectives with me.  

If I agree to participate, what will I be asked to do? 

I am asking that you give your consent for me to visit the first and fifth classes four times in 

October/November/December 2018. During the first sessions, I will work with the class teacher and children to 

begin to get to know them. Then three sessions will be used to collect data on their opinions of the Irish language. 

During the first of these sessions I will work with the whole class where we will discuss their experiences of the 

Irish language. We will engage in a range of activities to help the children express their opinions. The next visit  

will involve small group activities, where the children will be invited to draw and have some small group 

discussions. The final visit will involve the presentation of some of the findings from the first two visits and  

children will be invited to respond. 

All discussions will be audio-recorded with permission. Children’s work will be photographed, with their 

permission. These visuals may be used in the research dissertation and other publications but the children ’s names 

will be removed. Children will not be photographed at any stage during the research.  

In addition to capturing the children’s opinions I will also keep notes on the sessions in a reflective journal. No 

names will be used in this document.  

I will work with you and the teachers to find the best times and locations in which to conduct these sessions, to 

ensure as little disruption as possible to the children’s education.  

I have taught in a primary school for over a decade and assure you that all sessions will be conducted in a 

professional, child-centred manner.  
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Is participation voluntary and can I withdraw? 

Yes, participation is voluntary.  The teacher, pupils, and their parents/guardians will also be given information, 

and I will ask for their individual consent.  

At any stage during the process a child, parent, teacher or principal may withdraw from the research up to the 

point at which the data are anonymised.  Withdrawal will not result in any negative consequences and will not 

require any explanation.  

Will participation in the study be kept confidential?  

I will abide by the data protection guidelines of the university at all times.  No names will be recorded once the 

audio-recordings are transcribed.  No teachers will be named in the write-up of this research.  Consequently, the 

information provided will be anonymous, and it will be kept  strictly confidential.  Electronic information will be 

stored securely, locked by password and hard copies of information will be kept in a locked office space.  Access 

to the data will be restricted to the researcher and her supervisors.  At the end of the study information will be 

stored securely at Queen’s University for a minimum of 5 years and then it will destroyed. 

 

What will happen to the results of the study?  

Once the research has been carried out, the information will be written up in a doctoral thesis .  This thesis will be 

available in Queen’s University, Belfast.  The school will not be named nor will any of the participants.  The 

findings may be shared at educational conferences and in academic publications.  A copy of the findings pertaining 

to the school will be made available on request.  
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Consent form: Principal 

Research project: Pupils’ experiences of the Irish language in first and fifth classes 

Researcher: Fiona Nic Fhionnlaoich, EdD Student 

School of Social Sciences, Education and Social Work, Queen ’s University Belfast 

I have read the attached letter and information sheet which explains the research about pupils ’ experiences of the 

Irish language in first class and fifth class.  

− I understand that the letter is asking me to consent to pupils participating in a research project. 

− I understand that discussions will be audio-recorded and that photographs of pupils’ work will be taken.  

I also understand that no children will be photographed as part of this research. 

− I understand that all information will be kept strictly confidential and that the names of the school, 

pupils or teacher will not be included in the report. 

− I understand that participation is voluntary and that pupils are free to withdraw from the research at any 

stage during the process.  I also understand that the Board of Management can revisit this decision and 

withdraw consent for the school to participate at any time. 

− I understand that the findings of this research will be published in a Doctoral dissertation and may also 

be included in conference presentations and in other academic publications. 

Please tick one of the following boxes to indicate whether or not you consent to this research project.  

 I AGREE to the research being conducted in this school. 

 

 I DO NOT AGREE to the research being conducted in this school. 

Signed: ___________________________  

 Principal 

Date:   _______________  
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Appendix 4.10: Ethics documents: Parents/guardians and children 

Pupils’ experiences of the Irish language in first class and fifth class. 

Dear Parent/Guardian, 

I am currently undertaking an Ed.D. (Doctor of Education) with the School of Social Sciences, Education and 

Social Work, Queen’s University, Belfast.  As part of this course, I am undertaking research on children ’s 

experiences of the Irish language.  I am conducting this study under the supervision of Professor Jannette Elwood 

and Professor Laura Lundy. 

Your child’s school will be taking part in this research.  The principal and the class teacher have given me their 

permission to work with your child’s class.  On the next page I explain more about the research and what will 

happen if you and your child agree to take part.  

Please sign the attached consent form and mark whether you ‘agree’ or ‘do not agree’ to your child taking part in 

the research.  Then send the form back to the school office before date TBC.  

I include my contact details and those of my principal supervisor should you wish to find out more about the 

study, even if you have decided not to take part.  I will also be in the school on date and time TBC if you would 

like to meet me and ask me any questions. 

Yours faithfully, 

___________________________ 

Fiona Nic Fhionnlaoich 

Email: *************  

Tel. (***) ******* 

 

Principal Supervisor details.  
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Information sheet for parents/guardians 

 

What is the purpose of this study? 

As part of an Ed.D. (Doctor of Education) I am researching primary school pupils’ experiences of the Irish 

language.  Within this broad topic I hope to learn about children ’s perceptions of the Irish language and how they 

feel others view the language.  I am also interested in the activities and methodologies they enjoy most in Irish 

lessons.  This study has received approval from the Ethics Committee at Queen ’s University, Belfast.  

Why has my child’s class been chosen? 

I have selected this school as I am interested in gathering information on the children ’s experiences and I feel that 

the children in this school will share interesting perspectives with me.  

How will my child be involved? 

The principal and class teacher have agreed to allow me research in this class.  I have visited the class once 

informally.  I will visit the class another three times over the next six weeks to collect data on the children’s 

experiences of the Irish language.  

During the next visit I will work with the whole class where we will discuss their experinces of the Irish language. 

We will engage in a range of activities to help the children express their opinions. The following visit will involve 

small group activities, where the children will be invited to draw and have some small group discussions. The 

final visit will involve the presentation of some of the findings from the first two visits and children will be invited 

to respond. 

I would like to audio-record the sessions with permission. Children’s work will be photographed, with their 

permission. These visuals may be used in the final research dissertation and other publications but the children ’s 

names will be removed. Children will not be photographed at any stage during the research.  

In addition to capturing the children’s opinions I will also keep notes on the sessions in a reflective journal. No 

names will be used in this notebook.  

I will work with the principal and the teacher to find the best times to visit the class, to ensure as little disruption 

as possible to the children’s education.  

I have taught in a primary school for over a decade and assure you that all sessions will be conducted in a 

professional child-centred manner.  
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Does my child have to take part? 

No, and this will have no negative effects. You can also choose which parts of the study to give consent for e.g. 

you can consent to your child being part of the whole class discussions but not the small group activities. It is 

entirely up to you. If you do not give consent for your child to be part of some/all of the research they will work 

with the class teacher (enter name here) while I am working with the children who are taking part.  

What if I say yes and then change my mind?  

You and/or your child ca n change your mind at any stage during the study and decide not to take part anymore up 

until the point that the information has been made anonymous. You don ’t even have to give a reason why and no 

one will think any differently of you or your child should  you choose to pull out of the research. 

Will participation in the study be kept confidential?  

I will abide by the data protection guidelines of the university at all times.  No names will be recorded once the 

audio-recordings are transcribed.  Consequently, the information provided will be anonymous, and it will be kept 

strictly confidential.  Electronic information will be stored securely, locked by password and hard copies of 

information will be kept in a locked office space.  Access to the data will be  restricted to the researcher and her 

supervisor.  At the end of the study information will be stored securely at Queen ’s University for a minimum of 

5 years and then it will destroyed. 

What will happen to the results of the study?  

Once the research has been carried out, the information will be written up in a doctoral thesis.  This thesis will be 

available in Queen’s University, Belfast.  The school will not be named nor will any of the participants.  The 

findings may be shared at educational conferences and in academic publications.  
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Consent form: Parent/Guardian 

Research project: Pupils’ experiences of the Irish language in first and fifth classes 

Researcher: Fiona Nic Fhionnlaoich, EdD Student 

School of Social Sciences, Education and Social Work, Queen ’s University Belfast 

I have read the attached letter and information sheet which explains the research about pupils ’ experiences of the 

Irish language in first class and fifth class.  

− I understand tha t the letter is asking me if I consent to my child taking part in the research. 

− I understand that discussions will be audio-recorded and that photographs of my child’s work will be 

taken.  I also understand that photographs of my child will not be taken as part of this research. 

− I understand that all information will be kept strictly confidential and that the names of the school, 

pupils or teacher will not be included in the report. 

− I understand that participation is voluntary and that I can change my mind at any stage during the 

process.  I also understand that my child can withdraw consent at any time. 

− I understand that the findings of this research will be published in a Doctoral dissertation and may also 

be included in conference presentations and in other academic publications. 

Please indicate whether you ‘agree’ or ‘do not agree’ to your child being involved in the following: 

 
AGREE 

DO NOT 
AGREE 

My child can take part in whole class discussions as part of 
this research. 

  

My child can take part in small group discussions as part of 
this research. 

  

My child can be audio-recorded as part of these discussions.   

My child can take part in a drawing activity as part of this 
research. 

  

Work that my child does as part of this research can be 
photographed. 

  

Parent/Guardian Name: ___________________ Child’s name: ___________________ 

Signature:  ____________________    Date:_____________________ 

Please read the attached information sheet for children with your child.  If they are happy to be pa rt of the 

research, please ask them to complete the attached consent form for children.  
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   Information sheet for children (First class) 
Information to be explained orally to children  

 

Hello, My name is Fiona. You have already met me in your 
class when I visited.  

 

 

I am a student at Queen’s University, Belfast. A university 
is a place where some people go to do courses when they grow up. As 
part of my course, I am doing research – this is like searching for answers 
to questions, sometimes with the help of children like you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I want to find out what children think about learning Irish in school. I would 
like to talk to you and other children in your class to find out what you 
think.   

 

I would like to visit your class three more times and talk to everyone who 
wants to take part. Each visit will take around 45 minutes. On the first visit 
we will work as a whole class. During the second visit I will work with small 
groups and we will draw and talk. On the third day I will tell you some of 
the things I heard you say on the first and second visit. We will be in one 
group and we will talk about these things. 

 

 

 

 
Queen’s University Belfast 
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I would like to record everyone’s voice when we are talking, if you allow 
me to.  

 

 

 

 

 

I will also take photographs of the work you do, if you allow me to. I will 
not take any photographs of you during this research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I will take some notes in my journal sometimes too. All these things will 
help me remember what you said when I go home.  

 

 

 

When I write about what I heard in your class, I will not use your name or 
your teacher’s name. 

 

I have sent a letter home to your parents/guardians too and they will talk 
to you about it again so you can all decide if you want to take part. 

If you say yes but then change your mind, that is okay. After I leave the 
classroom each day I will write up what I heard. When I do that I will use 
another name instead of your name. After I have changed the name it is 
then too late for you to change your mind.   
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Information sheet for children (Fifth class) 
Information to be explained orally to children  

 

Hello, My name is Fiona. You have already met me in your 
class when I visited earlier.  

 

 

I am a student at Queen’s University, Belfast. A university 
is a place where some people go to do courses when they grow up. As 
part of my course, I am doing research – this is like searching for answers 
to questions, sometimes with the help of children like you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I want to find out what children think about learning Irish in school. I would 
like to talk to you and other children in your class to find out what you 
think.   

 

I would like to visit your class three more times and talk to everyone who 
wants to take part. Each visit will take around 45 minutes. On the first visit 
we will work as a whole class and use some pictures and pretend animals 
when we are talking. During the second visit I will work with small groups 
and we will draw and talk. On the third day I will tell you some of the things 
I heard you say on the first and second visit. We will be in one group and 
we will talk about these things. 

 

 

 
Queen’s University Belfast 
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I would like to record everyone’s voice when we are talking, if you allow 
me to.  

 

 

 

 

 

I will also take photographs of the work you do, if you allow me to. I will 
not take any photographs of you during this research. 

 

 

 

 

 

I will take some notes in my journal sometimes too. All these things will 
help me remember what you said when I go home.  

 

 

 

When I write about what I heard in your class, I will not use your name or 
your teacher’s name. 

 

I have sent a letter home to your parents/guardians who will talk to you 
about the research so you can all decide if you want to take part. 

If you say yes but then change your mind, that is okay. After I leave the 
classroom each day I will write up what I heard. When I do that I will use 
another name instead of your name. After I have changed the name it is 
then too late for you to change your mind.  
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Consent form for children (Fifth class) 

 

 

 

My name is________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Please put an ‘X’ in the box to indicate your decision. 

  

 

 

Yes, I would like to participate. 

 

 

  

 

No, I do not want to participate. 
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Appendix 5.1: Diamond ranking by class 
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Appendix 5.2: Complete version of Figure 5.13 
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Appendix 5.3: Categorisation of strategies 

  

 Strategy Riverside_1st Parkview_1stA Parkview_1stB Bridgeport_1st 

 Cognitive 

W
h

en
 I

 a
m

 l
ea

rn
in

g
 n

ew
 w

o
rd

s 

Input (i.e., 
‘listen’ or 

‘teacher 
teaches’) and it 
gets stuck in my 

brain 

4 14 5 10 

Repetition  

Oral 0 1 0 0 

‘Say it in head’ 0 0 2 0 

Written 0 0 0 5 

Practise 0 2 3 2 

 

Try to 

remember/keep 
it in my brain 

0 2 1 10 

 

W
h

en
 I

 d
o
 n

o
t 

u
n

d
er

st
a
n

d
 Sound it out 1 2 0 3 

Do action 0 0 0 2 

Look and think 1 0 0 0 

Use resources 

(copy, display, 
IWB, Google) 

3 1 5 2 

 

Social 

Ask someone, 
teacher, friend 

8 11 6 3 
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 Strategy Riverside_5th Parkview_5th Bridgeport_5th 

 Cognitive 

W
h

en
 I

 a
m

 l
ea

rn
in

g
 n

ew
 w

o
rd

s 

Listen 1 3 4 

Repetition  

Oral 4 2 2 

‘Repeat it’ 0 2 0 

Written 6 7 1 

Practise 1 7 6 

 

Write 0 1 0 

Use the word 0 0 2 

Memorise 0 0 4 

Rhyming words 0 0 2 

Cognates (words in 
English) 

0 0 3 

Link to English 

translation/pronunciation 

0 2 3 

 

W
h

en
 I

 d
o
 n

o
t 

u
n

d
er

st
a
n

d
 

Use resources (display, 
computer, phone) 

1 0 5 

Use dictionary 4 0 10 

Figure it out (letter 

level) 

2 2 1 

Figure it out (context) 0 0 2 

    

Social 

Ask someone, teacher, 
friend 

6 5 17 

Teacher provides the 

meaning 

0 2 1 

Social/cognitive 

Ask teacher/use 
dictionary 

6 0 4 

 Do nothing 

Do nothing 1 2 0 


